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YESTERDAY FRAMED IN TO-DAY.

CHAPTER I.

" WE HAVE HEARD THE FAME OF HIM .”

MAY
I, the writer of this book, offer in its

opening chapter a word of explanation to

my readers ?

a

I think you are about to read that which is

unlike anything else now in print. There are no

rules pertaining to history or chronology that will

apply to it ; it is crowded with anachronisms, the

only excuse for them being that they are inten

tional.

For a set purpose, that I have tried to carry out,

dates and periods of time have been deliberately

confused. Also, let me frankly confess to having.

arranged on paper that which in real life could

not be. That is, our present state of civilization

has been made use of without the aid of the New

Testament. In other words, I have taken this

present time, with its railroads, and telegraphs,

and phonographs, and electric lights, and what

not ? and lifted into it, from out the historic past,

7



8 YESTERDAY FRAMED IN TO - DAY .

a central figure — the central figure of all time;

the One without whose coming we would not

even have counted time as we now do, — the Man

Christ Jesus . I have conceived of him as walking

the streets of our modern cities and villages, meet

ing the people of to-day, — people who dress and

act and think in the New Testament era, yet have

knowledge only of the Old. I have imagined such

people coming in contact with this central Light,

as it shone on earth centuries ago, and treating it

in the same spirit that men and women treated it

then ; the spirit in which undoubtedly very many

would receive him now, were he to come again in

the same humble, local way.

My object in making this effort - no, on second

thought I will leave you to discover my object.

If you fail in finding it soon, and sharply defined,

I shall have signally failed in my effort.

I want simply to ask you to read carefully and

with unprejudiced eyes.

With which brief explanation , I turn to my

story

.

Mrs. Holman moved about the room with a very

manifest unrest upon her. She opened, and closed

again, doors and drawers and boxes with no ap

parent object, and in other ways showed a per

turbed spirit that was very unlike her usual quiet

self.

Very frequently her nervous glance was turned
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toward a door that stood ajar, from behind which

could be heard a murmur of voices . At intervals

she entered the room where the talkers were, and

engaged in the conversation, returning again even

more disturbed.

At the extreme end of the room, by a southern

window, sat a young woman in neat home dress,

busily sewing, - a pure-faced, sweet-eyed young

woman with an abundance of brown hair that

waved low on her forehead. She was almost too

young to be called a woman, yet there was about

her such an atmosphere of womanhood that one

disliked to name her simply a girl.

“ Frances is a very womanly girl,” said those

who were intimate with her, thus compromising

between the two words ; while comparative stran

gers had been known to describe her as “ a sweet,

girlish -looking woman .

Her cheeks were pinker this morning than was

quite natural, although they had generally a health

ful glow ; and a close observer would have noted

that the hand which held the swift-moving needle

trembled a little as she arrested it from time to

time to arrange her work . Her eyes, also, ex

pressed, not trouble, like her mother's, nor even

anxiety – they simply suggested that her heart

was throbbing with an interest that she was care

fully holding in check .

During one of the mother's absences from the

room , the door leading into the hall opened sud

>
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denly, and Margaret Holman entered. Whatever

this young girl did was done with suddenness . It

seemed sometimes as though she fairly rushed at

life, and tore its blessings from its hand with an

excitement that almost frayed the garments of the

blessings.

Margaret lives too fast, ” said certain of her

friends ; " she will use up all her vital force, and

be an old woman , exhausted with life , years before

her time.”

It is difficult to describe a girl like Margaret

Holman. For that matter, it is difficult to de

scribe anybody. What have hair and eyes and

features, regular or irregular, to do with it ? Every

body has eyes and lips and a nose apiece ; whether

the eyes be blue, or gray, and the nose be Roman

or a trifle turned up, makes much less difference

than we are inclined to imagine. It is, of course,

the subtle something behind all these, which one

never attempts to describe, that repels or attracts,

or, it may be, awakens only indifference.

There shall be no attempt at this point to de

scribe Margaret Holman , further than to say that

the excitement which was being held in check by

her sister fairly blazed in the girl's expressive

face .

“ How can you sit there and sew, just as usual! ”

she exclaimed. “ I believe if you had received

word that there would be an earthquake to -morrow

that would tear this house from its foundations,
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you would still draw that needle back and forth,

and take those little bits of stitches . It would

drive me wild ! ”

"Which ? ” asked Frances ; “the knowledge of

the earthquake, or the sewing ? ”

6 Both. How can you be so still when we are

all wrought up ? Something ought to be done .

You should talk to David ; he will listen to you, if

he will to anybody in the world .”

The needle flew in and out, faster, if possible,

than before, but the worker remained silent ; only

a slightly deepening flush on her cheek indicating

that she had heard.

“ Why don't you speak ? ” asked Margaret im

patiently. “Say something ; if you don't, I shall

Frances Holman , why don't you go and

tell them it is impossible ? ”

“ I cannot,” Frances said at last, dropping her

work , and looking fully at her sister. “ I cannot

take such a risk .”

" I don't understand . Doesn't all the risk lie

in his carrying out this wild idea ? I am sure you

could prevent it, and yet you sit there and talk

about risk ! I believe in my heart that you want

him to try it !”

The work was back again in the elder sister's

fingers, the needle making good progress. At this

last sentence the color flamed to her forehead ;

but her voice, when she spoke again, was low and

controlled .

scream .
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“ I am only too glad, dear, that it is not a ques

tion for me to decide . We must remember that

David is not a boy to be controlled, but a man ,

with such a burden to bear as you and I cannot

understand . What must it beWhat must it be to lie year after

year in that one room ! It is worse than death,

infinitely ; it would be for me. Sometimes it seems

to me as though I could not bear it for him any

longer."

Margaret turned away abruptly to hide tears .

She stood for some moments with her back to her

sister, then, half turning, spoke more quietly.

“ I know all that, of course . Don't we all know

what you have been to him through these years ??

I don't suppose I realize it fully, by any means ;

but ever since I was ill for five weeks I have

understood it better. Still, what has that to do,

with the present question ? He is bracing himself

up for a terrible effort, which, if he should live

through it, —and I know mother is afraid he would

not, - would only result in a terrible disappoint

ment.”

Once more the sewing dropped, and Frances

clasped her hands so tightly that her nerves tingled

with the pain, as she asked, -

“ Is there not a possibility that he might be

helped ? ”

“ Frances !” It was the only word her sister

spoke, but it seemed to the girl almost like a

blow .
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She went on hurriedly,

“ I know all you would say ; but think , remem

ber what we have heard within a few weeks, what

we are constantly hearing. Do you forget Mrs.

Ames ? She was very ill indeed, they said .”

“ Oh, they said ’ ! If you are going to quote“

the gossip of the street, there is an end to com

mon sense . Mrs. Ames, at the best, is a woman

who imagines herself ill enough to die if she has

but the toothache ; and as for crediting for a

moment the wild stories that are afloat about her,

Frances, I am astonished at you ! Is Philip re

sponsible for this state of mind ? "

But Frances was evidently not accustomed to

being addressed in this way. She looked steadily

into her sister's excited eyes, as she said with

dignity,

“ Never mind Philip, if you please ; there is no

occasion to bring his name into our talk . ”

“ I beg your pardon, ” said the impetuous girl,

her face aflame. “ I did not mean to say anything

disagreeable ; but I want to ask one question, • If

father had heard your words just now , what would

he have said ? ' For father's sake, if for nothing

else, you ought to use your influence . If he were

here, you know he would not permit this for a

moment. And in his absence

“ In his absence," interrupted Frances, still with

dignity, but quite gently, “ I cannot assume his

responsibilities. The truth is, dear, that David

-

>

>
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has been ill so long, we have all learned to speak

of him as though he were a child under our con

trol, instead of a man of thirty. Even father,a

remember, would have no right to control his

movements.”

Margaret made a gesture of impatience .

“ Do you know that seems like nonsense,” she

said quickly. “ So long as David is watched over

and cared for like a child, I think he owes it to

father and mother to follow their advice. He has

been quite willing to do so, I am sure , and would

be now, if he hadn't lost his senses over this ex

citement. Those young men have talked to him

until he doesn't know what he thinks . I must

say that they take a good deal upon themselves,

coming here to urge the claims of an entire stran

ger, when we have a family physician in whom we

have all confidence. I wish father were at home,

or Philip . When is he coming ? I am sure he

would not allow any movement so wild as this . "

“ I do not know when he will come, and I do

not think he would interfere if he were here .

Neither will I. It may sound strangely to you,

but I mean it when I say that I dare not use my

influence. Our brother has suffered enough, with

out our trying to treat him as though he were

reduced to mental as well as physical helplessness .

He has deliberately resolved to make this supreme

effort, and I dare not open my lips to try to pre

vent it.”
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Margaret turned away impatiently just as her

mother re -entered the room .

“ Frances,” she said, dropping into a chair near

her daughter, “ will you not try once more to get

David to listen to reason ? I fear for the conse

quences of this excitement. Those young men

must see how much I want them to go away.

What right have they to invade our home, and

work my poor boy into a fever ?”

There was a moment of painful silence, then

Frances spoke low .

“ Mother, I shall have to say to you as I did to

Margaret, that I dare not interfere . David has

set his heart upon this, and the consequences of

disappointment are more to be dreaded than the

effort.”

“ Yes , ” said Mrs. Holman quickly ; “that is

what I feel. If his poor body could bear such an

ordeal, what of the afterwards, when he is back

again in the old place ? Oh, it is cruel, cruel! ”

She hid her face in her hands, and Frances sat

in troubled silence again. Then , speaking very

gently,

“ Dear mother, very strange things are happen

ing in the city. Do you not remember what we

have heard within a few days ? How can we know

but that

- We can know that a great many people are

being deluded of Satan !” said Mrs. Holman in

strong excitement. “ I did not think it possible

>

>
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that you could be carried away by a cruel and

wicked delusion . What will your father say ?7

Oh, if he were only at home!”

The cause of all this solicitude and distress can

be given in few words. David Holman, the son

of the house, was a hopeless, helpless invalid . The

large, bright room where he lay had been his world

ever since he was twenty -three, and he was now

nearing his thirtieth birthday. During much of

this time he had suffered racking pain , being un

able to bear a movement from his bed to his inva

lid chair save at the expense of hours of torture.

Finally a couch of peculiar pattern had been con

structed for his use, and no attempt had been

made to move him to any other. Here he had

lain day after day, and year after year, being ten

derly cared for ; borne with patiently in his most

irritable hours ; entertained when his nerves could

endure it ; soothed and petted like a suffering child

when that treatment was what he needed.

The habit of the house had been to think and

speak of him as though he were the peculiar bless

ing of their lives, instead of being what he had

been , - a wild, reckless boy, whose uncontrolled

will had brought him at last to the narrow world

where he could only lie and wait .

He was never by word or look reminded of this .

By common consent, the family had ignored the

past, but it will be well understood that the young

man himself was unable to do so. How much of
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his pain grew out of the fact that he had brought

himself to this condition , only he and his God

knew .

Of course, during all these years, no effort nor

expense had been spared in securing the most

skilful medical treatment. More than once, in

the earlier years, had the hopes of the entire fam

ily been raised to the highest pitch, only to

be brought low again when the new treatment

utterly failed .

By degrees the family settled to the realization

that there was nothing for the idolized son and

brother but to wait until the earthly tabernacle

could be put off. Many were the hours spent in

secret, weeping and praying for the beloved one,

that when that time came, he might be prepared

for it. It seems strange to have to record the fact,

but fact it was, that, near as he had been to death,

hopeless as he was in life, he yet did not, for years,

attempt any preparation for that other world which

alone could have any hope for him . To his sister

Frances this condition of things had seemed far

more terrible than the bodily suffering ; and for

weeks together her prayer for him had been one

prolonged cry for mercy. There came a time when

he seemed somewhat changed, — less indifferent

to all religious conversation , less irritable when her

words became what he used to call personal. He

said very little indeed on the subject ; but that

little, if not encouraging, was certainly less dis
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couraging, and the sister, who was his chief atten

dant, began to have a trembling hope that he had

found, or was finding, God.

Then, suddenly, had come into their quiet home

a strange, new influence, a bewilderment, a hope,

or a delusion ; they knew not how to name it.
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CHAPTER II.

"IT WAS A TRUE REPORT WHICH I HEARD IN

MINE OWN LAND .”

THE
'HE Holman family, owing to their affliction

and the constant strain upon them of anxiety

and care, lived a very quiet life, mingling but

little even with their neighbors, and avoiding

society almost entirely. Yet their home was near

the city, and all news of importance reached them

sooner or later. At the time in which our story

opens, news of a very strange and startling nature

engrossed the minds of the public .

There had come to the city at intervals during

the season, a man who seemed, if one might judge

by results, to be a physician of no common order.

He was an entire stranger to the neighborhood ;

but very soon after his first visit remarkable stories

began to be circulated as to his power over disease

and pain, and, indeed, over trouble of almost any

sort. The most amazing reports had reached the

Holmans of the man's ability to cure those who

had been for years considered incurable ; and this,

not with a long and expensive process of medical

treatment, but with a touch , a word , sometimes
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with only a look . Of course the city was divided

as to its opinions. Many sneered at all the stories

as baseless follies . They affirmed that the cures

were performed on the bodies of those who had

diseased imaginations only, and having imagined

themselves ill , they could on occasion, of course,

as easily imagine themselves well. There were

some who shook their heads and looked mysterious,

and hinted that there was something strange and

unnatural, not to say “ uncanny," about it all .

Most people believed in the existence of an evil

spirit, and it had never been proved that he had

not his emissaries in human flesh . Immediately

arose those who affirmed that to cure human pain,

and relieve misery, and give peace where before

had been unrest, was certainly not the work of

evil spirits ; but there were answers ready for such.

Satan, it was said, knew enough in these days to

make of himself an “ angel of light” when occa

sion demanded. So the city was divided, and

excitement ran high.

In the little home on the outskirts of the city,

where our interest centres, it had not been sup

posed that there was held other opinions than

those advanced by the grave-faced, often stern

father.

“ We will have nothing to do with such mat

ters,” he had said, with the positiveness that char

acterized him . “ Nor do we want people running

here to tell their marvellous tales . It is nothing
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new. There has been some sort of excitement afloat

to make the credulous gape, and help the heedless

into evil, ever since the world began ; there always

will be, I suppose, but we need not be caught by

it. Just keep away from such unhealthy out

bursts, and avoid the people who are forever talk

ing about them . That has always been my habit,

and it is a good one for my children to copy. No

good ever comes from stepping out of the regular

routine of respectable life . I do not believe in

street preaching, or street performing of any kind.

Let it be distinctly understood that I will not have

the names of any of my family connected with

excitements like these .”

Yet despite this emphatic announcement, and

the apparent assurance which the father felt that

in this, as in other matters, his children would fol

low his example, stories of the stranger's marvel

lous power did float into the house from time to

time. The few neighbors who continued to be

friendly with the isolated family, and who “

in ” to try to cheer them in their loneliness, would

talk about what was going on in town.

Their stories were not much heeded by the

mother. The truth is, she was one of those women

who believe that what “ father ” thinks is right and

best, all the rest of the world to the contrary not

withstanding. So she sat quietly at her sewing,

and smiled incredulously over the marvels, and

only heard half of the particulars, and merely

ran
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cautioned the girls that they were not to. bother

“ father " by repeating any of the talk .

The younger daughter, however, liked to listen

to the reports ; they fed her love of the wonderful .

The details amused her greatly ; and as often as

opportunity offered , despite the father's injunction,

she was sure to question until she had drawn out

the particulars . She was , however, much too

loyal to her father, and perhaps too much like

him by nature, to have the slightest interest be

yond that of amusement in any of the stories.. So

much as a hint of their possibly serious character

was sure to make her indignant .

As for the elder daughter, she listened to the

talk as opportunity offered in utmost quiet. Some

times her face flushed over the details ; and she

caught her breath occasionally to suppress an

exclamation, though of what character it would

have been, she kept quite to herself.

Matters were in this state, with the father absent

from home on a business-trip, when something

very like a bombshell of excitement burst in the

quiet cottage.

David , the helpless , who, it was thought, had

long ago given up the hope of leaving his room

until that solemn day when he should be carried

from it coffined, suddenly announced his deter

mination of being carried to town the next time

the strange physician visited it . He would see for

himself if there was any truth in the stories . If

a
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even one-third of them were true, it ought to be

possible to have something done for him .

In vain the frightened mother urged the folly,

nay, the utter cruelty, of such an attempt. Had

he forgotten the awful agony of the time when

they moved him, ever so gently, to his present

couch ? True, he was in less pain now than he

used to be, but that was because he had none of

those terrible movings to endure . Did he not re

member that even now there were days when the

jar caused by persons walking across the room

was more than he could bear ? How, then , could

he think it possible for him to endure the motion

of the street ? The more fully she spread it out

before him, the more fully she realized his utter

folly . Not so David .

" It is of no use , mother," he said . 66

tell me may all be true, and my case is probably,

as you say , utterly hopeless; nevertheless, I mean

to make the attempt, even though I should die on

the road . The boys will carry me on that newly

discovered cot, in such a way that there will be

almost no jar. A great many things can be done

now, mother, that could not when I first lay down

in this room. Please, good little mother, do not

try to keep me from making this effort ; my whole

soul is determined on it . I must see this man .

You know how long it is since I have felt any

interest in doctors ? I do not know why I should

feel as I do, but I am as determined to carry out

6. What you
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this plan as I ever was to do anything in my life ;

and you remember, do you not, that I used to have

a will of my own ? "

There was a faint flush of color on his face as

he made this reference. Nobody ever reminded

him how entirely that will of his had ruined his

life , but of course they remembered it.

“ Yes,” said Mrs. Holman with intense signifi

cance ; “ I remember that you
had .”

It was the nearest she had ever come to a re

proach for the blighting of her life as well as his

own.

Four young men from town were the prime

movers in the matter which was causing the fam

ily such anxiety . They had been friends of David

since his early boyhood, although two of them

were younger by several years than himself. They

had spent many nights together at a time when

David's was the ruling spirit, and he had led them

to the very verge of ruin . It had been well for

them that he had been suddenly laid aside in that

quiet room. The accident had set them to think

ing ; and, withdrawn from his influence, they had

thought to such purpose that now they were reck

oned as model
young They had never grown

entirely away from their early intimacy with David

Holman. As time passed, and his sufferings grew

less, they had been able to beguile many weary

hours for him . Mrs. Holman had been very grate

ful to them in the days gone by ; and however

men.
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much the family might withdraw themselves from

others, the house had always been open to these

young men . Within a few weeks, however, it

had been discovered that they were all more or

less interested in what Mr. Holman characterized

as the “ superstition ” which was spreading over

the country . More than once he had said that he

wished those young men would cease their atten

tions to David ; if they were as shallow -brained as

their infatuation indicated, he would certainly not

miss them much. But the mother had urged in

excuse that they were young, and of course more

or less curious about all new ideas ; because they

tried to see and hear what they could, did not

argue a very deep interest ; and in any case they

could do no harm to poor David, who had so few

visitors . So the young men had come and gone

as usual, until suddenly it was discovered that

they had done harm to David . It was they who

had urged him to that fatal decision to see and

hear the dangerous stranger for himself !

On the morning in question, Mrs. Holman left

her daughter Frances abruptly, with a sore feeling

in her heart that she had failed in the quarter where

she had looked for help . She returned to her son's

room in time to hear one of the young men say,

“ You couldn't have chosen a better day than

this, Holman . It is warm , but not unpleasantly

so ; the air is like wine. I believe the mere get

ting out into it once more will do you good.”
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The poor mother turned upon the speaker in

only partially suppressed indignation .

“ I supposed you had more sense !” she said

sharply. “ Do you think we would have kept our

son housed all these months if there had been any

safe way to avoid it ? Don't you know, or have

you forgotten, that every effort to move him from

that corner, even, has been followed by hours of

agony, and then by such exhaustion that we have

hung over him, fearing that each breath would

be the last ? If
you understood his condition as I

do, you would see the folly of supposing for a

moment that he could endure the movement over

the rough street. I have heard his father say that

there is not a worse-paved street leading to the

city than ours . It is disagreeable for a well per

son to ride over it, and impossible for my son.”

“ O Mrs. Holman ! " exclaimed the young man

who had led in the movement throughout; “ do

not suppose for a moment that we think of having

him ride like common mortals . Hasn't he de

scribed the new hand -carriage to you , invented for

just such emergencies ?emergencies ? We propose to bring one

to the side door, lay his bed on it, and carry him

ourselves . We shall move very slowly, and we do

not believe he will feel any jar whatever. I as

sure you, dear madam, we have planned most care

fully, and feel almost certain of the results . ”

“ So do I ! ” said the poor mother with significant

bitterness ; but she said no more . She had done

>
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would go.

all she could to prevent what she believed to be

disaster and that only, and had failed .
The reso

lute will which, rightly managed, would have been

such a blessing to her son , but which had degen

erated into wilful obstinacy and ruined him, awoke

from its long lethargy, and reasserted itself that

morning with more than its former strength ; he

Nothing but dying on the spot would

prevent it, he assured his mother with a smile,

which in itself revealed the firm lines of his

lips . Without more ado preparations were com

menced for the trying ordeal. The poor sufferer

was a marvel to those who knew him well, in that

he bore the torture of being dressed for the out

side world without even a groan, and, indeed, with

no outward sign of suffering, other than his

deathly pallor and the dark lines under his eyes

bore witness to . His mother hovered about him,

pale, tearless, silent, trying to the very last to plan

for his comfort . Even when she bent and kissed

him good -by, a long lingering kiss that her fore

boding heart told her might be the last which

would meet with any response from him, she held

herself to silence . It was not the time for speech ;

she had said what she could, and his father was

not at home .

“ It is simply a stretcher ! ” she said, with white

lips, her eyes still tearless, as she came into the

house at last , having seen the strange procession

actually on its way ; and looked after it until a
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bend in the road hid them from view. 6. I have

tried to teach myself to expect to see him carried

away from me in his coffin, but I did not think he

would go out to meet it !

David, who, from being the quietest of subor

dinates, meekly doing to the best of his poor abil

ity just as he was told, had suddenly reasserted

himself, decreed that none of the family should

accompany him on his perilous journey . He tried

to explain the reason to Frances, who, though

she had said no word to deter him from the effort,

did beg to go with him.

• No, I cannot have that . My mother must not

go, and no one, not even you, blessed sister that

you are, must take her place . Besides, if it should

come utterly to naught, as I constantly remind

myself that it probably will — I do not know that

I can make myself understood , but I feel that I

could not endure the look of one of you , for

a while ; I must go through that ordeal quite alone.

I shall live to get back, I feel sure of that ; so it

is not good-by.”

He had smiled upon her as he spoke, but his

face was as white as the face of the dead. After

a moment he had added, -

“ Kiss me, Frances, and tell Margaret to come

and give me a kiss, not for good-by, but for

hope.”

Margaret came, with the tears streaming from

her eyes, and with protestations and beseechings
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even then ; and then his mother had bent over1

him, and given silently that last, long kiss, and the

four strong men had carried him out, with infinite

tenderness, that was plain , but still at the cost

of infinite pain . Seeing his face, mother and sis

ters had rushed after him with restoratives and

with frightened murmurings, but after a moment

he had opened his eyes and smiled again.

“ No, mother," he said ; “ I did not faint, not

quite. The pain was really less than I had ima

gined it. Mother dear, remember, whatever hap

pens, I had to do it ; no one is to blame but

myself. Good -by.”

That was his parting word .

66
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CHAPTER III .

66

THE* WE HAVE HEARD HIS VOICE OUT OF

MIDST OF THE FIRE.”

AMONG
MONG all the days of their experience, and

their lives have been somewhat eventful ones,

it is probable that this day, in which they waited

at home, will always stand out in vivid solitariness

of importance to the Holman family.

They tried, each for the sake of the others, to

busy themselves somewhat in the usual ways ; to

speak and act as though life ran for them in its

accustomed grooves ; but of course they could

not even outwardly accomplish this. In the first

place, there was that deserted room which had not

for years been unoccupied even for a moment. For

the first hour Mrs. Holman shut and locked her

self within it. When she came out her face was

still markedly pale ; but she was quiet, and re

mained so for most of the day. The windows of

the vacated room were all thrown wide open,

and preparations were made for giving it a more

thorough cleaning than was often possible . This,

too, had its pain .

" It feels as though there had been, a death in
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the house, and a funeral ! Margaret said, shiver

ing over the thought. “ It is dreadful to see all

the windows thrown open at once, when we have

sheltered him for so long !

6. Hush ! ” said Frances warningly, as she

turned to see if her mother had caught the words.

“ How can you be so inconsiderate ! Do not let

us make it harder for her than it must be, nor for

ourselves, for that matter. David is out once

more under the wonderful sky, and in the pure air

of heaven. We do not know what it may do for

him .”

Frances had laid aside her sewing, engrossing

as it had seemed to be all the morning, and taken

hold with energy of the sweeping, dusting, and

general setting in order that was going on in all

the down -stairs rooms. Despite her words to Mar

garet, there was within her a sensation of pain at

the thought that she need not be careful about the

opening and closing of doors, nor mind draughts,

nor avoid noises nor jars, as they had all been

trained to do. They had been so long accustomed

to the shaping of their most commonplace employ

ments with reference to the comfort of their sick

one, they had for so long expected to continue in

this way until the hour when he should be carried

from them never to return , that it was impossible

to get away from a terrible feeling that that hour

had come upon them unawares.

As the long day dragged its slow length to
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ward the west, the nervous strain became almost

too much to bear. Mother and daughters strug

gled bravely in their effort to help one another.

They had plunged into unusual and fatiguing

work in order to try in this way to dull their sen

sibilities . Then, later, they tried to absorb them

selves in preparing an early tea, and having it

much more elaborate than usual . Margaret, by

way of excuse for one of her plans, tried to say

cheerfully that perhaps father would be at home

by tea-time ; but her voice faltered painfully be

fore the sentence closed ; and Frances, who at

tempted to respond, stopped in the middle of

hers .

They had been on the lookout for the father for

several days, but now they could not be sure that

they wanted him to come. What if - but there

they tried to stop even their thoughts.

“ It is very strange ,” said Mrs. Holman at last,

speaking out something of ber pain , “ that we did

not insist upon going with him. I do not under

stand how I could have been persuaded into stay

ing away , or how you could, Frances ; you are

young and strong, and David lets you have your

way with him . I do not know why you were so

persistently quiet to-day ; you could at least have

saved us from this awful strain of waiting. It is

cruel !

“ David was so resolved upon going without

us, ” said Frances soothingly, “ that it seemed best
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to yield the point. I wanted to go, but he said he

could not bear it . He would not have you go for

the world ; and he would have no one in your

place, mother.

The mother's face worked painfully over this

token of her place in her son's heart, and Frances

continued ,

“ Dear mother, do you think we need to have

such fearful anxiety ? His friends are as tender of

him as any woman could be ; and the movement

through the balmy air may have been of actual

benefit. At the worst, he will not be more ex

hausted than he has often been with the old pain .

Our not hearing from him by this time is encour

aging, I think . We should have heard if anything

had gone wrong .”

« Do not talk about it ! ” said Mrs. Holman

sharply. “ I can never forgive myself, and your

father will never forgive me if ” - Margaret–

made haste to interrupt her before the fateful

words could be added.

“ O mother, ought not David's bedclothes to

be brought in before the dew begins to fall ? The

sun has left that part of the yard. And I think

there should be a little fire started in his room, the

evening is going to be chilly. "

Frances blessed her for this sudden return to

safe, sweet commonplace. How blessed to be able

to think of the fresh, sweet-smelling bedclothes

being tucked about David, and of shading his eyes
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from the light as usual . Oh, to be sure of going

back only to yesterday, and having everything just

as usual !

The fire was made, the well-aired blankets duly

arranged, and everything was sweet and fresh and

in waiting ; yet no one came. The early dusk

began to close them in . Frances drew the shades,

and lighted the lamps, and made the rooms ready

for the usual evening, as best she could. The

mother dropped all attempt at words, and sat with

hands clasped in her lap, and such a look of misery

upon her face, which seemed to have aged since

morning, that her daughters turned instinctively

from the sight.

In the dining -room the table was laid for four.

Margaret, as she added the fourth plate, had mur

mured something about her father being home for

supper. As the hours passed , she began to say to

Frances in suppressed, frightened tones, “ If father

were only here !”

“ Something dreadful must have happened ! ”

she said at last, her words sharp with fear. “ They

certainly would not keep him out after night

fall . Frances, if you had chosen, I believe you

could have spared us this day of misery. I

hope the realization of it may not embitter your

life . Look at mother ! I certainly should not

like it for a memory that I might have saved

her this.”

“ Hark !” said Frances in reply ; and hurrying
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to the door, she strained her eyes to peer into the

gathering darkness .

In the near distance could be heard voices shout

ing, - not, apparently, notes of terror or of dis

may, but certainly sharpened by great excitement.

Something had happened ! The door was speedily

closed , and both girls sought their mother. She,

too, had heard the noise . She came out from that

empty room, and dropped into the chair farthest

from the door. She was ready, she believed, for

what was to come to her.

66 What is it ? ” she said with a voice that was

too quiet. “Why don't you tell me at once what

it is ? I am ready.”

“ We do not know, mother, ” said Frances, try

ing to speak cheerily. “ There is great excitement

on the street, and many people seem to be coming

this way ; but it cannot be anything terrible ; they

are too noisy . Hark ! they are cheering ! Listen !

I can distinctly hear the hurrahs. Dear mother,

do not look so dreadful ! It cannot have to do

with us in any way. Some political news must

have excited the people .”

Mrs. Holman made no reply. While Margaret

clasped her hands in an agony of apprehension, one

moment crying out that it was too cruel to keep

them in such suspense, and the next trying to

assure herself that she feared nothing, and that it

was silly to get so wrought up, the mother sat

with eyes fixed on that outer door, waiting.
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The tramp of many feet could now be distinctly

heard, though the voices had been hushed . Was

this out of respect for the people in that home ?

A moment more , and there was the sound of feet

on the walk leading to the door.
At last some

body was coming ! Frances had believed that

almost anything would be better than that awful

waiting ; but she shrank now from all human

speech . Yet she must not shrink ; she must be

strong to meet whatever was coming ; she must

shield her mother.

This last thought made her step forward quickly,

and throw open the door . And she met, not the

lifeless form she had schooled herself to expect,

nor yet the “ stretcher ” that she had watched

borne away in the morning, but instead, one who

frightened her as mortal had never done before .

The face, and above all the smile, were David's

own ; but he stood on strong feet, and seemed the

very embodiment of health and strength !

“ Have I frightened you ? ” he asked quickly.

“ Where is my mother ?” and he went swiftly

toward her chair in time to catch her fainting form

in his arms. Mrs. Holman had mistaken her

strength ; she was ready for the stretcher, but not

for this strong man .

Frances, when strength returned to move at all ,

closed the outer door gently ; it came to her that

it was almost a pity to shut out that ravishing

sight from the eager, sympathizing throng, –
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David, the utterly helpless, standing there straight

and strong, holding his mother in his arms !

A moment or two the crowd waited in respect

ful silence, then they gathered their strength for

one mighty cheer, and tramped away. The family

did not know it at the time, but afterwards it

was discovered that the four young men, who had

been David's patient and watchful attendants dur

ing that wonderful day, waited, quite outside the

gate, even for hours, to see if possibly they might

be of service still . To intrude upon that home

that night for any other purpose than helpfulness

would have seemed to them like sacrilege .

It may have been a merciful Providence that

held the three inside that closed door absorbed

over their mother. For a time they almost feared

that the ancient proverb was mistaken, and joy

could kill. Yet was it any wonder that the mother

lay as one dead in the arms of her son ? Consider

what a day it had been, and what years it had

followed. Over and over and over again had that

poor mother fought her battle with death, when he

had seemed to come to claim her boy. She had

also fought the battle with her own heart, and

after many wounds and bruises believed herself to

have submitted to the inevitable . From that time

on she had watched from day to day the beloved

body grow more and more emaciated, and taught

herself to say, “ It can be but a question of months

now, instead of years , " and had learned to pray
>
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that the end might come with as little pain as pos

sible . Then had come the strain of that terrible

day, with the husband, on whose judgment she

was used to leaning, away, and ignorant of all that

was transpiring. Certain portions of the day had

seemed like years . She had held herself in check

so far as outward sign was concerned, but her ima

gination had run riot. Every sound on the street

meant the footfall of a messenger coming to tell

her that out on the noisy street of the city, with

no mother near to pillow his dying head, the end

had come.

And then the door had opened at last, and she

had seen, not her son , but a vision of him , straight,,

strong, beautiful, as she had known him in his

youth ! What wonder that the long-controlled

powers gave way ?

She rallied at last, but had well nigh fainted

again when she saw that it was her son who

knelt beside her, with one hand feeling for her

pulse, and with the other bathing her forehead.

Could she ever get used to being ministered to

by him ?

When at last they gathered about that belated

tea- table — oh, the wonder of it ! David occupied

the extra chair !

“ I didn't set the table for you,” affirmed Mar

garet gleefully. “ I kept hoping that father would

come to help us get through the night. I felt sure

that mother would need somebody to help her.
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the way.

Who could have imagined that it would ever be

you ? "

David's eyes sought his mother's face and lin

gered there.

“ She frightened me, ” he said . “ I bewailed my

folly in not sending a messenger ahead to prepare

It is a pity for a man to be so full of

himself that he can forget his mother ! I did

not realize that the joy of it could overcome you

so . ”

6 It doesn't matter, she said gratefully.

“ Nothing matters now. I think I shall not mind

anything any more, ever ! I am sorry I gave you

such a greeting, though ; I can't see why I fainted ;

I have kept up well all day, haven't I, girls ? But

it was growing so late, and we had not heard a

word .”

" I know ; it was cruel in me.; A messenger

might have been sent back to you from time to

time if we had thought. But there was nothing

to tell. We had to wait. The house was thronged.

We were hours in trying to get near enough even

to see the gateway. There was a time when it

seemed as though I should have to give it up and

be brought home as I went. Words will never

describe how I felt at the thought ! But the

crowd was something fearful ! Away out into the

road, and down the road as far as we could see ,

were people, every one as anxious to get inside the

building as I was. Most of them , however, could
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walk , and push for themselves, while I had to be

kept where they could not even brush against me.

The boys were splendid ! Not for a single mo

ment did they yield to discouragement. When I

forced myself to murmur that perhaps we ought to

go back, they said , “ No, indeed ! not for the world

would they go back now after the worst had been

borne so well . ' Dear, blessed fellows ! I can never

forget what they have been to me this day.”

The rush of feeling stopped his voice for a

moment ; but Margaret, the impetuous, could not

wait.

“ Go on ! ” she said eagerly. “ How long did.

you wait, and what happened ? Tell us every

thing We have done all the waiting that we

can this day . ”

He smiled on her and continued his story :

“ I have no clear idea how long the wait was .

Some of the time I was in very great pain , which

made the minutes seem hours, then there would

come a lull and I took some rest ; I believe I even

slept a while . At last, by an ingenious device on

the part of my friends, they succeeded in getting

me into the very room where the physician was

speaking. The effort caused me great agony.

They had to push among the people a little,

though I was so much worse off than most, that

they fell back for me and showed some sympathy ;

but the pain was fearful ! I remember that just

the moment before my couch was set down in front
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of him I felt that human nature could endure it

no longer. For the rest

At this point he made a full stop, as one who

felt that he had that to tell for which human lan

guage was inadequate . His audience watched

him with interest too deep for questions, and

waited.
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CHAPTER IV.

66 WHO HEALETH ALL THY DISEASES.”

“ FOR the rest,” he said again, witha rare smile

وو

, a

on his face, “ I wish I could tell it to you !

but it is beyond words. I am afraid you will

never hear the story . Mother, he used no medi

cine, asked no questions, said not a dozen words ;

but they were words for me ; they burned into my

soul . Then he added a direction. What do you

think ? I was to rise and walk ! '

Mother and daughters each uttered an exclama

tion very like dismay. It is true that they had

seen him walk twice across the room ; they knew

that the impossible had been accomplished ; yet to

hear the story from David's own lips, and to learn

that the result had followed a simple direction ,

seemed beyond belief.

- You must wonder how I dared to try,” he

began, after a moment of silence ; “ but no sooner

had I heard the words than I knew that I could

obey them. I felt a strange thrill in these long

unused limbs of mine, a sense of strength and

power. Without a second's hesitation, I sprang up

before them all, and walked. “ Walked ! ’ that is

a

6
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putting it mildly ; mother, I ran, like a schoolboy

- I jumped ! I think I even shouted ! I knew

then, as well as I do now, that I could walk as

far and as fast as any man among them .”

Without the living witness before their eyes,

how could they have believed such a story ? It

seemed almost impossible, even while looking at

him . Yet there he was, apparently in the full glow

of health and strength ! Older, he looked, than

when he had sat at the family table with them be

fore, but certainly not less vigorous . Also there

was a new look on his face that the ever-watchful

mother had never seen there before . A restful,

quieting look. It made her feel that here was one

to shoulder some of her burdens for her ; but she

did not understand it . The youthful David had

not been thoughtful for others, and nobody had

leaned on him.

He had little more to tell . They had the story,

he assured them , so far as it could be put into

words. The waiting had been long ; but the act
.

itself had been accomplished in a moment, and

he had moved away, and given place to others .

The listeners questioned and cross -questioned ,

and could not be satisfied ; they went over each

detail as though they would never be weary of

hearing of it, yet they could not understand. Sud

denly Frances asked the all -important question, —

“ David, how does he explain his extraordinary

power ? Who is he ? "
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Her brother turned toward her, a peculiar light

on his face, and some quality in his voice that she

could not quite interpret; yet his words were

simple enough.

" I do not know what he claims, Frances ; re

member I never saw him before, and I saw him

to -day but for a moment. I was not near enough

to hear any words from his lips but those spoken

to me ; and naturally I did not linger, when I

found that I could fairly run home i He looks

and acts, in many respects, like other men. At

least there is nothing in dress or manner that seems

to claim distinction ; and yet he is not like others .

There is an air of quiet dignity which is forceful

and at the same time winning, and he gives one a

sense of reserve power. It almost seemed to me

that he might be a prophet, such as used to be

in the long ago — though I cannot imagine any

prophet quite like him , and I do not think he

has made any such claim. I am compelled to

say, therefore, that I do not know who or what

he is . I am sure only of this, — that whatever heI

says of himself, I shall believe."

“ Of course," said Frances simply. “ How could.

one give less faith than that to a man who evi

dently lives to bless others, and who has a power

to do so which is certainly not like other men's ? ”

Margaret gave her sister a searching look that

seemed also to be almost a startled one , but she

said not a word.

.
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am sure .

• Well ,” said David at last, himself making the

movement to leave the table at which they had

lingered long, “ what is the next thing to be

done ? Remember I must be educated again for

ordinary every -day life . My own life has run in

unusual grooves for so long that I suppose I have

forgotten the routine. This table is to be cleared,

is it not, and the dishes disposed of ? That used

to be the
way,

I Dear old dining-room !

how well I remember it . You were right, Frances,

about the bay-window ; it is better on that side,

and is a great improvement. It looks largera

than I fancied it from the measurements. You

have no idea how much I have wished to see the

new kitchen ; I could never decide just how it was

arranged. Let us go and look at it.””

He was making an evident effort to turn the

channel of conversation to the safe level of every

day commonplaces for a little while, in order to

relieve the almost terrible strain of excitement

under which the mother was struggling. Mar

garet caught his idea, and helped it along.

6. The new kitchen !”kitchen !” she repeated, as she

sprang up to lead the way.
66 It lost that name

long ago ; it is nearly three years since it was

built ! ”

A little later, while Margaret and his mother

were both away, David sought a word with his

elder sister.

“ I saw Philip to -day, Frances. ”
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The flush on her face deepened, but she spoke

quietly.

“ Did you ? Where was he ? I did not know

he had returned ."

“ He came only yesterday, he said , and had

been unusually busy ; but he hoped to get out by

to-morrow . I saw him there, where the physician

is staying. It was he who helped to make a way

for me through the crowd. He was not surprised

to see me, he said ; he had felt sure for some days

that I would come ; and he was not surprised at

the result.”

The young man was watching his sister's face

with care while he spoke . As she passed near

him in her work of setting the room to rights, he

put out his hand and drew her to him.

“ Am I right, Frances, ” he said, speaking low ,

“ in fancying that you did not share mother's and

Margaret's feeling about all this ? Did you, in

your secret heart, want me to see this wonderful

man, and did you almost believe that he could

and would help me ?”

“ O ) David ! I do not know what I thought, or

what I wanted . I have never seen him, you re

member ; but we have heard such strange things !

and some of them came too direct to be discredited .

I could not help, sometimes, hoping that— and

yet I didn't ” — she stopped abruptly.

“ I understand , " he said . 66 You felt what you

were almost afraid to think, and wanted what you

>
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were quite afraid to say. It was very much my

own frame of mind ; but for my four brave, per

sistent friends, I could not have brought myself

to the decision. But Frances, I thought possibly

Philip had told you some things about this man ? ”

“ He has,” said Frances earnestly. “Oh, he

has told me a great deal ! But he is young and

enthusiastic ; and I have been afraid there is

father, you know ."

“ I know , ” David answered ; and he stifled a

rising sigh that seemed to belong to the words,

and smiled instead, as he said,

“ It seems wonderful that I can sigh over any

thing to-night. My dear sister, think what a

night it is to me!”

“ I think of it every minute ! I shall be afraid

to go to sleep, lest it may be only a dream ban

ished by morning. Only think of you standing

here with your arm around me, and I actually

leaning on you !”

“ It is no dream , ” he said with bright gravity,

“and will never be dispelled. Not even death

can change it. I know , of course, that this glow

of physical strength will not last always ; my

body will grow weak again, and the day will

come when it will give out altogether; let it ! I

am content."

There was an unmistakable ring of triumph in

his voice. Frances watched him earnestly, in

silence ; she was sure now of a something about
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him that she did not understand, and waited for

his words .

“ There is a part to my story that I have not

been able to tell, as yet,” he said . “ I think I

can tell you ; that is, I fancy that you will under

stand. I received something to -day that is infi

nitely more than bodily healing — something that

will last as long as eternity. How shall I put it

into words ? You know how it has been with

me during the past year ? I have tried to pray ;

indeed, I may say that I have formed a habit of

prayer, and I have believed, or at least hoped,

that I was ready for death ; but the way was very

misty and gloomy. I had nothing like what might

have been called comfort in the thought of another

world . The utmost that I reached was a sense of

calmness in thinking of the inevitable. I wonder

what you will think when I tell you the first words

that that wonderful man said to me to-day ? Your

sins are forgiven ! ' You may well start and

exclaim. I know just how they thrill you. I felt

that they had nothing whatever to do with this

poor body with its aches and pains ; or rather,

that they reached far beyond the body, and earth,

and time . Frances, I felt within me immediately

that the words were true, that I was a sinner

forgiven , that I loved God with all my soul, and

that my one desire in life was to obey him im

plicitly ! I was not in the least prepared for what

immediately followed . For the moment, I had

G
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forgotten my body. I thought only of that man ,

and of my willingness to do just as he said. I

felt simply amazement because the first thing that

he asked me was, not that I should show to the

world what a triumphant death a forgiven sinner

could die, instead, I was to arise and walk ! To

die seemed so easy, so reasonable ; for the first

time in my life, I was ready and willing, while

to walk looked like such an impossibility that it

might almost have staggered my faith .”.

“ But it did not ? ” Frances's face was a study

as she asked her eager question.

" It did not ! As I told you, I knew at once

that I could do it . I knew more than that,

Frances, — that I could and would obey him what

ever he asked. I was sure that under his direc

tion I could do anything ; and I proved it.”

“ It is almost too wonderful for belief ! ” said

Frances ; “ yet we know that it is true. There

can be no denying this case . O David , have you

thought that even father must believe in it ? The

last part of your story makes me certain that it is

all of God, and that he uses this good man, who

ever he is, as His instrument. If God uses him ,

surely we may trust him ? Even father will not

be able to deny it.”

There was a pleading note in her voice that did

not escape her brother's ear. His face grew sud

denly grave, but he answered with decision .

Certainly we may, Frances, you and I, and we
66
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But for you

and me

will. But I want to warn you, dear, not to hope

too much from father. He has reached the age

when it is hard to accept new ideas, and there are

reasons why he is peculiarly prejudiced against

this movement. Remember how persistently he

has closed his ears to statements that came to us

as well authenticated as mine can be. I do not

hope for encouragement from him.

I had a few words with Philip to -day,

as to what he had said to you about it, so I know

I may speak plainly. There was not time for

much conversation ; he came but a few minutes

before I succeeded in getting into the house .

There was much buzzing about my ears at the

time, to the effect that I ought to be taken home

at once. Some were certain that the exposure

and fatigue would kill me ; that I would not even

live to reach home. One man thought that the

law ought to interfere, and oblige them to take me

away. Philip suddenly spoke out, in a voice loud

enough to be heard at some distance. He is not•

going home ; not until he sees the doctor ! ' Then

he bent over me and spoke low , Let no persua

sion tempt you to give it up ; you will get in

soon ; a way will open. That you have been

willing to come is almost too good for belief.

Did Frances persuade you to it ? '"

“ No !” said poor Frances, with something like a

groan ; “ I did not ; I was too cowardly to do so ."

“ Yet you did ,” her brother answered , smiling.

>
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you did.

6

6 Your silence was so significant that it acted like

a tonic ; I understood it, dear, better even than

did. I told Philip so. Then I asked him if

he had such utter trust in the man that he felt

sure of any help for me. His reply was impres

sive . • When you have seen him, you will won

der that you could have asked such a question .'

When he gave me the message for you, I told him

I would give it if I reached home, and he replied

confidently, “ You will get home ; and I would

give much to be there to see and hear. ' Evi

dently, Frances, he expected the result which fol

lowed. Very soon afterwards, a way was made for

me into the physician's presence . I did not see.

Philip again, but I want to, to tell him how fully I

understand what he meant. After seeing that man

as I saw him, not to trust him would be impossible .”

Poor Frances could not suppress a little sigh .

“ What is to come of it all ? ” she asked sadly,

“ if what you say of father is true — and then

there is Philip's father, so different from ours ,

and yet so prejudiced in the same way . There is

nothing but trouble in store for him if ”

“What are you two talking about ? ” interrupted

Margaret's eager voice, as she appeared from the

kitchen

“ Mother, here is Frances getting something that

we have not heard ; and that is not fair, is it ?

You must just go over everything you have said,

David ; we are not to miss one word.”

66
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“ We are not to hear one word more to-night, "

said David, coming to meet his mother, and pass

ing his arm about her in a way that he used to

have as a boy. * This dear mother has borne all. “

that she can to-day ; she ought to be sleeping.”

“ I suppose I shall sleep again sometime, " said

Mrs. Holman smiling, “ but it does not seem now

as though I ever could. I am not tired , joy has

rested me. ” Yet she leaned on her tall son just”

for the joy of leaning. “ I thought of waiting up

for your father," she added ; “ I think he must cer

tainly come to- night, and it will soon be time to

expect him .”

“ Then I will wait up for him with great de

light.” He laughed at her startled look . “ Why

not, mother ? I am perfectly well, you know . It

would not be possible for a body to feel more

thoroughly sound and strong than mine. "

She laughed aloud with delight. What a joy

it was to hear such words from her David's lips !

What would his father say ? But she made haste

to protest.

“ Indeed , dear boy, you must go at once to your

room . I can lie awake and wait for father as well

as not ; and don't you think that we ought to keep

this blessed news from him to-night ? He is not

as young as he used to be, you know ; and he

will not sleep any to-night, I am sure, if he hears

of it ."
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CHAPTER V.

" HE HATH PUT A NEW SONG IN MY MOUTH . ”

“ You ,
are right,” said David promptly, “ we

must think of my father . Then, mother,

may we kneel down together, and thank God for

his power and grace ? "

The crowning astonishment of the day lay in

those words. David Holman on his knees ! His

mother had not seen him there since he was a mere

boy. As a household they gathered morning and

evening for prayer ; but in those few years of

young manhood, before David was laid helpless

on his bed, he had been habitually out too late at

night, and up too late in the morning, to join them

in outward form . As for heart-worship, if he had

ever honestly prayed , his mother thought it must

have been in his lisping childhood . It is true that

of late she had shared with Frances the trembling

hope that David was changed, was at least over

coming the bitter, rebellious spirit that had held

him in bondage for many months after his accident,

and learning to look to God for mercy . But, in ad

dition to his unwillingness to talk on such themes,

her own timidity, aided by long habit, made
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it almost impossible to urge his confidence . In

abounding anxiety she had spoken once or twice,

and had found a timid hope on which to rest her

anxious heart. There were times when she allowed

herself to believe that David prayed in secret ; but

to hear words of prayer from his lips was what she

had never so much as thought of hoping for. Her

astonishment, then, over his words can be better

imagined than described. He smiled brightly in

response to it.

“ You did not think I knew how to pray, did

you ? I am by no means sure that I do, in words

that other than God can understand ; but I know

that my heart is too full of joy and gratitude to

night not to make the attempt ; so if you will all

kneel with me I will try to voice my thought.”

The first tears which his mother had shed since

he left her that morning rolled down her cheeks

as she heard her son pour out his gratitude to God

for the wonders which had been wrought that day .

Even then she did not understand . To her the

miracle of the day was the healing of the broken

body ; but the happy Frances felt that the first

words the great doctor spoke to him had been the

ones which had thrilled the soul of her brother

into life .

" What a blessing it is that we haven't near

neighbors ! ” Margaret began, as soon as she and

Frances were in their room together. 66 This after

noon, when we were enduring tortures, I thought if
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We are

only somebody lived near enough to run in and help

mother, simply by being here, that it would be a

relief ; but to-night I am glad that we are isolated .

If we were nearer town, the house would be crowded

with curiosity seekers. "

“ Or sympathizing friends,” Frances said,

gently .

Well, as to that, the best kind of sympathy, I

think , is to leave us alone until we get used to

ourselves. But they won't ; to-morrow the house

will be crowded ! you see if it isn't. People who

do not care two straws for us, will come out to see

how we act under such strange conditions. I dread

it. I am sure I don't know how to act.

accustomed to receiving people by ourselves, on

occasion, and saying, “ He is not quite so well to

day ;' or “ We think he is a little easier to-day than

usual, thank you. ' I know all the formulas for

that state of things ; but to have a brother who

may possibly go to the door when the bell rings,

or who will sit in the parlor and visit with the

callers, is bewildering. Then think of father ! O

Frances ! what will father say ? ”

" What can he say, dear, but that a wonderful

joy and blessing have come to his home while he

was away ? "

“ I know, of course ; but then, I also know

father. Think how emphatic he has been in his

orders that we have nothing to do with this strange

man or his followers. He hadn't a particle of faith

6
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in
any of the stories we heard . I think he hates

the whole thing.”

Frances shivered.

“ Oh no !” she said, “ Do not use such a word in

such connection . Father did not understand it,

neither do we ; but surely no one will talk of

hating that which has in some way given us our

brother back from the grave. Father will look

upon everything in life as different after he has

seen David. Do not let us talk about it any more

to-night, Margaret. It is very late , and for David's

sake we ought to get quiet as soon as possible."

This reason, which had been a potent one in the

household for years, subdued the tones of Marga

ret's voice, but did not prevent her reply.

“ You may call it what you please ; but unless I

am wonderfully mistaken, father will act very

much as though the word to describe his feelings

ought to be hate. He is not a man who gives“ .'

up old ideas readily ; he couldn't if a miracle

were performed before his eyes ; and I don't think

we have any right to call this a miracle. It is

wonderful, of course, and nobody can be more

glad over it than I ; still, I must say I dread all

the talk and fuss there will be . It won't end in

talk, you see if it does ; there will be real trouble ;

and if Philip is as much interested in the new

doctor as they say he is, you will have reason to

dread it, too.”

Frances, who had resolved to talk no more,
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made not the slightest attempt at reply. She

would not have liked to own how like lead the

foreboding words of her sister sunk into her heart ;

she had no words to speak to overthrow them .

Nothing being left for Margaret but silence, the

little house at last grew quiet. As to the amount

of sleep that visited its inmates, that is another

matter.

David Holman lay quite still in the very corner

where he had lain for years, but so brim -full was

he of the fact that he could turn himself from side

to side, rise on his elbow and look about him in

the moonlight, yes, even spring out on the floor

and walk, — run, if he would , that the pure de-

light of it kept him wide awake. How could he

be expected to accustom himself at once to such a

marvellous state of things ? Here was the same

body which, but that morning, was so tortured with

pain that the perspiration almost started afresh at

thought of the agony he endured during that long,

slow journey down the road. In imagination he

could feel again the throbs of pain as the eager

crowd brushed by his cot on their way to join the

greater crowds about the door. Yet here was that

same body without a sense of ache or pain, not only,

but alive to its very finger tips with strength and

power ! Once he laughed gleefully, and spoke

aloud.

“ I would like to shout ·Hallelujah ' I so loud

that they could hear me down town ; but I must

6
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not ; I must be very still, and let the others sleep.

To -morrow is coming. How will it feel to awaken

and toss myself about like this ? ” He tossed , as he

spoke, to the other side of the bed, and back, and

laughed again.

“ I am like a child with a new toy ! he said.

“ Think of getting up and dressing myself, as I

used to do ! And going out to breakfast, and

moving about where I please , and being as I used

to be ! No, not that part, thank God. Never

again as I used to be . O God, I thank thee that

I am a new creature indeed, body and soul ! ”

He lay awake well into the midnight, and was

rewarded at last by the steady march of feet down

the road. He recognized his father's step ; long

listening to sounds from the outer world, as

means of passing the time, had made him skilful.

Sometime before the door was reached he was

sure that his father was coming. He lay there

longing to dress and go out and take long strides

down the moon -lighted road and meet him ; but he

must not. His mother had been quite right; joy

might not kill, but his father's hair was very gray,

and his step was feebler than it used to be ; and

the son knew that part of this was because of

himself. He was in haste to atone . He wanted

to close his arms about his father's neck and say :

“ Father I am sorry for all the past ; forgive it,

and let me begin all over again. I am a new

creature, and the years to come shall show you

a
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40w a new creature can live .” But for all this he

must wait until morning.

He counted the footsteps as they sounded at

last on the gravelled path , and made weary prog

ress toward the door ; how plainly they showed

that his father was tired ! He heard his mother's

voice as she said : “ You are very late ! ” and his

father's response, followed by a question which was

always the same after ever so brief an absence,

“ How is David ? "

“ David is well,” said his mother. This was

the phraseology into which they had fallen dur

ing these later months of comparative freedom

from pain. It was the shorter way of saying,

“ He is as well as can be expected ; as well as you

may hope to find him , ever.”

It was thus that the father understood the words

at this time, though the listening David laughed

softly as he detected the undertone of joy in his

mother's voice . It was almost a wonder that his

father had not noticed it ; but he was very tired .

He did not want anything to eat, he said ; he was

too tired for eating . Yes, he had had a weary trip,

and in some respects a discouraging one ; he was

getting too old for such business . There were

details that needed a younger, quicker brain than

his , and he sighed as he said so ; he felt sure that

no younger brain would come to his rescue . And

the listener laughed again a tender, sympathetic

laugh.
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That watched -for morning came at last, and was

fully as exciting as Margaret had imagined . Of

course the father was the first thought, and not a

member of the family but had planned how best to

break the wonderful news to him ; yet, as a matter

of fact, he arranged the programme himself. Mrs.

Holman, who had believed that she could not close

her eyes that night, and who really had not slept

until the day dawned, was in so deep a sleep when

her husband awoke, that he went about on tip

toe, and resolved not to disturb her. He was very

often the first to open David's door cautiously, in

the early morning, and if he proved to be awake,

greet him with some question intended to call out

how the night had served him. For, since their

invalid had been sufficiently free from pain to be

able to sleep part of the night in comparative

quiet, they had arranged that for his comfort he

should be left quite alone. Bells communicating

with not only his father's but his sisters ' room

enabled him to summon whoever he would at any

moment ; and if he were wakeful and restless, he

was besought to let one of them come and share

his weariness with him. When neither bell rang ,

the family knew that the latter part of the night

had been comparatively comfortable .

Very softly indeed was the door pushed open

this morning, lest a possible nap might be dis

turbed ; but David's eyes were wide open and his

smile was good to see . It spoke such an unmis
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takable language that the father omitted the usual

question, and hastened forward to greet him, say

ing only, “ I am glad to see you so comfortable .”

Then he stopped midway, staring like one trans

fixed by fright; for David was sitting upright

in the bed, and his long unused arms were out

stretched toward his father !

“ Don't be afraid of me,” he said, with a bright,

reassuring laugh. My dear father, I have been

too sudden, after all, though I have waited all

night for this moment. Let me help you,” and

he sprang from the bed, and threw strong arms

about the trembling, almost falling, form. “ See,

I am dressed, ready for the day ; but I lay down

again, lest to find me on my feet might be too

sudden a shock for you, and then I was so care

less ! Sit down, father, and let me tell you my

wonderful story ."

He drew forward the large armchair that his

father usually occupied when he came to read to

him, and placing him in it, threw wide the win

dow to give him air, and brought him a glass of

water from the pitcher always left for him . They

had changed places ; the son was ministering to

the father. So it was with his head all but lean

ing on his son's shoulder that the father first heard

the wonderful news . It did not surprise David that

after the first dismayed, wholly astonished exclama

tions , he listened in utter silence . What was there

in the narration that mere words could meet ?
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Even before the family had all greeted their

newly recovered member, the callers that Margaret

had foreseen began to arrive. The first comers

were David's four friends, who had borne so con

spicuous a part in the history of the eventful day.

They came directly to his room .

“ I could not sleep last night, for thinking of

you , ” said one, as he clasped the hand of the man

who stood erect and at his ease , though still sur

rounded by all sorts of comforts contrived for one

who could not stand at all .

David laughed genially. “ I am not surprised

at that, my friend,” he said, returning the hand

clasp with energy ; " I could not sleep myself.

But it was because I was so enraptured with the

fact that I could toss about on that good old bed

of mine which has held me motionless for so long.

I found that contrivance for my shoulders in its

accustomed place last night; my sister Margaret

had carefully arranged it for me. I took it out

tenderly, and carried it over there, where my eyes

could rest on it the first thing in the morning.

Boys, ” — his voice growing suddenly tremulous,

- " you don't know anything about it, and never

can ."

They clasped hands in silence, all of them too

much moved for further words.

Breakfast was not yet over when other callers

were announced , and before that memorable day

was done it seemed to the family that the entire

>
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city must have been out to visit them . People

who knew them ever so slightly, and people who

did not know them at all, came continuously ;

being unable often to frame any excuse for com

ing, save that of overmastering curiosity to look

with their own eyes upon the man of whom they

had long heard as helpless and hopeless, and con

vince themselves that he was actually on his feet .

Throughout the exciting day David proved him

self a tower of strength . He met all his visitors

graciously, assuring those who tried to apologize

for the intrusion that nothing could be more

ural and reasonable than their desire to see him

face to face . He answered innumerable questions

heartily, and as fully as his own knowledge would

admit. In short, he won golden opinions for him

self all day long, not only from the relieved family,

who found the burden of exclusive entertainment

thus suddenly lifted from their shoulders, but from

strangers as well.

The early evening brought a caller who, though

entirely unknown to David, was evidently no

stranger to his sister Margaret. His keen eyes

noted the unusual color on Margaret's cheek as

she made the introductions .

“ Mr. Masters, I am glad to make you acquainted

with my brother David, of whom you have so

often heard ."
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CHAPTER VI.

6 THEY OPENED THEIR MOUTH WIDE AGAINST

ME ; THEY SAID : “ AHA, AHA, OUR EYE HATH

SEEN IT. ' '

“M450
(ASTERS,” repeated David to himself, try

ing to recall what Frances had told him of

this acquaintance . It had been her habit to amuse

her brother by very careful descriptions of persons

and things connected with the world from which

he was shut away. She was very good at de

scription and at imitation . Several of the people

who had called that day, David had an amused

feeling that he knew , simply from her delinea

tions. But she must have passed Mr. Masters in

almost silence ; David could remember his name be

ing mentioned once, but that was all . It could not

be that she had considered him too commonplace

to demand attention. He was a tall, well -formed

man , with the regularity of features that belong

to the term “ fine -looking." He was also ex

ceedingly well dressed, with a careful regard to

small details that marked him as a man well up

in the customs of polite society. This David felt,

rather than knew , very few of his callers having
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been from the class known as society people.

The eyes held his attention . He could not be

quite sure what they said . They fascinated him

by their brilliance, but— did they at the same-

time slightly repel him ? He was sure that they

knew how to flash sharply on occasion ; and it was

very evident that they knew how to smile for

Margaret. The two dropped naturally into talk

that seemed to interest them both ; and David , say

ing little, continued his mental studies . “ Mas

ters,” he said again, “ I wonder if he is connected

with the governor's family ? Can it be that

Margaret is really interested in him ? Surely

not, or Frances would have told me. I do not

think my father would like that, not if ” — But

his mental queries were cut short by the arrival of

another caller. This time it was Philip Nelson.

David sprang to meet him , and the two stood

silently with clasped hands for some seconds ; both

evidently so nearly overcome by a rush of mem

ories as to be beyond speech .

Mr. Masters watched them with an interested,

but was it also a slightly cynical smile ?

“ Your brother has discovered a friend,” he said

to . Margaret.

Oh, yes, ” said Margaret; “that is a discovery

that was made years ago. David has always been

intimate with Philip Nelson . ”

“ Has he indeed !” said Mr. Masters.

know I am somewhat surprised ? There is a strik

>

- Do you
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ing contrast between the two men , entirely in

favor of your brother. However, I suppose people

shut away from society form friendships, often,

merely on the basis of propinquity. I can fancy

your brother becoming strongly attached to persons

who were thoughtful of him during his exile .”

Frances Holman , who had just been to the hall

with departing callers, stood near enough to hear

these words, and turned grave, questioning eyes on

the speaker's face, while she spoke in very dis

tinct tones.

“ One would almost imagine from your tone,

Mr. Masters, that you could , if you chose, bring

grave charges against the gentleman of whom you

are speaking. May I ask if you know any reason

why he should not be my brother's intimate

friend ? "

Mr. Masters laughed lightly. 6 Indeed not,

Miss Holman . I would not for the world convey

such an impression . I was only intimating to

your sister that I had formed a higher estimate

of your brother's mental calibre than such a

friendship suggested. But I have only the very

slightest acquaintance with your friend Mr. Nel

son, and therefore should not presume to judge .”

He turned at once to another topic, his manner

intimating that he considered that one too trivial

to hold his attention further, but Frances's ex

pressive face showed her disturbance.

Nothing had been actually said against Philip

1

1

!

1
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Nelson ; but the tone and manner of Margaret's

aristocratic friend had certainly been offensive,

and there had been a flash in his eyes that she

did not like. She studied the incident anxiously.

Perhaps this young man, who stood high in po

litical as well as social circles, was Philip's enemy.

These were troublous times in more than one

direction ; and Philip's way, for reasons that she

understood better than most, was already hedged

in by difficulties. She wished she had not spoken

to Mr. Masters. What sudden temptation had

prompted her ? She was not given to calling

people to account for apparently trivial expres

sions of opinion. Perhaps she had prejudiced

Mr. Masters more fully than he had been before.

He was the sort of man, she thought, to remem

ber disagreeably a word like hers . Suddenly she

became aware that the over-full little parlor

was giving undivided attention to Philip Nelson ;

and that, with eager voice and manner, he was

attempting to describe the personal appearance

of the stranger physician and teacher who was

exciting such general interest.

“ You seem to be quite familiar with this ex

traordinary person , Mr. Nelson ? ” This was the

interrogatory sentence which suddenly interrupted

the eager flow of words. It was Felix Masters who

spoke ; and Frances , as she marked the inflection

which she could not help thinking covered a sneer,

wondered how Margaret could admire that man ,
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Philip turned toward him as one surprised at

being interrupted, but answered quietly ,

“ I am somewhat acquainted with him, sir ; at

least I have met him several times .”

“ You are a friend of his, perhaps ? ”

The questioner's manner was certainly growing

markedly offensive. If he had thought to embarrass

Philip Nelson , he was disappointed. That young

man's voice was never clearer than when he re

plied, “ I count myself honored in being able to

claim him as a friend ."

“ I am very sorry to hear it.” The slow, delib

erate voice of the elder Mr. Holman spoke these

words. Up to that point he had taken no part in

the conversation ; but when Philip Nelson began to

speak, an observer would have seen that the host

had leaned forward with ears attent to catch every

word. The face of his daughter Frances flushed ,

and she picked nervously at a flower that some

one in passing had laid in her lap . Philip turned

a look not so much of surprise as of inquiry upon

the speaker, and waited respectfully. Mr. Hol

man evidently felt that the time had come for him

to speak. He cleared his throat, and still speaking

very slowly, as if he were weighing each word ,

said , -

“ In my judgment, and I have given the matter

careful thought, as you may well suppose, that

person who has come among us so suddenly, and

who is conducting himself so strangely, is a dan
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gerous character. I think the future will prove

this to be the case ; and I think that the less you

young men have to do with him in any way, the

better it will be for you and for your friends . "

66 Amen !” said Felix Masters with great prompt

ness and alacrity ; and Philip, evidently relieved,

addressed the inquiry he was about to make to

the younger man .

“Why do you think so, sir ? What do you

know of him that suggests a dangerous character ?

Has he thus far done anything but good in the

towns where he has visited ? "

Mr. Masters gave a slight, contemptuous laugh,

before he said, “ Oh, I have no fault to find with

what he has done, so far as it goes . There is cer

tainly no harm in leading a few simple-minded or

hypochondriac old men and women to understand

that they are well enough, if they only think so .

Of course there is nothing new or strange about

that. Since the world began there have been

those, who, for a consideration, were prepared to

make the lame walk, and the nervous imagine

themselves well, or sick , whichever best suited the

purpose of the performer.”

“ Since the world began have many such cases

as this one come under your observation ? ” As

he spoke, Philip Nelson laid his hand on his friend

David's arm.

Mr. Masters laughed again, that light, peculiar,

offensive laugh, as he said, “ I do not know that

>
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a

I am prepared for a cross-examination. I had

not expected to be placed on trial this evening,

so have not the evidence ready. Neither, by the

way, am I a physician ; but I have a friend who

is, whose opinion might be interesting to you.

He makes no marvel even of such cases as our

friend Mr. Holman's. He says there are remark

able instances on record , proving the remarkable

influence which mind has over matter, when the

right moment comes for rousing the latter to ac

tion . I have no doubt, myself, but that the present

instance, which you are tempted to ascribe to the

miraculous, can be explained on an entirely rea

sonable basis . Probably the disease which has so

long prostrated Mr. Holman was stayed long ago .

We must remember that he has been the subject

of the most skilful medical treatment that could

be found in this country, and during his long

quiet rest, nature has been reasserting her claims,

and has without noise or tumult performed a

really wonderful cure . The truth is, the old

Dame is constantly doing wonders for us , which

we, with bad taste and doubtful honesty, are

always ready to attribute to some physician .

“ Mind you, I am entirely ready to admit that

our friend Mr. Holman had no knowledge of the

cure ; that, too, is natural. Being longaccustomed

to inactivity from necessity, he grew into the be

lief that the necessity was upon him as a fixed

law ; until, in obedience to a strong-willed person 1
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in the full vigor of all his physical powers, he was

moved, by the subtle law of personal magnetism ,

which I also admit that we by no means fully un

derstand , — to do for himself that which simply

proved his cure ; and immediately the credulous

world is agog with cries of a miracle !'' while

the fact is, that nothing is simpler to students of

science than such natural results from the use

of natural laws."

Frances Holman's face, from being deeply

flushed, had grown very pale . Her eyes glanced

nervously from Philip Nelson to her father, then

back again to Philip . She felt herself on the verge

of a moral earthquake. Undoubtedly Philip would

make some reply to this harangue which would

help to bring it about. The strain upon her

nerves was unexpectedly interrupted by a laugh ;

not a mocking one, simply a joyous outburst from

David Holman. Without the addition of a word,

it seemed almost able to overturn the remarkable

bit of logic to which they had just been treated .

But David's voice followed the laugh.

“ My good friend, there is only one way in life ,

so far as I know, to convince you of the utter fal

your argument. That would be to set you

down in the place that I occupied only yesterday

morning, and let you suffer what I did in being

moved, and carried by ever so gentle hands through

the streets . The experience would have convinced

you in less than three minutes that something

a

lacy of
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beyond nature was needed to subdue the demon of

pain that for every step of the way, and for five

terrible hours afterwards, had me in possession .

God forbid, however, that you should ever have

to learn through the medium of such a teacher !”

His voice grew solemn as he proceeded, and a

shiver ran through his frame, as though the mem

ory of the suffering was a furnace to him . But

Mr. Masters was apparently unmoved.

“ A psychological discussion carried on extem

pore ! ” he said lightly, as he arose to depart ; “ the

ladies must excuse us for forcing such abstruse

and possibly unpleasant themes upon them , and

I, at least, must cut the important discussion short

by retiring. It is later than I had supposed.”

“ But, Masters , ” interrupted a young man who,

although he had been a very attentive listener, had

up to that moment been silent, “ before you go I

wish you would explain one remark of yours.

What do you mean by calling that man a dan

gerous person ? It surely cannot be dangerous, as

you hinted yourself, to set people on their feet

again, even though we grant that their illness

may have been only imaginary. He does them

good service by so much, at least; and nobody

has explained wherein the harm lies .”

“ The harm, my friend, lies, as I imagine that

thoughtful people older than yourself have dis

covered ” — with a slight graceful bow toward- a

the elder Mr. Holman, -- " in getting hold of the
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masses by devices of this character ; leading them

to think that some mysterious power works through

him ; then , when the moment is ripe for action,

leading them whither he will , in ways that they

have not imagined . In short, since you almost

force frankness from me, I will say that I believe

the man to be a political intriguer, in league with

the enemies of our country . I am not speaking

carelessly on such a subject, as you may well

suppose . I have access to knowledge of impor

tance that makes me somewhat confident of what

I affirm ; and I consider our friend Mr. Holman's

warning most timely, and of very great impor

tance .”

With another bow for Mr. Holman , and with

the air of a sage who had fulfilled his duty to

ward the rising generation, this wise young man

of twenty -five took his leave . The other callers

followed his example, stopping for only a few

words of general and desultory conversation . Mr.

Nelson was the last to say good -night ; and David

arose as he did, remarking that the evening was

so lovely that he envied his friend his walk to

town. Then he summoned Frances to a walk on

the piazza, and the three passed out together.

As soon as they were beyond other ears, Philip

Nelson turned toward his friend.

“ Thank you for brave words to-night, David ;

I supposed that I was to take the defensive quite

alone."
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“ But for my father's sake,” said David quickly,

“ I should have spoken much more plainly than I

did . It seems due to my father that my
first

explanation or expression of opinion should be

given to him ."

Frances looked from one grave face to the other,

with an interest not unmingled with anxiety.

" I do not think I understand, " she said. Why

should your words be spoken of as brave ? Why

should not one be outspoken in one's gratitude, at

least ? And what more is there that can be said ? ”

Mr. Nelson waited for the brother to speak ; but

as David continued silent, he turned to Frances.

“ You heard what Felix Masters said to-night ?

He considers David's benefactor a dangerous per

son ; a man who is trying to raise a following that

shall stir up treason . Such words, coming from

such a source, are full of meaning. There are

those who, for reasons best understood by them

selves , will hail all such expressions, and do what

they can to foster and develop them in due time.

I may be mistaken ; I hope I am ; but I feel in my

soul that the time is coming, is not far distant,

when to speak even such words in our teacher's

favor, as we did to-night, will require courage

of no mild type. ”

“ Our teacher ! ' Are you, then , one of his

pupils, Philip ? ”

The young man held out his hand to her, with

a grave smile, as he said, “ I am indeed, my friend.

6
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It will not be possible long to keep the matter

secret ; and certainly I have no desire to do so . I

am glad to own it. I would have told you before

this, had there been opportunity ; but there were

reasons why it seemed wise not to speak plainly

everywhere. Still, I do not think it comes to you

as a surprise, does it ? "

“ No,” said Frances, low voiced and trembling.

She could not trust herself to add another word.

“ Good -night, " said Philip abruptly, giving the

hand that he held, an earnest pressure, “ I must not

say more now , though I want to . I hope, by the

time I see you again, that matters will have so

shaped themselves as to justify me in speaking

what my heart prompts. Until then, trust me.”
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CHAPTER VII.

“ I WILL NOT REFRAIN MY LIPS.”

THE

I

I

HEY watched him taking rapid strides down

the road, they two, pacing silently up and

down the moonlit space.

Frances felt that when she spoke again it must

be about something that had not to do with Philip

Nelson.

“ How wonderful it is , ” she said presently, “ that

I am taking a walk on the piazza with you ! ”

But David could not get away from the recent

train of thought. “ And how wonderful it is," he

said gravely, “ that the one who made such an

experience possible, seems to have few friends to

speak for him , and is even sneered at in my father's

house, as a dangerous person ! ' "

And then Frances's mood suddenly changed, and

she felt that she could talk about nothing else but

the thought which oppressed her.

“ David, do you really think there is any danger

to be feared for those who call themselves his fol

lowers ? ”

“ Not actual danger, perhaps , but disagreeable

notoriety, and the rending of some friendships .”

6
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man.

Frances shivered, but it was not with cold ; and

her brother, as he passed a protecting arm around

her, knew that it was not. “ Poor Philip ! ” he

said. “ Do you know I think he has been passing

through a temptation. The way would have been

so much easier for him, if he could have kept

silence with regard to this matter. He cannot

help foreseeing what effect his speaking out may

have upon our father. Yet it was not possible,

of course, to keep to such a line of conduct. One

cannot stand on neutral ground concerning that

The fact is, people who come in contact

with him must decide to be either for or against

him . You see , do you not, that Philip could not

have done other than he has ? "

“ I certainly would not want anyone to act con

trary to his convictions of right for the sake of

my friendship, ” was Frances's somewhat tremu

lous reply.

“ Certainly you would not. Be sure that Philip

understands you . By the way, Frances, how much

or how little does that man Masters mean ? There

cannot be any real friendship between him and

Margaret, can there ? I tried to recall what youI

had said to me about him , but I find that my ideas

are very vague .”

“ I have not said much about him, not since the

first call, because I have not known what to say.

I have not the least idea how serious his intentions

are, but I know that I distrust him.. It has trou
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66

bled me, David, that intimacy; and the only reason

I have not spoken is, because I thought I must

not trouble you . I do not know that I have good

reason for distrusting him , but I cannot help the

feeling . He is showing what in some men would

be called marked attention to Margaret, and I am

afraid that she is interested in him ."

“ Do you know if he is connected with the gov

ernor's family ? ”

Oh, yes, the governor is his uncle, as he is

disposed to let one know on every possible occa

sion . I am surprised that the fact did not appear

this evening. Someone said, one evening, in talk

ing over a local matter, ' I wonder what position

Governor Masters takes ?' and the young man an

swered promptly : • Why, my uncle'- etc. Oh,

he stands at the very head of what they call society.

I suppose there is not a young lady in town but

would feel flattered to be the object of such atten

tions as he has shown to Margaret ; but I wish

that she had never seen him .”

“ I appreciate your feeling,” her brother said

with a slight sigh . 56 Little as I have seen of the

gentleman , I could find it in my heart to echo

>

>

your wish.”

A summons from the parlor interrupted further

talk . It was the hour for family prayer. Mr.

Holman looked worn ; and the habitual gravity,

not to say sternness of his face, the lines of which

had been softened earlier in the day by the sudden
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joy that had come to his home, seemed to have

returned . In his prayer he by no means forgot to

thank God fervently for sending renewed health

and vigor to the body so long deprived of them ;

but in almost the same breath he prayed that they

might all be kept from drawing hasty conclusions,

or being led into error by false teachers, who were

able to appear as “ angels of light. ” David and

Frances, as they arose from their knees, exchanged

sad smiles that were full of meaning.

Mr. Ezra Holman's character, in order to be un

derstood, must be more carefully explained . He

was a good man , in the accepted meaning of that

phrase ; a man whose word was to be trusted as

fully as his oath could have been ; a man whose

affection for his family was strong and steady,

and never showed in words or caresses .

strictly just, or meant to be, but rarely merciful

in the true sense . He stood so rigorously for

what he believed to be right, that he let it tempt

him, sometimes, into severe ways of maintaining

the right. Take notice that the sentence reads :

“ he stood for what he believed to be right,” which

is often a very different thing from the right.

He lived, in short, confined between narrow,

grooves. An act was right because it was right,

and it was wrong because it was wrong ; and the

people were 66 shallow or “ frivolous 66 dis

honest ” who disagreed with him. Such, in brief,

were his forms of logic. Of course he was con

He was

or
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error .

servative . What had once been the accepted

explanation of a fact, must be adhered to tena

ciously, in the face of all modern proof that the

idea was an The very antiquity of the be

lief seemed in some way to enhance its importance

in his eyes . Such a man had, of course , his own

ideas concerning the development of the human

race, and the intentions of God with regard to

them ; to move outside of the regular channel,

which he did not in the least realize that he had

helped to dig, was little short of blasphemy.

This being the case , it will be understood

that the manner of his son's cure was a shock

to him ; it was entirely outside of that channel.

In truth, this father, with tears in his eyes,

indeed , and a great ache in his heart, but with

great positiveness of belief, had settled it long

ago that the Lord did not intend his son ever

to walk the earth again ; this was to be his just

retribution for transgressing the laws of health.

Therefore, for any person to interfere with the

Lord's plans and effect a cure · would be almost

a sin ? No, the poor father did not actually

mean that, not consciously at least. He had been

held in the arms of that recovered son, and had

shed tears of joy over the marvel. He could not

quite forget that ; but two hours after the expe

rience, he had set to work to construct a theory

of the cure that would run in the aforesaid chan

nel . That it was to be credited to the power of
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the dangerous man, whose views and teaching he

believed he had looked into sufficiently to discover

them to be false and dangerous in the extreme,

was not to be thought of for a moment. How ,

then, should the almost miracle be explained ? To

one who understood the young man's condition as

well as his father did, it was certainly a difficult

task . The day had been full of unrest and per

plexity ; but the coming of that brilliant scientist

and logician, Felix Masters, had brought a flood of

light. Listening to his explanation , the truth had

flashed upon the father so fully that he wondered

at his dulness in not understanding it before .

David had been steadily improving for years ; they

all knew that. The days when he needed constant

watching, and when every hour was fraught with

danger of the end, had long gone by . Nothing

was more reasonable than that the improvement

had been much greater than they or he realized .

Of course he had not tried to move himself ; why

should be, when he believed it to be impossible ?

What had been needed was a sudden shock that

would send the blood tingling through those long

unused limbs. Such a shock the unusual effort

and excitement, followed by the long journey over

rough streets, had produced ; hence the result.

There was no more miracle about it than there is

about any violent action of the laws of nature.

Mr. Masters's explanation was certainly entirely

satisfying to any reasonable mind. It would be
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difficult to put into language an idea of the sense

of relief the poor man felt when that disturbed

channel was again in order. Yet there were per

plexities still. Was it an instinct or a premonition

of trouble that made him feel that neither David,

nor what was in some respects a sorer trial, his

daughter Frances, accepted the logic so satisfac

tory to him ? That the son of the house should

have extravagant ideas and headstrong ways of

his own, was, in a sense, to be expected ; it had

been the manner of sons as far back as he could

remember, and David had too sadly proved al

ready that he was in that direction keeping up

the tradition . But Mr. Holman was a man who

believed that there was not even in nature any ex

cuse for daughters going astray. It was a slight

relief to remember that if his eldest daughter

failed him, the blame could be laid at Philip

Nelson's door; but still, the perplexed and wearied

old man saw trouble ahead, and longed for peace,

and was unhappy.

Several days passed, however, in comparative

quiet. People still came in great numbers to call,

and David took upon himself almost entirely the

duty of entertaining them . Between times he

took long walks over the hills ; occasionally with

Frances for a companion, but as a rule quite

alone. He was busy with certain problems that

needed thought; but he came and went with a

cheerful face, and was undoubtedly enjoying per
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fect soundness of body. He knew that his mother

was haunted with an unspoken fear that the

strength which had so suddenly, and despite all

the logic she had heard , she felt, marvellously,

returned to him, would as suddenly leave him .

He saw the fear in her eyes as she looked up

quickly to welcome his return ; and he had always

a reassuring smile for her, and an immediate evi

dence of his continued strength .

It was after one of these long walks that what

may perhaps be called another crisis in this young

man's life came to him.

He had taken a seat near his mother, and helped

himself to her spool and scissors to toy with while

he talked . It was an old habit of his that the

mother remembered well ; indeed, it had been one

of those little memories that had more than once

started bitter tears , over the thought that such

happy carelessness would never be again.

“ I have been up on Watch Hill," he said.

“ Not away up ! ” the mother said, speaking in

satisfied tones ; only happy mothers of sons can

understand how happy it made her to have her

David sit there and snip a very useful piece of

cloth into useless bits. “ Wasn't that a long walk

for such a warm afternoon ? ”

“ It is rather warm, but I enjoyed the walk ; I

had no thought of fatigue. Yes, I went quite to

the top ; the view there is what it always was ;

but after all, the view below was the grand one.

>
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6 Who are

Mother, have you heard that Reuben is at home

again ? ”

“ Not Reuben !” His mother dropped her work

in her lap, and looked not only surprise, but dis

may . “ You don't mean it, David ! What in

the world can they do with him ? I thought he

was to be taken care of at the hospital as long as

he lived ? "

“ That was the plan, but it has been frustrated ;

and instead, he has come home to take care of his

mother and sister. They don't keep well people

in hospitals, you know, mother. He was hoeing

the garden like a man who felt that he had much

lost time to make up .”

Mrs. Holman resumed her sewing.

you talking about, David ? For the moment, I

thought you meant Reuben Payne.”

“ So I do. An incurable disease he had , you

know , in its worst form . I remember saying, and

hearing others say, when he was sent to the hos

pital, that in his old home it was the same as a

death . But see how mistaken we were ! He is

not only at home again , but at work vigorously,

and is in splendid health. ”

The look of bewilderment on Mrs. Holman's

face was deepening every moment.

“ David !” she said, “ how can that be true ?

I saw Reuben once after he went to the hospital,

and the sight was so terrible that I could never

forget it. I begged his mother not to go any
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more . You must have mistaken someone else

for poor Reuben ; it is so long since you have seen

him . Oh, I understand it, you saw his brother

Joseph ; they say he looks very much as Reuben

used to . "

“ My dear mother, do you believe it possible

that I could have let myself be deceived, after

my own so recent experience ? It was Reuben

Payne himself ; I should know him anywhere.

Besides, I had a long talk with him, and heard

his story. It simply means that the same man

who spoke the word of power to me met him one

day, and sent him home to his mother, cured .”

There was a look of solemn joy on David's face ;

his mother had seen it there before, and wondered

There was much about this son of hers

in these days that she did not understand, but

there had been nothing to give her pain.

Before she could make any reply to the astound

ing bit of news he had given her, Mr. Holman,

who was sitting at his desk presumably busy

among his papers, wheeled his chair around, and

spoke with more than his habitual dignity.

“ David, I wish you would not use that sort of

cant ; it is very offensive. You know , of course,

that I do not believe in any such power as you

have hinted at, and it is painful to me to hear

such hints from a son of mine. I have been in

tending to speak plainly to you . I want you to

remember, in time, and not mix up your family in

over it.
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any way with the class of people who are running

wild after this adventurer.”

Mrs. Holman looked her exceeding anxiety, but

David's voice was calm and controlled.

" I should be sorry, indeed, father, to seem to

be lacking in respect to you. I hope you will not

view it in that light. I am more sorry than I can

express to have to hold different views from you ;

but after what I have experienced, I should despise

myself if I kept silence. If it seems to you cant ?'

to speak in honor of the one who gave me back

my life in a moment of time, I am bitterly sorry ;

but as I have opportunity, I must speak ."

The father moved restlessly in his chair, and

made an evident effort to hold himself in check

and speak calmly.

“ It is no more than natural, perhaps, that you

should attach more importance to the man's influ

ence than common sense would dictate.

weak bodily condition, you were, of course, an

easy victim to fanaticism . That is the reason I

have waited patiently for your good sense to

come to your rescue . You were not easily de

ceived, even when much younger than you are now ;

not in these lines, at least. What can the man be

but an impostor, making skilful use of his knowl

edge of mental conditions, and of the power of

mind over matter ? That young man's explana

tion, as he gave it here the other night, ought to

be sufficient to satisfy any reasonable person . In

In your
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your case, nature had, as he said, effected a cure,

and none of us had discovered it ; but of course

we should have done so soon . I regret deeply

that I was not at home to prevent your falling

into the hands of one who was ready to take ad

vantage of the weakness of your body to get control

of your mind . ”
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CHAPTER VIII.

WHO HATH BELIEVED OUR REPORT ? "

DA!¥
66

AVID opened his lips to speak, but his mother

interposed eagerly.

Father, you couldn't have heard what David

was telling me . He says that Reuben Payne is

at home again, and is perfectly well. ”

6. Stuff and nonsense !” was the father's irritable

response . “ Don't, Hannah, try to uphold your

children in false and foolish notions that will ruin

us all !
We do not want to join the rabble who

are making mountains out of mole-hills. Our

family has ranked among the respectable for gen

erations. I hope our branch will not disgrace the

name . You all act as though something very new

had happened. A love of the marvellous is born

with some people, but I never supposed that my

family were of that class . Have people never

been known to have serious diseases, and to recover

from them by natural processes ? I myself have

known cases so bad as to be mistaken for incur

able disease, but time and nature cured them for

all that. What I say is, that it is high time we

had done with such folly as this I will have no
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more of it in my house, and I want you all to un

derstand it . I tell you it is worse than cant ; it

is sheer blasphemy ! I want you all to keep away

from those people and their ideas. Look at the

set that their so-called leader has gathered about

him ! Who are they ? Ignorant fellows who are

discontented with their sphere in life ; too lazy

to work , and ready for the first excitement that

offers.”

His own excitement seemed to increase with

every word he said ; he had raised his voice al

most to a shout. David, noting this, had changed

his mind, and determined on perfect silence ; but

Margaret, who had been drawn from the next

room by the sound of her father's voice, seemed

not able to resist the temptation to speech.

Whether her motive had in it a touch of mali

ciousness, or whether she honestly believed that

the reminder would serve to ca her father's

indignation, David could not be sure .

“Why, father,” she said, “ you have forgotten

Philip. Didn't you hear him declare himself hon

ored in being able to call that man his friend ?

He is respectable, certainly .”

“ He is in no sense remarkable," said Mr. Hol

man, his voice less loud , but his irritation in no

wise decreased ; " and he lowered himself very

much in my opinion by that silly speech of his the

other night. He will find that his father will not

uphold him in any such ideas, I feel sure of that.
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A young man who has his own way to make in

the world, and who is in need of strong friends to

help him , as Philip Nelson is, would appear much

better if he did not try to take the lead in new

notions ; in any case, he ought at least to know

enough to keep his half -fledged opinions to him

self. However, I do not know that Philip Nelson

and his opinions are of interest to us. I don't

know why we should waste our time in discussing

him .”

Margaret laughed, and was about to reply, but

a glance, just then, at David's face, held her silent.

To the surprise of all, it was the generally quiet,

easily led mother who took up the word.

“That seems to me a very strange way to talk .

Philip has been intimate with us ever since he was

a child, and we have all liked him very much. I

do not know why he should not be allowed to ex

press his opinions. He is old enough to form

opinions, certainly ; and I am sure he has shown

very good sense in doing so in the past. ”

“ Let him keep from expressing them in my

house, then ,” interrupted her husband, in his loud

voice . “ I want none of his opinions, if they are

as foolish and harmful as those he advanced the

other night. I simply am not going to have my

name mixed up with this folly and sin, and any

one who wishes to be reckoned as a child of mine

has got to understand it."

His audience had increased again. Frances,,
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work in hand, had seated herself on the doorstep,

and was keenly alive to every word that was being

spoken ; but it was the look on David's face, not

hers, that quickened the mother into speech again.

Father, you forget that David is not a little

boy any more . He has been sick for so long, and

we have been so used to thinking of and caring

for him as helpless, that we all forget that he is

a man with rights of his own . "

Mr. Holman turned toward his wife in uncon

trollable irritation .

“ Hannah, what is the matter with you ? We

have lived together for more years than David's

life, and I never knew you before to consider it

necessary to oppose every word I said . At least,

if I were you, I would try not to do it in the pres

ence of the children . If David were a hundred

years old, instead of thirty, and was still a mem

ber of my family, dependent upon me for support,

I should think it incumbent upon him to respect

my views and be guided by my wishes ; and unless

he is a great deal less of a man than I take him to

be, he agrees with me."

Thus appealed to, David arose from the seat

beside his mother, laying down the spool and scis

sors ; but as he did so he gave her a wonderfully

sweet and reassuring smile . To his father he said

gently, “ I remember, sir, that you said you were

very tired ; perhaps we have talked as long as we

ought. I see it is the hour for family worship.
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At another time I should be glad if you would

allow me to have a talk with you about this, and

other matters ; but I feel sure that I ought not to

weary you further to -night. In the meantime, I

will try not to fail in the respect and consideration

due you."

He crossed the room , as he spoke, for the family

Bible, and laid it on his father's knee ; then he

gathered the sewing from his mother's hand, and

bent and kissed her flushed cheek as he did so.

The father, subduing his strong excitement as best

he could , opened the Bible at random , and read

the verse upon which his eyes first rested. 6 Who

hath believed our report, and to whom is the arm

of the Lord revealed ? He is despised and re

jected of men, a man of sorrows and acquainted

with grief ; and we hid, as it were, our faces from

him .”

Very soon thereafter David and Frances were

alone in the little yard opening from the side door.

Frances had slipped away first, and David had

followed, as he often did when he wanted a word

with her alone . They were silent, however, for

several minutes.

“ Well,” said David at last, as he laid a caress

ing hand on his sister's shoulder, " you see how

it is . It is becoming very plain , is it not, that

some of us will have to face opposition of no com

mon order ? ” .

“ If only Margaret could have been more con
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siderate ! " said Frances . • Why need she have

mentioned Philip's name, when she saw what a

state father was in ? It really seems, at times, as

though Margaret ” —she abruptly checked herself,

leaving the sentence unfinished . David regarded

her thoughtfully.

“ How is it that Margaret seems to have so

little sympathy with you in this matter ? ” he asked .

“ Or rather, how is it that she has such a different

impression ? Do you suppose it can be the influ

ence of Masters ?

6 I afraid so. I think she has heard more

from him than she cares to tell. She seems

strangely prejudiced. In some respects she is al

most more bitter than father. What can it be but

his influence ? She has been suspecting Philip, I

think, for some time . She asked me if it was

Philip's influence that made me so silent about

the step you took. But of course she heard from

his own lips the other night where he stands. "

“ I was thoughtless myself to -night,” David

said regretfully ; “ I should not have started the

conversation in that direction by my item of news.

But it all seemed so wonderful and so blessed to me,

that I confess I forgot how it would appear to my

father. Were you there, Frances, when I told about

Reuben Payne's recovery ? It was such a glorious

thing to see him in his right mind, and in splendid

physical condition ! It seemed as though it was

something over which we must all rejoice together.”
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" It is ," said Frances quietly . “ I heard your

words, David, though I had not yet come down

stairs ; and of course you could not help telling

it. A stone would have spoken, that had known

poor Reuben's condition but a few days ago. Be

sides , we cannot go on in this way. We might

as well be outspoken ; some definite step must be

taken . Why not now as well as at any time ?

If we only knew just what is right ! ”

Her brother felt almost startled by her words ;

she seemed to have taken long strides in a single

night. Was she possibly ahead of him ?

“ Some definite step ! ” he repeated ; “ just what

do you mean , dear ? ”

“ I hardly know. Nothing is clear to my own

mind as yet . Only— when a man is
such a

man as he is proving himself to be , and has not

only physical help to give, but instruction, and

has a definite following, and is willing to have,

must not one, sooner or later, declare for or against

him, and take the consequences ? ”

David drew a long breath . 6. You have gone

rapidly, Frances ; and as yet you have never even

seen him ! "

“ No ; but Philip has. And I have not gone

rapidly ; on the contrary I have been slow. So slow

and cautious that at times I have been ashamed

of myself. I have heard a great deal about him,

David, and yet our timid little mother seems to

have more courage to speak for him than I have !
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But to me it is fraught with such consequences.

Philip thinks " She made one of her abrupt

pauses, like one who was indeed going too fast.

David's hand that held her own tightened its clasp ,

as he asked,

“ Is there an engagement, dear ? ”

“ No, only an understanding. I could not en

gage myself without my father's consent.”

“ And that, under present circumstances he

would not give, ” David said with a heavy sigh.

“ It is indeed growing complicated ! ”

David, what does the man ask or expect of

those who call themselves his pupils, or follow

ers ? "

“ I do not know ; some of them , as you know ,

follow him about wherever he goes. But he can

not expect that of all his friends ; it would be

impossible. Moreover, there is a large class follow

ing him now who cannot be called his friends ;

if sufficient motive offered, I think they would

promptly become his enemies . But you are right

about the definite step that must soon be taken ;

or at least there must be definite knowledge on

the part of those who would own him. Per

haps we are imagining it more difficult than

it will be We do not positively know that he

desires anything but to help people all he can.

Perhaps his is a beautiful, unselfish, perfect life,

hidden in God, revealed to us suddenly that we

may see what real companionship with God might
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do for us . It may be that God has given him cer

tain miraculous powers, in order that his work

may help us to have full confidence in his word.

Such men used to be, Frances ; why not again ? ”

“ Like one of the old prophets ? ” said Frances .

“ Yes, I have thought of that ; but -- of course I

do not know anything about it, but there are

times when I cannot help thinking, or rather feel

ing, that he is much more than that."

“ How could he be more than that, my dear

sister ? ”

But Frances had no more words to say. She ·

persisted that she knew nothing, understood noth

ing, that mere " feeling " is not to be trusted in

any case ; and he was much better able to judge

of these things than she was. For the present, she

supposed there was nothing for them to do but

wait, and be as quiet as their sense of honor would

allow .

- Meantime, David , ” she added eagerly, as one

who was resolved upon an entire change of sub

ject, “ tell me what you are going to do ? About

yourself, I mean ? You are not satisfied to work,

in the fields, are you ? To give your life to such

work, with your education and talent ? ”

“ No," he said ; that, he supposed, would hardly

be right, even though he might desire it. There

were times when he shrank from the thought of

the world, and felt as though the open fields,

working among God's gifts to man, would be of

>
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all labor the most desirable. But his education

had been too expensive to be used in that way,

and besides, there were times when he longed to

be out among men, exerting an influence that

would reach crowds.

He was going into town soon, as soon indeed as

he had positively settled certain matters connected

with the talk they had just been having. Proba

bly he should take up his studies where he had left

them , and carry out his first intentions of becom

ing a lawyer. He was late, it was true, and had

lost a great deal of time; but he did not feel that

it was all wasted ; he had done better work, some

of the time, lying on his back, than he had ever

succeeded in doing when in health. Then he

broke off suddenly from these slow, detached sen

tences which his sister could feel were taking only

half his thought, and began to speak rapidly :

“ I will tell you the whole truth , Frances. I

mean to see and have a long talk with this

stranger who has come so suddenly and powerfully

into my life , before I decide anything. I have a

strange drawing towards him ; it is not remarkable

either, when I realize what he has done for me.

Of course it is the most natural feeling in the world

even my father realizes it ; but I mean much

more than those words convey . I have, besides,

a feeling of awe in connection with him ; such as.

men never inspire in me . Despite what I have

just been saying to you , I believe in my soul that
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he has come among us for more than a mere object

lesson of purity and unselfishness . My father

would call it a superstition ; but the belief that

this man has something further to do with my life,

that it is indeed linked in some strange way to

his life, grows upon me.”

“ If it is superstition , ” began Frances eagerly,

“ it is shared by those who have seen much of him.

Philip feels it ; and the feeling grows stronger

every day. I can see that the influence, whatever

it is, increases powerfully upon him. It is that

which has made me think that possibly ” – She

broke off nervously, catching her breath as one

who felt almost afraid .

“ I wish you would tell me plainly just what

you think, dear, and not lead me to grope blindly

along the road where your swifter intuitions have

carried you .”

6 0 David, I dare not. There are times when

my half frightened thoughts seem to me rank blas

phemy ! I could not put them into words. I

have no reasons for them which would justify my

speaking. Remember, I have never seen the man .

How much I wish that I could ! "

“ Ah ! I cannot tell you how much I wish just

that ! If it were not for this bitter prejudice, we

could invite him to our home, and talk with him

freely until understood . Sometimes the

thought overwhelms me, that the man who gave

me back to life is a stranger to my father and

we
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mother, and remains so by their — at least by-

father's choice ."

“ Poor father ! ” said Frances, “ he cannot help

his prejudices, they are a part of his life .. If Mr.

Masters had not poured out his intolerable plati

tudes for father to lean on, it might have been dif

ferent. I am afraid of that man, and of his influ

ence in our family, and over Margaret most of all .

O David ! cannot we save her from him in some

way ? I am sure he is bad.”

“Poor little burden -bearer ! ” said David ten

derly, passing his strong arm about her ; " she

needs some one to carry her burdens for her. It

all comes back to the one theme, dear, -- I wish-I

you knew him ; you must know him .”

66
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CHAPTER IX.

“ HE THAT SOWETH INIQUITY, SHALL REAP

CALAMITY .”

THEYpaced back and forth for several minutes
in silence, with David's protecting arm still

about his sister . At last he broke the silence ;

there was a changed quality to his voice . It sug

gested one who had admitted a new train of

thought, that was full of meaning for him , but that

he was holding himself well in check.

“ Frances, do you know anything of Miriam

Brownlee ??

“ I have not seen her for many months, but I often

hear of her . She is here, with her aunt, you know . "

He gave an involuntary start, and she could feel

his arm tremble ; but all he said was, “ I did not

know it ."

“ Philip saw her last week ; he had occasion to

go there on business . He says she is as beautiful

as ever, and he imagines quite as gay. David , I

did not know, whether to speak of her to you or

not.” The brother smiled gravely.

“ You thought you might touch a sore nerve ? ”

he said.
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Frances, who did not know how to reply to that,

was silent for a little ; but David seemed to have

no more to say, so she ventured a question : " Do

you mean to call there ? ”

6 I think so. One hardly knows how to plan,

after a blank of so many years .” He waited some

time before he added his next sentence.

surprise you to know that the last time I called at

Mr. Brownlee's, he ordered me from the house."

“ David ! ”

“ It was right , ” he said, answering the indig

nation that her tones expressed. “ I could bear

him no ill will for that ; I ought to have been

ordered out . I went there in such a condition

that a gentleman who had regard for the ladies

of his household could do no less. I had been

drinking, Frances. I was not exactly intoxicated ;

at least I had not supposed so, as you may be sure ;

but I was more thoroughly under the influence of

liquor than I had ever been before, and I evidently

did not know how I appeared, or what I was say

ing. I remember his words, however ; they cut

themselves into my soul . He told me to go home

and remain there until I knew how to conduct

myself as a gentleman should ; that at present I

was no better than a brute. He did not know

how literally I would obey him, nor how many

years it would take."

His sister gave a startled little cry . “ David !O

Was it on the night that you were hurt ? ”
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6 Yes ; the condition I was in was the main

cause of the accident, I presume, though I think

the horse would have been frightened, under the

circumstances, in any case ; but I might have

been able to control him, had I been myself.

Besides being insane with liquor, I was insane

with passion. I understood my condition so

little as to believe that I had been insulted . But I

long ago exonerated Mr. Brownlee from all blame."

“ But David, he was one of the first who called

after you were brought home; he called again and

again while you were at the worst, and was most

kind and thoughtful for us all. "

“ I know ; I remember him perfectly . I used to

think that he possibly felt some responsibility with

regard to the accident ; he must have seen that I

was in no condition to drive down that dangerous

road , certainly not to drive that horse. However,

as I say, I do not blame him ; I do not know what!

else he could have done . I have always been glad

that I brought myself to the point of seeing him

once, when he called, and telling him that I

thought he did quite right.”

5 I do not think he did right at all,” said

Frances positively, adding immediately,

“But, David, you remember that he is gone, do

you not ? ”

“ Oh yes ; I recall vividly the circumstances

connected with his death . It seemed so strange

to me that he should be taken in the prime of life,
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when his business, and family, and the world at

large would miss him so sorely, and I, a useless

hulk , a sorrow to my friends and a misery to

myself, should be left ! We do not understand

the ways of our Father, do we ? And yet we are

always trying to plan for him ! Mr. Brownlee's

absence complicates my embarrassments. If he

were there, so I might go to him and ask if he

would receive me at his house again, my way

would be plain. However, as it is, I think I will

venture . One cannot know how the family will

feel ; they must have known all about the matter

at the time. Still, if Miriam is there, I must cer

tainly make the attempt. To do less might even

be counted as dishonorable. I do not know how

much difference time makes. Can you help me,

dear ? Do you know anything about Miriam's

affairs ? At least she is not married ? ”

“ Oh, no ! there have been reports from time to

time ; but each report had her name coupled with

a different person , so that I have never known

what to think, save what others say of her : that

she is fickle in her tastes . I used to think that

Is she in any way bound to you, David ?”

“Not at all. If she had been, she would have

been freed long ago, remember . ”

Frances wanted to ask more questions, but her

brother's grave, sad manner held her back. How

much did he care for Miriam Brownlee ? Her

heart sank within her, as she asked herself the
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question. She had hoped, and at times had be

lieved, that he had forgotten Miriam, or at least

that she had lost power to hurt him ; on this

evening, something in his manner, rather than

his words, told her differently. Could there be

any real, lasting sympathy between those two ?

She had not understood the attraction, even in

her brother's gay youth ; much less did she under

stand it now. She tried to check her unflattering

thoughts of the girl, and told herself that she was

doubtless prejudiced by what others said ; that .

she had little acquaintance with her, and ought

not to judge. Perhaps, if she came to know her

better, she would feel differently. But, on the

whole, she decided that she would ask no more

questions ; she did not want David to commit

himself in words to any position that had to do

with Miriam Brownlee.

What he felt, he kept in great measure to him

self. He had only hinted at the embarrassment of

his position . He felt it very keenly, when, on

the evening following this conversation, he found

himself sitting in the familiar parlor of the

Brownlee home, waiting to see what reception

would be given to his card . Everything about

him was as beautiful and as natural as ever ; it

seemed incredible that a gulf of years had inter

vened since he sat there before !

The Brownlees were an old and aristocratic

family ; their ancestry, at least on Mrs. Brown
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lee's side, dated back so far that only she cared

to study it out ; and the husband, if not able to

trace his pedigree so far, had been able to furnish

the means with which to give his wife's pride a

beautiful setting . Everywhere, in and around the

fine old place, was that lavish expenditure which

is, or ought to be, evidence of abundant means .

There were no daughters to grace this elegant

home. The father, dying three years before the

date at which our story opens, had left his young

son, not yet of age, prospective heir to a princely

fortune . He had not, however, forgotten his

favorite niece, Miriam, who was the daughter of

his widowed sister. She belonged to a home

where daughters were numerous, and therefore

she was often spared to the uncle and aunt who

adored her . Here, David Holman had met her,

when he was himself but a boy ; and a very ar

dent friendship had sprung up between the two .

As the years went by, no guest was welcomed

more frequently and cordially to the elegant home

than the young man, David Holman. He was

not wealthy, it is true ; but he belonged to one of

the oldest of the fine old families, and was re

ported to have an unusually brilliant mind. “ The

sort of man,” Mr. Brownlee was fond of saying,

66 who is sure to make his mark in the world, as

soon as he gets beyond the indiscretions of youth .”

Moreover, he was fine looking, had polished

manners, and was always well dressed. What
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mattered it that there were whispers of his being

a trifle fast ? That belonged to those aforesaid

“ indiscretions of youth .” He was certainly

charming in conversation . What more should a

family desire who were not themselves deeply in

terested in religion, and who liked nothing better

than being entertained ? That his beautiful niece

Miriam was the special attraction to his home, Mr.

Brownlee seemed to know, and to offer no objection.

At least, when his wife hinted at possible compli

cations, he replied that young women in these days

knew how to take care of themselves in such mat

ters, and he would trust Miriam where he wouldn't

himself . She certainly might form worse friend

ships for life than one with the Holman family ;

no syllable could be breathed against them or their

ancestors ; and David was smart enough to make

his way in the world, and sharp enough not to

bring discredit on the honored family name . Yes,

he knew he was inclined to be rather too gay ;

young men just out of college were liable to make

that mistake, but David was too level-headed and

had had too good a backing for generations, to go

far astray ; he would trust him. And he did trust

him, until David walked nearer the edge of ruin

than any of them realized .

The past, with all its opportunities and possi

bilities, and almost infinite blunders, came back in

vivid clearness to the young man who sat once

more opposite a picture on the wall that he used
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often to study while waiting . Looked at from one

point of view , what an eternity of years separated

him from those periods of waiting ! His face

burned again, as it had often before, over the vivid

memory of that evening when , for the first time

in his life, he had appeared in society sufficiently

under the influence of liquor to be, not brilliant,

but silly.

He recalled as distinctly as though it were an

event of yesterday, some of his words. They

were not so glaringly improper as they might have

been, but sufficiently so to cause Mrs. Brown

lee's laugh to be very constrained , and her look

plainly said that she was not quite sure whether

to laugh or frown. He blessed the memory of

Mr. Brownlee because he had realized his con

dition, and ordered him from the house before

Miriam appeared ; but of course it had all been

explained to her. Now, after the lapse even of

so many years, could she help thinking at once of

that last time ? He had caught a single glimpse

of her on that evening long ago, as she flitted

through the hall just as he mounted the piazza

steps. He had heard her silvery laugh in re

sponse to some sally of her boy cousin's , then she

had vanished up the stairs, and the unexpected

years had stretched between them ! And she was

the woman whom he had hoped to make his wife.

Long before this date, on which he sat waiting and

wondering whether she would even give him audi

ence, he had planned to have been settled in a
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beautiful home of his own. Of course his career

in life was to be eminently successful ; he had

always planned that. He meant to surround her

with fully as many comforts and luxuries as she

found in her uncle's home; there were times when

his ambition and imagination carried him far be

yond such modest elegance, and made a very pal

ace for his queen.

On that ill-fated night, before he took that sec

ond glass of liquor, he had planned to see Miriam

alone, and learn definitely from her own lips that

she understood him , and was ready to wait for

him . He remembered that he had felt very little

fear as to what her answer would be ; she had

seemed to be entirely frank in her appreciation of

him, despite the ugly stories concerning his habits

which were more or less afloat. He thought of

the stories then ; he remembered, and blushed

over them , and assured himself that if Miriam's

answer to his appeal was what he believed it

would be, it should mark an entirely new era in

his life ; he would break forever with the unsafe

associates he had followed into danger, and give

himself seriously to the work of building up an

entirely different reputation. He owed that to

Miriam , he told himself. And so sure had he

been of her answer to the question he meant to

ask, that he had said, as he lifted that fatal glass

of liquor to his lips, “ Boys, I'm going to reform ;

this is to bid you good -by. It is my last glass.

The boys had shouted over what they looked upon
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as a good joke, but the words had been ominously

true. No drop of liquor since that hour had

passed David Holman's lips . It seems natural to

speak of that as “ the fatal glass ;” under its influ

ence the young man went out to an experience of

long, slow torture , that had seemed to him a hun

dred times worse than death, and the only door of

escape at the end he had supposed to be the door

of death. Yet if he had seen the map of his life

spread out before him, it is possible that he would

have had occasion to go on his knees in gratitude

to God for being left to drink that last glass .

Since he would not be led in any other way, a

merciful God led him through fire.
But his reso

lution to reform ? Sitting there, waiting, after the

furnace was behind him, David Holman smiled

gravely over the memory of his weak resolve, and

realized how little it had meant on the lips of one

who could toy with it as he had done .

The weary years had moved slowly on, and

Miriam Brownlee, with those words left unsaid

that were to have held her to him , was free to do

as she would , and was Miss Brownlee still. And

at last, at last, he was sitting in that well- remem

bered spot waiting for her ! Not with the old

words trembling on his lips ; he had no sense of

He felt that he would not be sur

prised, nor have reason to complain, even though

she refused to come in response to his card. He

had forfeited the right to consideration from her,

assurance now.
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long ago . Yet her uncle had forgiven him. More

than once he had brought baskets of lovely flowers,

which he said “ the ladies " sent . David , as he fin

gered the delicate blooms, had felt in his soul that

Miriam had sent them ; it was like her, and the

flowers were like her, delicate and pure and faithful.

In his direst pain those flowers had comforted him .

But Mr. Brownlee was gone, and any lingering

hope that his friends might have felt that David

Holman would be among them again, had died

long ago. He had gone as completely out of the

world as though the grave had closed over him.

Even the name of Miriam Brownlee had not been

mentioned to him for years. Frances had dropped

it entirely ; at first because she realized that the

mention excited her patient ; afterwards, when

Miriam had left the neighborhood and returned to

her own home, it was easy for the girl to forget her ;

she hoped that her brother had done so. David,

as he went back over all these experiences, knew

that he had not forgotten . Is it any wonder that,

under such unusual circumstances, he felt his heart

giving great throbs of anticipation, or of apprehen

sion, he hardly knew which ? Suddenly there was

a rustle of drapery near at hand, a flutter of rib

bons, a vision as of something wonderfully fair,

and familiar withal, and Miriam Brownlee stood

before him .
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" HEAR YE INDEED, BUT UNDERSTAND NOT.”

“MR.
R. HOLMAN !” she said, “ is it possible ?

What an unexpected pleasure ! ” And

then David knew that he might clasp the offered

hand, and consider himself a welcome guest.

Miriam's voice had qualities in it that he had

studied over in the past. It was capable of an

almost infinite variety of meanings. He had

heard it when he had told himself that if she

should use such tones to him, he should know

better than ever to call upon her again. She never

had ; she did not on this evening. He tried to

study her critically while he talked . Philip had

been right; she was as beautiful as ever. No, she

was more beautiful. When he saw her last, it had

been the changeful beauty of young girlhood, now

she stood before him a symmetrical development

of beauty that no added touch could improve .

She had more than fulfilled the promise of her

youth .

Certainly we have heard of you !” she said,

sinking like a snow-cloud into the seat he made

haste to move forward for her ; it seemed to him
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as if the pretty chair came up of itself and took

her in its arms caressingly, rather than that she

took possession of it. What an embodiment of

grace she was !

“ Certainly we have heard of you ! Do you think

we live out of the world that we should not know

the wonders that absorb it ? We have wondered,

auntie and I , that you should be so very long in

remembering your old friends .old friends . We began to think

that you meant to ignore us altogether ; but I

suppose you have so many friends that we ought

to have been content to await our turn ."

Indeed, David made haste to assure her he had

made no calls whatever. This was really his first

attempt ; the truth was, his friends had been

chiefly engaged in calling upon him , and had ab

sorbed his time, almost to the exclusion of other

duties or pleasures.

“ Is thatthe way ? ” she said lightly ; “ we might

have ventured, perhaps, had we understood it ; but

it is not probable . Auntie makes very few calls

indeed in these days ; there have been sad changes

here, Mr. Holman."

“ Yes, ” said David, and stopped ; he could say

He found himself strangely embar

rassed , as he had not thought of being with any

in this world to which he had so sud

denly returned . It seemed impossible to talk with

this lovely vision of the past as he had with others.

All words sounded tame, and entirely inadequate

no more .

other person,
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to the situation . The lady, however, showed no

trace of embarrassment ; her talk flowed on mu

sically ; her guest found himself wondering if

anything ever disturbed the satisfied world the

centre of which she seemed to be . How bright

she was ! how unchanged ! Was she ? or had there

been a very great change ? He could not be sure.

Mrs. Brownlee came presently to offer him cordial

welcome to her home ; nothing could be more cor

dial than her reception . Apparently there was

nothing whatever in the way of his dropping at

once into his old place in their circle ; yet that in

definable feeling of possible change, at least in

Miriam , haunted him . It was easier to talk after

Mrs. Brownlee joined them . She referred promptly

to the past, saying just enough to let her guest see

what it would be proper for him to say, then

glided naturally into other topics .

David rallied his forces, and talked in a way that

went far toward establishing his former reputa

tion, yet all the while he was conscious of carrying

on a separate train of thought. He was studying

Miriam , trying to place her - trying to place him

self in relation to her. Had she understood him

in the past as fully as he had believed ? Had she

felt toward him as he had imagined she did ? But

suppose she had ?. He had been the same as dead,

Had the lady who was to have been so

potent a factor in his life, so far forgotten him that

he must begin again almost as a new acquain

for years .
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tance ? If so, was he ready to begin ? In other

words, was he unchanged ? Not that, either. He

felt almost as though resurrection itself could make

no greater change in him than had already taken

place ; but did the change necessarily affect his

relations toward Miriam ?

Very important questions these, especially to

be under consideration while he was at the same

time helping to carry on an animated conversa

tion. Of course he was not fully conscious of the

trend of his thoughts ; put into words, they would

have startled him . Meantime the conversation

turned into channels that helped him in marking

some of the changes. Miriam Brownlee and he

had been living in different worlds, and this was

made apparent. He spoke of certain books ; many

had been read to him , Frances having devoted

hours each day to that purpose, and her selections

had been carefully made. Miss Brownlee knew

some of the books by their titles ; two or three

of them she had read ; but the ones that he and

Frances had lingered over and enjoyed the most,

Miriam unhesitatingly pronounced stupid. They

had bored her immensely, she said ; she should

never have attempted their reading, only so many

people were talking about them ; as it was, she

had skipped the moralizing as much as possible,

and also the descriptive parts ; she hated descrip

tion in books. On being further pressed by the

man who did not realize, and did not want to
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realize, that he was weighing her in a balance, she

asked if a certain book that had been his special

enjoyment was not almost of the “ goody-goody

sort ” ? She considered such books the most com

plete bores that one could find . Suddenly she

deserted the world of literature altogether, and

launched forth into a description of the last " sea

son. '

“ We had a succession of charming evenings,”

she said . “ Our particular set, I mean . For six

or eight weeks I believe we were together nearly

every evening. The season was unusually gay ;

of course we danced a great deal . I remember

how fond you used to be of dancing. Dear me !

how very hard it must have been to be deprived

of that entertainment for so many years .'

- Miriam !” her aunt exclaimed , with a depre

cating laugh ; “ what a child you are ! I don't

believe you will ever grow up. Think of Mr.

Holman suffering as intensely as we have heard

that he did, and giving any of his thought to

deprivations in that direction ! ”

“ Why not ? ” Miriam asked, opening wide her

beautiful eyes in a childishly innocent way that

used to charm her caller . “ That was part of the

suffering, I presume. I am sure it would be with

Confess, Mr. Holman, did you not often long

to be among us indulging in your favorite amuse

ment? ”

David listened almost as one in a dream. Danа

me .
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cing ! Yes, he certainly used to dance ; used, as

this vision before him said, to be very fond of that

amusement. How utterly it had gone out, not

only of his life , but his thoughts ! His sisters were

not dancers ; and the one with whom he had had

most to do, never seemed even to remember that

there was such an occupation. Evidently there were

two
very distinct worlds here on earth . Would it

be impossible to intermingle them comfortably ? If

so, did he dwell in one and Miriam Brownlee in

the other ? The question flashed itself before his

troubled thoughts, but he would not notice it ;

at that moment Mrs. Brownlee was summoned

from the room, and Miriam turned toward him ,

another Miriam, rather, the old one .
There was

a softened light in her beautiful eyes, and a gentle

quality in her voice as she said,

“ It seems very strange, and yet very natural, to

see you sitting here in the old place .

the least idea, I wonder, how glad we are to wel

come you back ? '

Instantly his heart said to him that she was un

changed. This lovely, self-poised woman was the

Miriam of his dreams. That gay, almost heart

less tone and volatile manner had doubtless been

assumed to cover deeper feeling . If they could

have opportunity to talk alone together for a few

minutes, it was plain that she would show him an

other self. But Mrs. Brownlee returned after a

moment, and the talk flowed on as before . David,

Have you
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who believed that now he understood, did not feel

so jarred by its volatile character as he had been,

until suddenly a subject was introduced in such

a manner that it seemed to him like laying bare

a nerve and playing with it. It was Miriam, too,

who began it, —

“ Oh ! have you been back in the world long

enough to have heard of our latest sensation ? It

is unique, I assure you ."

He smilingly expressed ignorance, all unpre

pared for what was to follow.

Why, we have a seer, a prophet, a second

sight, second touch man . What shall I name our

sensation, auntie ? Have you really never heard

of him , Mr. Holman ? They call him a physician.

He has honored my own town with a visit of sev

eral weeks' duration ; and he moves through the

streets followed by the most motley crowd that ever

helped to form a procession. The lower classes,

you know, decidedly. The blind and hungry, and

lame and lazy — they are all there. Beggars with

out number, and a class even lower in the social

scale than beggars. The very worst classes have

taken to following him about. Somehow the

notion has gone abroad that he can cure all or

dinary, or for that matter extraordinary, ailments,

as well as feed the hungry,even without food ! He

seems able to rise above such trivialities. There

are the most extraordinary stories afloat concerning

him . One realizes as one listens to them the utter
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credulity of the ignorant world . Why, there are

those who do not hesitate to say that the man has

some sort of supernatural power ; and the number

of people who fancy themselves cured by him of

some malady or other is increasing daily .”

“ Miriam ! ” Mrs. Brownlee succeeded at last

in arresting the voluble tongue . She had tried in

vain to catch her niece's eye ; and at last her voice,

almost sharp, swept into the current of words .

“ Miriam ! is it possible that you do not remem

ber ? If the half that we have heard is true, Mr.

Holman must have much more knowledge of this

remarkable man than we have .”

For a moment Miriam was evidently discom

fited ; she looked from David's pale face to her

aunt's annoyed one, and seemed not to know what

to say next. Mrs. Brownlee essayed to help her.

“ Had you forgotten, child, that our friend's

wonderful cure is attributed by outsiders to the

aid of the very person about whom you are talk

ing ? ”

66

Why, auntie, I have heard that absurd story,

of course ; but I did not attach any importance

to it, any more than I supposed other sensible

people did . It is only imaginary ailments that

that man cures. Mr. Holman, you have no idea

that he had anything to do with it, have you ? ”

For a single moment David hesitated ; .not as

to what he should say, but as to how he should

say it. Much self -control was necessary in order

a
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to reply quietly to such a question. When he

spoke, the very quietness of his voice may have

misled them , though the words were positive

enough.

“ On the contrary, Miss Brownlee, I have every

reason to believe that it is owing entirely to that

remarkable man's power and blessed intervention

that I am not to-night lying helpless on the bed

where I have spent so many years.'

“ Is it possible ? " exclaimed both ladies at once ;

and Miriam made haste to add, -

“ We had not given a moment's credence to the

story. From the very first, I thought there must

be a scientific explanation of the cure, and then

who was telling us, auntie ? oh , I remember, it was

Mr. Masters ; have you met him, Mr. Holman ?

Governor Masters's nephew . He is a highly edu

cated young man, a lawyer ; and he told us that

your experience, he thought, would be a remarka

bly interesting one for medical students. He said

it was believed that nature had effected a cure, all

unknown to yourself, until being carried for so

long a distance in the open air, together with the

discovery that you could really endure the mo

tion , after having so long believed all motion to

be impossible for you, proved such a tonic that

your unused will-power asserted itself, and com

manded your limbs into action . I have not told it

as he did ; he was very scientific, I assure you , but

that is the idea . We were very much interested,
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weren't we, auntie ? We thought it the most re

markable experience we had ever heard of. ”

“ That is not surprising,” said David quietly.

“ Such an explanation is undoubtedly remarka

ble, but it is also incorrect in every particular.”

Mrs. Brownlee's voice interposed.

“ Miriam dear, you did not quite do Mr. Masters

justice . Do you remember how careful he was to

impress us with the fact that Mr. Holman's con

tact with that remarkable man certainly had its

effect ? A sort of mesmeric effect, you know,

only used in a good cause, as mesmeric effects so

often are not. He said the will of the stronger

man was projected into that of the pain-weakened

one, and compelled it to assert itself. Those

were his very words, Mr. Holman ; I thought it

extremely interesting.”.

“ I had forgotten that part,” said Miriam care

lessly. “ I haven't so much taste for abstruse scien

tific points as you have, auntie ; but I remember

now that I thought if Mr. Holman was in the least

like the gentleman of that name with whom I used

to be well acquainted, he had will -power enough

to move the world , whenever he chose to exert it .

But, Mr. Holman, really, you have no idea of the

ridiculous lengths which the people have gone in

their superstitions about this entire stranger. By

the people ’ I mean, of course, the crowd, the

rabble, the slums . He seems to have almost no

friends among the better classes."

6
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say next.

Once more Mrs. Brownlee interposed.

Oh, my dear ! some of his followers are at

least respectable. And you know that we have

heard that he visits at the Rothwells ."

“ Yes, auntie, we have heard it, as we have

heard a great many other queer things. I have no

faith whatever in that report ; the Rothwells are

very exclusive.”

" Who are the Rothwells ? " demanded David,

catching at the new name as a relief. He must

have a respite with unimportant ground on which

to rest for a few minutes, until he could control

his indignation, and determine what it was wise to

Miriam’s reply was ready.

“ Haven't you heard of the Rothwells ? They

are new -comers, new at least since you left the

world. I have the honor to claim them as fellow

townsmen . They have bought the old Symonds

place, a mile or so out of town . You remember

it ? A very aristocratic old place, and they are

very aristocratic people . Indeed, I believe the

place was connected with their family in some way.

The married sister is a Mrs. Symonds. You will

have to know them, Mr. Holman ; I assure you it

is quite the thing to do . The family is composed

of a brother and two sisters ; the aforesaid Mrs.

Symonds, a widow, being one. The other is Miss

Mary Rothwell, and she and her brother are both

very interesting. He is handsome and learned

and— well, everything that the best people fancy.
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I have heard it said that he is a trifle too grave,

but I do not think so ; gravity is refreshing in a

young man ; it suggests such a contrast to the or

dinary. His young sister, Mary, is a perfect rose,

bud ; at least, that is what the young men call

her, with rare promise for the opening flower.

That is a poetical bit for which I am indebted to

Mr. Masters. I laughed at him, however. I told

him I thought she deserved to be considered a

flower already. She is by no means so young as

people think . I mean I don't believe she is.I I

shouldn't place her a day below twenty -three, and

I should not be surprised if she were twenty- five.

She is probably older than she looks ; girls of her

type nearly always are. You will be charmed with

her, Mr. Holman, everybody is, every gentleman ;

though I remember you used not to like the rose

bud style of woman. I think myself there is too

little variety about either her face or character to

be interesting for any great length of time.”

The subject seemed to have uncommon interest

for Miss Miriam. David hardly heard her words ;;

one sentence had caught and held his thoughts.

At this new home the strange doctor was said

sometimes to visit.
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CHAPTER XI.

“ THERE IS NO BEAUTY, THAT WE SHOULD

DESIRE HIM .”

WHEN there was opportunityforwords,he,

asked a question. " Did I understand you

to say that this stranger visits at the Rothwells' ? "

“ That is common report ; but as I have been

saying to you, I do not credit it. The Rothwells

are the most aristocratic family we have ; and he

well, you know what he is. But I cannot think

that you realize for a moment the class of people

with whom he constantly mingles. He has gath

ered a company of very intimate friends who are

always with him, day and night, for aught I know .

They tramp over the country holding street meet

ings, and doing all sorts of queer things. What

must a man be who chooses his most intimate

friends from such sources ? They are all, without

exception , from the very commonest classes ."

The more temperate aunt found it necessary to

constantly hold her niece in check.

My dear,” she said , “ did not we hear that

Philip Nelson was one of the group who travel

with him ? "
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“ I believe so, auntie ; but that was probably

mere gossip . You and I do not believe all we

hear, remember. Philip was always an erratic

sort of person , but he would hardly stoop so low

as that. You ought to know , Mr. Holman. Isn't

he quite intimate in your family ? Do you really

think that he has been beguiled into this new

superstition ? ”

“ He considers the man of whom we have been

speaking a friend of no common order.” David

spoke with exceeding dignity, but he chose his

words with great care. He was growing momently

more sure that this man's friends had no pleasant

path to tread ; for Philip's sake he must speak

with caution .

Miriam gave a gentle little sigh as she replied,-

“Well, it is certainly very sad to think how

easily people are duped. I hope Philip Nelson

will discover his folly in time to prevent unpleas

ant results. I always liked the young man. Of

course one may be interested and curious, and like

to study into new ideas and fancies, as I presume

you are doing ; but to follow the man about, and

allow one's name to be constantly coupled with

his, is quite another matter. Pardon the interfer

ence, Mr. Holman ; but I should think you would

feel like giving Philip a friendly warning - though

of course you have not had time to understand

the state of things. It is really growing dreadful !

Why, at home, the streets are sometimes impassa
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ble because of the crowds around the house where

that man stops. And such a crowd ! ”

“ Have you ever seen the man ? ” interrupted

David .

“ I ? Oh, no, indeed ! Mother would be shocked

beyond rallying if I should venture into the streets

at all when the crowd has possession. I assure

you,
I have no desire to see him. I do not under

stand why the authorities do not interfere to pre

vent his doing further mischief. They shake

their heads and look unutterable things ; but so

far as I can learn, they do nothing."

Her guest was holding himself well in check,

but it was not in human nature not to ask one

question more .

“ But, Miss Brownlee, enlighten me . What has

the stranger done to arouse the displeasure or the

fears of respectable people ? I have heard only

of his relieving suffering wherever he found it .

There is surely nothing in such acts to challenge

the interference of the authorities."

Miss Brownlee shrugged her shapely shoulders.

“ Oh, do not ask me ! You must talk with some

one who is better posted about public affairs. I

only know that some deep political intrigue is

more than suspected, looking to an insurrection,

or some horror of that sort. Why, I think there

is very great harm in gathering together the

worst classes of humanity, and playing upon their

credulity in a way to secure an influence over
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them , so that one would be able to move them in

whatever direction he chose, when his scheme was

ripe . Even a woman can foresee danger under

such conditions, Mr. Holman . Doesn't it impress

you so ? ”

a

“ Which part of your statement? ” said David ,

allowing the semblance of a smile to appear for an

instant on his grave face . - How to get a con

trolling influence over the lower classes of society

is a problem which the best people in our cities

have long been studying. If the influence be

used for good, I can conceive of nothing more

important."

“ Well, I assure you that the best people fear

this man , and know that the result will be any.

thing but good. You should talk with Mr. Mas

ters ; he understands the situation perfectly, and

is really very anxious about it. Auntie, don't you

remember what an excitement he worked himself

into the other evening, talking to those friends of

John's who were here ? That reminds me of one

of the stories afloat. The whole matter has its

ludicrous side , I think ; though people like Mr.

Masters, who have to be patriots all the time,

refuse to see it. John came home one evening,

much excited over a story of a wedding reception

held in some town near here, I forget the name

no matter ; the important part is that the caterers

had made a mistake as to the quantity of wine,

and it gave out before half the guests were served ;
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and this remarkable performer turned a large

amount of spring water into wine ! It would be

economical to have him for a friend, would it

not ? ”

David rose abruptly. There was a look in his

eyes that might have suggested to Miss Brownlee

the David Holman that she used to know, when

something had roused him to indignation . He

made his adieus rapidly, notwithstanding the evi

dent surprise and equally evident disappointment

of the ladies over the early departure. Mrs.

Brownlee followed him to the hall, and made an

effort to soothe the nerves that she felt, rather

than saw, had been disturbed .

“ Miriam chatters on like the child that she is ,"

she said, “ despite the dignity of the added years

since you last saw her. She has heard so much

about this new superstition , or interest, - I hardly-

know by what name to speak of it, - and has

been so much annoyed by several little experi

ences connected with it, that it has made her

somewhat harsh in her judgment. Still, I confess

that there are features about it calculated to make

thoughtful people anxious. For instance, there is

my John so excited over the stories he hears, as to

require all his mother's influence – to say nothing

of almost commands — to keep him from joining

the promiscuous crowds who follow that strange

man about. I am at times very greatly troubled

as to what the outcome may be . It is my anxiety,
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I presume, that has made Miriam so emphatic ;

and I own that I hoped you would, when you

came to us, be able to advise as to what course we

would better take with John. After you have

studied into the subject thoroughly, Mr. Holman ,

as I feel sure for the interests of the country you

will do, perhaps you will talk with John. He is

only a boy yet, you know .”

It was well for David Holman that a long ride

lay before him. He needed the influence of the

night and the solitude to help him back to the

point where he could think dispassionately. As he

guided his horse carefully down the steep hillside,

he recalled vividly that other ride which had ended

so disastrously. He could scarcely have been

more wrought upon that night long ago, than he

was at this time, yet the two experiences were as

far removed as the poles. There was no danger

now of driving off the steep hillside into the ravine

below ; his brain was perfectly clear, yet his whole

soul seemed to be in a tumult. He had never in

his life been so humiliated , so wounded in the

deepest feelings of his heart. Not the least of his

bewilderment was , that he did not understand the

reason for this intense feeling.

Why should light and careless words, concern

ing a man whom he had seen but once, have power

to sting and burn ; to make him feel as though a

hand he loved had reached forward and given him

a mortal wound ?
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However, before he had travelled over the miles

that separated him from his father's house, he

reached a calmer mood, - a mood in which he

could assure himself that he had been unreason

able. It was not strange that Miss Brownlee

should feel and speak as she did about an utter

stranger, all knowledge of whom she had gained

from sources likely only to prejudice her.

Several facts must be taken into consideration.

It was not heartlessness, but a dangerous talent

for seeing the ludicrous side, which had called

forth those mocking words that stung him most.

Moreover, she was, as Mrs. Brownlee had hinted,

troubled about her young cousin . From her point

of view it would of course be disastrous to have

the boy, on whom such fond hopes were centred,

and upon whom such heavy responsibilities of

wealth would devolve, join a travelling doctor, and

roam over the country with him. Not that there

was really danger of John's doing any such thing ;

but undoubtedly the mother was anxious, and had

communicated her anxiety to her niece . Also,

he must remember that Miriam could not know

what this stranger was to him — At this point

he was conscious of making what may be called a

distinct pause in his thoughts. He realized that

there was a question confronting him that must be

answered before he could go farther in any direc

tion . What was this stranger to him ? That he

should be grateful to him beyond expression was a
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matter of course . It was even natural, under the

circumstances, that he should keenly resent slight

ing words spoken of him , and that he should be

indignant over hints of him as a dangerous person .

But all this could not account for the singular,

and he could not but realize steadily increasing,

influence which the stranger exerted over him .

He had tried to resist this influence, to attribute

it to an overwrought nervous temperament, to rise

above it as a sort of sentimentality, albeit he was

aware that whatever faults he might have, an

inclination toward sentimentality had never been

one of them ; but instead of being able to put

aside the feeling, as the days passed, and he grew

more accustomed to himself out in the world, it

was unquestionably gathering force from day to

day ; until to be with that stranger, to hear his

words, and to follow his instructions, seemed the

most important duty in life.

Two things were definitely settled by the time

he reined in his horse at the home gateway, - that

he would suspend further judgment, and, if pos

sible, further thought, with regard to Miriam

Brownlee, until he understood both himself and

her better than he felt that he now did ; and that

he would, with as little delay as possible, see and

hear for himself this strange teacher, selecting a

time when he might consider himself an unpreju

diced, dispassionate observer. To one other point

he also gave a few minutes' thought. Several
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times during his call , Miriam had referred to Mr.

Masters in a manner to lead one to infer that he

might be an intimate acquaintance . Was he pos

sibly more than that ? And if so, was there a hint

in this of possible coming sorrow for his sister

Margaret ? Though he felt his pulses quicken

over these questions, he made an earnest effort to

keep himself entirely in the background, and think

only of Margaret.

After careful consideration , he felt assured that

he believed Masters to be merely an acquaintance,

who had distinguished himself by giving learned

dissertations calculated to explain scientifically

certain remarkable recoveries from what was

thought to be mortal illness . He recalled the

fact that Miriam had not at first remembered who

her informant was ; and then smiled gravely, per

haps a trifle sadly, to discover what infinite satis

faction this little item gave him . The final

conclusion was that it was not possible for Masters

ever to be more to Miriam Brownlee than a pass

ing acquaintance, because she was so infinitely

superior to him . Whether this conclusion was

particularly flattering to his sister Margaret, he

did not stop to consider, but dismissed the whole

subject from his thoughts.

For the next two or three days, David Holman,

outwardly busy in the graperies with his father,

during an unusually crowded season, was in real

ity planning carefully the first steps of his future
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course . Foremost among his resolves remained that

one,- to see the physician who had cured him. He

had learned definitely that the man was staying in

the neighboring city, which was Miriam Brownlee's

home. A short journey would take him to the

place, but there were difficulties in the way . He

desired above all things to spare his father and

mother, and especially Frances, unnecessary pain ;

and how to arrange even so short an absence as

would be necessary , without stating definitely his

object, was the point that perplexed him. He

recognized the fact that his long illness, and the

consequent care it had demanded , had taught his

family to think and feel concerning him much as

they would about a child left in their care . They

could not be expected to learn suddenly that he

was a man, and must be allowed to plan his life

without other questionings than that which family

ties usually warrant. He also recognized the truth

of his father's words, though they had cut him

keenly when they were spoken, that he was still

dependent upon the home for his daily bread ; and1

at least so long as this was the case, he ought to

be governed as far as possible by his father's judg

ment.

“ But for how long will this be possible ? ” he

asked himself, with a heavy sigh. To carry out

his present resolves seemed to him the first neces

sity of life ; to boldly explain their nature to his

family would bring discussion and heart-burning,
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possibly actual rupture ; he had rarely seen his

father so roused and so bitter.

He stood in the doorway of the little sitting

room at the close of a busy day, sorrowfully con

sidering the problem that he saw no way to solve,

when he was made aware that his father, who sat

at his little desk in the corner, was speaking to him ,

or at least speaking his thoughts aloud, and they

were perplexed ones.

66 I am sure I don't know what to do ! ” he was

saying, and he held in his hand an open letter ;

“ I don't know how to put off those men, after

writing to them myself, and urging their coming.

“ What men are they, father ? ” and David

moved toward him, with an earnest wish in his

heart that he might in some way be a comfort to

that tired , worried man . Mr. Holman answered

almost testily ; he was unused to explaining his

business matters to any one.

“ Oh, nobody that you know ; men who are

coming to talk over plans about the south meadow

property. I hoped to accomplish something by

their coming ; I have had a hard time working up

their interest, and seem to have succeeded ; and

now comes an invitation from the largest grape

grower in Lakeport, to meet him and a half -dozen

other men day after to-morrow to consult about

organizing a society, or a trust, or something of

the sort, with a view to protecting our interests .

Something of that kind ought to be done, and he
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is the very man to lead in it. I should like to be

at the conference, and get myself counted in ; but

I can't do it, for I mustn't be away now, of all

times.”

David tried to tutor his voice to express nothing

but business interest as he said,

“ I see the difficulty. I am wondering if the

conference at Lakeport is of such a character that

your interests could be represented by a third

party ? ”

و

It had its pitiful side, that look of bewilderment

on his father's face .

" Who is there to represent me? ”

“ I thought it possible that I might do so .”

66 You ! ” Mr. Holman wheeled about in his

chair and gazed at his son. “ Are you in earnest,

David ? Such an idea had never occurred to me

as possible. But why not ? You could manage

the business better than I could myself, I dare say .

There are technicalities and points of law to be

thought about. Your legal studies would come

in helpfully there, if you have not forgotten them

entirely. It fairly bewilders me, though . The

truth is, I cannot get used to the thought that I

have a son to call upon .”

David's smile was good to see . 66 You are ac

customed only to a son to wait upon ; I will try

to show you that you have one to serve you . Who

is the man that is to be visited in Lakeport ? ”

>
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CHAPTER XII.

66 I WILL SEEK HIM WHOM MY SOUL LOVETH ."

“ HIS
IS name is Rothwell," said Mr. Holman, re

ferring to the letter ; “ you won't remem

ber him ; he is a new man , and the leading man

in that part of the country. He has a beautiful

place about a mile from town . Why, it is the old

Symonds place ; you remember that ? He has

made a paradise of it, I have been told. I don't

know the man, except by reputation ; but people

everywhere seem to have the highest opinion of

him, and I like his letter extremely well ; it is

manly and business-like, and at the same time

friendly .”

As he spoke, he placed the letter in his son's

hand, adding,

“ Do you really mean that you think you can

go ? Are you well enough, strong enough ? It

seems very strange!

“ I am perfectly well,” said David with his

brightest smile ; “ and it will give me very great

pleasure to go for you, father."father.” His voice was

quiet enough, but his heart was in a tumult. How

strangely and unexpectedly his way had opened

وو
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before him ! Not only was he being sent to the

very city of his desires, but to the very house

where he had been told that the new teacher

was welcomed and honored. Surely this did not

simply “ happen .” Was the guiding hand of God

marking out his way ?

The next day was crowded with interests . In

the first place, his father's business must be gone

over in detail, so that no possible question could

come up and find him unprepared. This ' of itself

was interesting. The father, unused to explain

ing his business methods, talked in riddles at first,

and the son questioned and dotted down items,

and returned to them , and questioned again, and

finally offered suggestions, until at last his father's

troubled face cleared, and he said with a relieved

air, “ I believe you understand parts of it better

than I do myself. What a head you have for busi

ness ! You can be a rich man yet, David.”

Every member of the household was interested .

It was an event for David to take a journey.

- What a fuss we are making ! ” said Margaret,

as she tucked a little package into the valise that

his mother was carefully packing ; “ one would

think you were going on a pilgrimage ! ”

“ I am ,” said David ; and he had a significant

smile for Frances, who alone knew the peculiar

interest which the trip had for him . Still , every

step of the way was fraught with interest to one

who had been so long shut out from the world .

>

a

66
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To meet and converse with business men, as one

of them , was like a fulfilled dream of long ago.

Undoubtedly these were subordinate interests ..

He had assured himself, as he trod the streets of

the once familiar city, that the central object of his

thoughts was becoming more and more a supreme

control to him ; but for the present he must hold

it well in check, and put his father's matters first .

He was there to transact business for another.

The men who had gathered at Mr. Rothwell's

invitation found this young representative keenly

alive to the interests that he represented, and

fairly well posted as to what had been done, as

well as pronounced in his ideas of what should be .

A looker -on at David Holman during that busy

day would have said that he was absorbed in the

grape-growing industry, and that he meant to be

a man of mark among business men.

nerve in his body was keenly alive to another

interest. He let no word escape him that could

throw possible light on the problem that he felt

he had come there to study. Because of this, it

was with peculiar satisfaction that he received and

accepted a cordial invitation to return home with

Mr. Rothwell when the day was done, and spend

the night.

This was an entirely unexpected opportunity.

He had intended, of course, to stop in town at a

hotel ; but Mr. Rothwell, who at first glance had

attracted him powerfully, was so earnest and

Yet every
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hearty in his offer of hospitality, that it would

almost have been churlish to have declined it, and

David was only too glad that this was so.

The old Symonds place that had charmed his

boyhood was so entirely changed that he could

scarcely bring himself to believe it was the same .

Cultivated tastes, and evidently ample means with

which to indulge them , had wrought marvels.

Not that there was any redundant or even lavish

display of wealth merely as wealth . Nature had

simply been assisted to make the most of her

beauty. The house nestled in among vines and

plants of a semi-tropical character, as if it were

hiding from rude gaze a very home. Once within

its walls, every room repeated and emphasized

the same thought. Over the door of what was

evidently the family room, hung an exquisitely

painted motto, the letters of which were composed

of branches of cedar and sprays of fern ; and the

words were :

THE LORD WILL BLESS HIS PEOPLE

WITH PEACE .”

Opposite it hung another, of the same delicate

workmanship, that said : -

THE CHASTISEMENT OF OUR PEACE

WAS UPON HIM . ”

Not only the mottoes, but the books and papers

lavishly displayed, even a certain something in
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the very air itself, seemed to mark this as a home

whose religious life was made a centre. David,

as he rested in the easy -chair where his host had

placed him after giving due attention to his phys

ical needs, went over in detail the prominent

events of the day, with a view to discovering, if

he could, the subtle spell which Mr. Rothwell

seemed to weave about those with whom he came

in contact. All day it had been marked, and it

had been apparent that others felt the same. Un

questionably he had been the leader in the busi

ness conference which had just closed, and had

shown himself the alert, far-seeing business man ,

quick to make the right suggestion at the right

moment, and alive to every suggestion from others

that furthered a common interest ; yet through it

all he had seemed to convey the impression that

business, nevertheless, had with him been relegated

to its true place, and was emphatically secondary.

How did he do it ? David found that he could

not have put the explanation into words ; perhaps

it was an atmosphere . He had just reached the

conclusion that if the ladies of this household were

in any sense of the word their brother's equals, this

must be an ideal home, when the door opened and

his host entered , followed by a young woman in

the simplest of white dresses, with no other orna

ment than that which her luxurious hair gave

singularly pure face . The introduction was very

simple : “ Mary, let me make you acquainted with

to a
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Mr. Holman, who will be our guest to -night; my

sister, Mr. Holman ."

So this was the “ rosebud ” of whom Miriam

Brownlee had told him . He decided instantly

that he never should have thought of applying that

name to her. Would not “ snowdrop ” have been

more appropriate ? No, for that seemed cold, in

different; and this woman, while very quiet, did

not impress one as cold, or as centred in self.

“ I think I should say • lily, ' ” the guest mused,

carrying on his whimsical comparisons while he

outwardly joined in the conversation, “ unless,

indeed , that name is too stately . It is not too

pure. I think it fits her."

She stood for a moment in the glow of the set

ting sun, her hair, which was almost gold color,

seemed to flash back the sun's rays, but her face

was the very embodiment of purity and peace .

Involuntarily David's eyes glanced from her to

the motto over the door : “ The Lord will bless

his people with peace .” Unquestionably this was

one of “ his people ; ” she was like her brother,

and impressed this thought from the first moment.

Ile still had to ask himself how it was done.

There was also that curious impression, which the

brother had already given him , that these two had

interests of vast importance with which he had

nothing in common . Being an utter stranger, this

was to be expected as a matter of course ; yet David

found that it affected him strangely. He could
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almost have petitioned to be let inside at once,

into that charmed atmosphere which pervaded

their lives . Of what or of whom did they remind

him ? Could it possibly be of the stranger whose

face he had seen but once ?

There was also a striking contrast forcing itself

to the front and insisting on claiming thought.

Could two young women be more unlike than

were Miriam Brownlee and this young girl ? He

cut short the question following in the train of

this , and took himself sternly to task for allowing

his thoughts to run riot in this fashion ; then gave

his mind to the talk of the hour. It was quiet,

commonplace talk . David would not allow him

self to believe that he was still drawing compari

sons ; it might have happened that some of the

same books he had discussed with Miriam came

before them . It was curious, though, that this

young woman should have had almost the same

feeling about one author that he had himself

expressed to Frances.

But neither books nor kindred topics of any

sort held his close thought. How should he intro

duce the subject about which, of all others, he

was anxious to learn ? Suppose rumor had been

entirely wrong, and this household shrank from

the very mention of the stranger ? He could not

entertain that supposition ; he had seen him once,

and there had been nothing about him to shock

such as these. They might disapprove, it is true ;
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- Are you

but even in that case they could give reliable

information . He tried to arrange a conversation

which would lead up naturally to the subject, and

ended by asking an abrupt question.

interested in the street scenes which

seem to have become a part of your city's history,

Miss Rothwell ? "

“Very deeply interested ; surely you are also ? ”

This was the instant response, with an evident

quickening of interest. Her last word had the

inflection of a question, and he replied to it.

" Is that a foregone conclusion ? Rather, I

mean, are all people becoming interested ? ”

“ I am sorry to have to answer no ; but
you

it is different with you .”

She must have heard of him. Instantly he

wondered if Miriam had told her of his cure ; if
SO,

how had she told it ? He could not say more,

until he had discovered just what she knew or

thought ; so he asked another direct question .

“ Have you heard my story, Miss Rothwell ? ”?

" I saw your story. I was present at that

meeting, when your friends brought you, helpless,

on a cot. Yes ; I had heard of you as an utterly

helpless and hopeless man ; and I saw you rise

and walk away in all the triumph of perfect health .

I had never at that time seen anything so wonder

ful; I can never forget it, and I am certain that

you cannot wish to .”

They were fairly launched at last upon the topic
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which was evidently of keenest interest to both .

Miss Rothwell was an enthusiastic talker, and she

found an eager listener in David Holman . Story

after story, each in itself a marvel, flowed from

her lips, glowing with the vividness that came

from her being a sympathetic eye-witness .

“ But his deeds, wonderful as they are, are not

more faith -inspiring than his words," she said at

last. 6. You should hear one of his talks ; I do

not know whether to call them sermons or lectures.

They seem, when one is present, more like conver

sation with one's friends. The people have no

hesitancy in interrupting him to ask questions ;

and he never acts as though he considered it an

interruption .'

“ Have you ever questioned him , Miss Roth

well ? ”

“ Not in public ; but I have often done so in

the quiet of our own home. He stops with us

whenever he comes to the city, or at least when

ever he can get away from the crowds ; he comes

here to rest, and we try not to have him disturbed

while with us . He must be in sad need of rest ;

the people throng and press him all the time. We

had hoped that he would be with us this week,

but he has gone away again without taking any

rest. ”

A summons to the tea -table interrupted their

conversation, and after tea there seemed no good

opportunity for renewing it. The talk became
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general; and Mrs. Symonds, who was very unlike

her sister, led, and indeed at times monopolized it.

Mary Rothwell slipped quietly away, and seated

herself alone on the moonlighted porch, where

David looked out at her wistfully from time to

time. He would have been glad of an excuse for

joining her. So eager had his heart grown for

more talk about the new friend with whom she

was so well acquainted, that he found it difficult

to hold his thoughts in the direction of common

conversation . He was glad when their host pro

posed early retirement, in view of the fatigues of

the day.

As he led the way to the guest-chamber, he

said,

“ We are giving you a signal honor to -night,

Mr. Holman ; I hope your heart appreciates it.

This is the room which our special friend occu

pies whenever he can get away for a night of

rest. We rarely offer it to others ; we like to hold

it ready for his use, at any moment that he may

choose to come ; but some domestic arrangements,

or changes, have put our guest -chamber tempora

rily out of order, therefore we make you welcome

here . We hoped we had reason for believing that

you would enjoy the room all the better because

of its usual occupant."

“ I am honored indeed ! ” said David ; and his

voice was so full of feeling that his host made sure

he was not mistaken in his estimate .

e
l

**
**
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Left to himself, David threw himself upon a

couch that had evidently been prepared with a

view to giving as much rest as possible to a weary

body, and gave himself up to keen satisfaction

over the thought that he was actually sitting

where that man was in the habit of resting. He

leaned forward presently, and touched with reve

rent hand the rows of books on the well- filled

shelves at the end of the couch ; he imagined the

hands of the stranger touching them ; he tried to

think how he must look with his face in repose,

and his thoughts on books, and other every -day

matters such as filled common lives . Never in his

life had David Holman's heart thrilled with the

thought of any person's friendship, as the mere

mention of this stranger's name had begun to thrill

him. The feeling, instead of quieting with the

passing days, was increasing in power. What was

to be the outcome ? Evidently he was the guest

of a family who understood such a mental condi

tion, and shared it ; indeed, in them it was per

haps intensified, as would be natural with those

who knew the stranger well, who were indeed

privileged to call him their friend .

" And yet, ” mused David, “ he cannot be to

them what he is to me. What is friendship com

pared with a relationship born of infinite helpful

ness ? Let me remember what a word , a look , from

him did for me . Is it any wonder that I have a

feeling of loving reverence for him that amounts

a

a
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almost to worship ? Yet that, of course , is wrong,

and is unlike me ; I must hold myself in check.

But I must know more about that man ; I must

understand from himself what his power over me

is . I must brave my father and Miriam and

everybody, if necessary , in order to know this . It

is not possible to be content with less than this ;

indeed, after what has passed, I cannot think it

would be right.”

Having reached a decision that he meant should

not be altered, he tried to put it all aside, and

knelt for his evening prayer. But here again was

an experience that disturbed, even shocked him .

The image of the stranger came between him and

his heavenly Father ! came persistently, refusing

to be put aside. He arose at last, shocked and

distressed . What did it all mean ? Was his

mother right in attributing the influence to the

great enemy of men ? Even though it were rea

sonable to suppose that the age of prophets had

come again, a prophet should not come between

man and his God. That were idolatry !

All things considered, the night was a disturbed

David's broken sleep was troubled by per

plexing, contradictory dreams, and his waking

thoughts were hardly less disquieting. Morning

found him with only one fixed idea, - the determi

nation to seek a personal interview with this mas

ter of his thoughts as soon as it was possible to

one.

do so .
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CHAPTER XIII .

99

“ HE IS DESPISED AND REJECTED OF MEN ."

INSTEAD of returning home the next day,as
he had expected to do, David Holman was

detained for several days. The morning mail

brought an important letter from his father, who

seemed to have roused to the fact that he had a

son who could share his business burdens . David

was desired to call upon several men in neighbor

ing towns, and attend to certain matters of busi

ness that had been for some time waiting.

It was, therefore, not until the evening of the

fifth day after his departure that David reached

home again, to find a state of things that en

grossed his time and thoughts.

Word had come from the Brownlees that the

young son and heir was very seriously ill ; and

Margaret, who had been his playmate in childhood,

his daily companion during his schoolboy life, and

was almost as fond of him as she would have been

of a younger brother, had gone to see what help

she could offer to the distracted mother.

“ The messenger asked for you,” Frances ex

plained, and said that Mrs. Brownlee would be
66
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for you.

distressed to hear that you were not at home.

That was yesterday morning ; we did not write,

because we expected you last night, you remember.

This morning I had a line from Miriam . John is

no better, and she says that he asks constantly

He is delirious, I suppose ; for he does

not seem to understand that you are away, and

keeps imploring them to go and bring you . "

David arose promptly from the table where he

had been taking a hurried supper, and announced

his intention of going at once to the sick boy.

Oh, no , he was not tired ; not seriously so, at least.

He had rested well the night before. “ Besides,

I am very strong, remember,” he had replied to his

mother's solicitations, with a reassuring smile. He

should remain through the night at least, prob

ably longer ; they must be in need of some man

about, besides the servants . He should return as

soon as he could consistently, because there was

so much in the way of business to explain to his

father; but there was nothing that a few days'

delay would injure.

As he rode slowly up the steep hillside in the

gathering darkness, he could not help reflecting

on the Providence that seemed to be hedging his

path . He had come home strong in the resolve

to let not another day pass before he had a talk

with his father, and explained to him how posi

tively he had decided upon that next step. His

ideas of honor held him from taking it until the
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father understood , but he had meant that there

should be no more delay. Now here was delay ,

not of his planning. Was it an omen ? Did it

mean that he had been about to take a step that

was wrong ? There was no comfort to be had from

reasoning in a circle, and he tried to dismiss the

subject until he could see his way plainer .

Arrived at the Brownlees', he found an almost

distracted household . Miriam , who had been so

much in her uncle's home that her cousin John

seemed as a brother to her, was scarcely less dis

tressed than was his mother.

660 David !” she exclaimed, going back to the

familiar name of long ago, as she met him at

the door, you cannot think what a comfort it is, “

to see you ! How could you wait so long ? Poor

John is tossing from one side of the bed to the

other, calling constantly for you. Not that he

knows what he is saying, poor boy! he is burn

ing with fever. Still, we thought it might pos

sibly soothe him to see you, even if he did not

quite recognize you. Auntie is almost wild with

fear. O David ! if John dies, what shall we

do ? "

This was the beginning of days and nights of

watching and anxiety, relieved by occasional

gleams of hope of such short duration that they

seemed to serve only to make the anxiety more

intense. Through it all David Holman proved

himself a very tower of strength . After the first
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nurse .

day of watching, he took in the situation, realizing

what a long, hard struggle was before them at the

best. He went home that night, had that impor

tant business talk with his father, putting all de

tails as to what had been accomplished in his

hands, then made preparations for a long stay on

the hilltop, and returned to install himself as head

He was invaluable during the long night

vigils, being the only one who could effectively

relieve the mother.

It took but the experience of one night to prove

his skill as a nurse .

“ I have not been taken care of for years, with

out learning something of how it is done,” he said

to Miriam, when she commented on his deft ways

in the sick -room .

Perhaps he had also learned in the same school

how to judge of illness better than did those about

him . From the first he had had very little hope

of the young man's recovery . As the days passed,

and what hope there was grew hourly fainter,

there developed in David's heart a strong and ever

increasing desire to summon the new and wonder

working doctor to this bedside. Yet he saw no

way of bringing this to pass . He felt the impos

sibility of doing anything so long as the mother

clung to a shred of hope . But as days passed,

and the fever raged with unabated violence, and

then as still graver symptoms appeared, and the

doctors in almost constant attendance grew more
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and more reticent, and finally in response to ear

nest questions could only sorrowfully shake their

heads and speak no word, David's resolve was

made. He would try to urge the strange physi

cian upon her as a last resort. She could but

refuse, and at least his own haunting fear that

something was being left undone that might spare

to them the valued life would be relieved . It

was something to have responsibility shifted . But

the task was found to be harder even than he

had imagined it. Mrs. Brownlee had all the vio

lent prejudices of a weak woman who had trained

herself to believe that anything outside of the

well-defined, highly respectable road in which the

Brownlees and the Brainards had always travelled

was of course very improper, if not radically sin

ful. She shuddered , and exclaimed , and cried over

the suggestion .

· My dear David ! how have you had the cour

age even to mention such an idea to a Brownlee ?

Or, even worse , to one who belongs to the Brain

ards ? It frightens me to think what my poor dear

father would say of such a course, if he were liv

ing. O David, I am very grateful to you for your

help, but you cannot mean that I should do any

thing so wild as this ! Do you think I would risk

offending our family physician and the eminent

men he has called in council ? They might even

leave my dear boy, and decline to do anything

more for him ; it would be a direct insult to them,
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you know . I could hardly blame them , were I to

resort to such a source . But of course , David,

you do not mean to urge anything of the kind. I

know how it is : you are half distracted, like the

rest of us, and hardly know what you are saying.

Still, I really think he seems a little brighter this

morning, don't you feel so ? ”

David felt driven to his last resort.

“ No, " he said sorrowfully, “ I must speak truth.

I see no improvement ; and, dear Mrs. Brownlee,

forgive me for such plain words, but I think you

ought to know that the physicians have given up

all hope.”

The moment the words were spoken he regretted

them. Mrs. Brownlee was not the sort of mother

who could be roused to definite action by the truth .

She lost utterly all self-control. She screamed

and groaned, and fainted, and passed from one

prolonged fainting turn to another, taxing all the

resources of the house ; and so alarmed the attend

ing physician that he said he did not know but

the mother would go first.

In the height of the excitement, one doctor in

sisted upon discovering what had brought on so

violent an attack ; and David, under close question

ing, admitted that he had told the mother plainly

of the hopelessness of the case . The doctor asked

him coldly if he did not think she would have dis

covered it quite soon enough in the natural order

of events, without having it pressed upon her at a

1
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time when it would deprive her of the sad comfort

of being with her son during his last hours .

Poor David, as he turned despairingly away

from the group,
felt thata more utter failure could

not have been made . He must give it up, the

dear hope to which he found that he had clung

persistently through all those nights of watching.

Yet he did not quite give up. By evening Mrs.

Brownlee had recovered sufficiently to be at her

post beside her son, and he seemed not much

weaker than he had been in the morning.

David resolved to talk to Miriam as though

nothing had been said before . She had great

influence with her aunt, and so fully realized the

hopelessness of the case that she might be ready

to catch at a straw .

He found her in the doorway, whither she had

gone for a breath of air, and began without any

preparation. “ Miriam , ” — during those days in

which they shared the watching and anxiety,

they had gone back to the old habits, and were

“ David ” and “ Miriam ” to each other, — "Miriam,

do you not think it would be possible to persuade

your aunt to send for the stranger to come and

see John ? He is in your own city again, and I

could reach him and return with him by morning.

It certainly could do no harm, and no

deny the wonderful cures that he has performed.

Poor John, if he could advise, would be sure to

want it . I had a talk with him one day about the

66
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man, and he said he wanted nothing so much as

to see him for himself.”

He was not prepared for Miriam's reception of

his words. She turned upon him almost fiercely,

her eyes blazing as he had rarely seen them.

“ Is it possible,” she said , “ that you can have

been urging such a thing upon my aunt ? I un

derstand her illness then . How could you do it ?

Hasn't she trouble enough ? The idea of suppos

ing that she would insult the physicians on whose

skill John's life depends by sending for that char

latan !

“ Miriam ,” said David, speaking not only with

sadness, but with a touch of sternness, “ why

should you and I play with meaningless words ?

We both know that the doctors have failed .

They have no hope ; no one who understands

sickness has any hope. Do you think that sor

row is less hard to bear because one shuts one's

ears to its swift-coming footsteps ? I was silent as

long as, longer than, there was a shadow of hope

that the ordinary means would serve ; but now

the plain, solemn truth is, that John is sinking

steadily, and help, if it comes at all, must come

very soon . I beg you , Miriam , to put aside preju

dice, or family pride, or anything that stands in

the way of making an effort to give him this last

chance. Do you realize how little you know of

the man to whom you give a contemptuous name ?

What if he be sent of God to help us all ? "

1
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I am

He miscalculated his influence over the angry

girl. She replied with increasing excitement.

“ You need not use such words to me.

capable of judging a thing that is before my eyes

as well as you are. I know more about this mat

ter than you do. While you have been lying in

bed, I have been out in the world, looking on .

That man, who has succeeded in deceiving you,

has been in our city before ; I know what the

leading men in town think of him . I know that

he is more than suspected of designs against the

government, and that he is using his power over

the weak wills of others to work mischief ; but he

is over-reaching himself; he will find that the

government is far more powerful than he has

imagined . If you think that I will lift my finger

to help bring that man into my aunt's house, you

are greatly mistaken . I should not dare do it. I

hope you will believe me in time when I tell you

there is danger in this thing ; I know what I am

talking about."

She stopped as if for breath, and then went on

in tones a shade gentler.

“David, I am not surprised that you should

feel as you do concerning him. In your weak

state, you were not able to realize what time,

medicine, and good nursing had done for you ; and

the man seemed to you to exercise some marvel

lous power that had to do with your recovery .

But it seems very strange that you should sup
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pose an attack of fever could be cured in the

same manner ! The David Holman whom I used

to know could not have been so easily imposed

upon. At all events " — her voice was growing-

hard again — " the Brownlees decline to be en

tangled in any such fanaticism . If poor John

must die, let him die as he has lived, and not mix

with the rabble . Perhaps he is to be taken away

from influences that would ruin him, and break

his mother's heart. I beg your pardon, David ; I

know my language sounds too strong ; but I know

ever so much more about this matter than you

think I do. If I could speak more plainly, I

would, for the sake of saving you ; all I can say

now is, that to have anything to do with that

man or his teachings is dangerous . The time is

coming when you will understand, and will thank

me for my warning.”

Even after this, David did not utterly despair.

It was vain, of course, to hope for Miriam's influ

ence ; but he had prayed for help, and what he

believed was faith made him cling to a strange

feeling that, before it was quite too late, some

power would intervene, and bring to their aid the

one on whom his hopes centred . As the night

waned, he asked himself whether, instead of faith,

it could be superstition. Steadily the shadows
closed about them . There was a moment of

apparent consciousness, in which John's eyes

roved anxiously from one to another of the group
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around his bed, and he murmured, “ David."

David came forward instantly, bent over the

dying face, and strove in vain to understand the

murmured word ; but with that beseeching look

in his eyes that David thought he could never

forget, John Brownlee took the mysterious jour

ney that we name death.

It was David's hand that felt the last convul

sive grasp of those white fingers. It was David

who did for the lifeless body all those last tender

acts that love can perform. After that he went

away. Margaret had been in attendance almost

as steadily as he had himself, Mrs. Brownlee seem

ing to cling to her, in memory of her long friend

ship for John ; and there were others, ready and

waiting to show all possible attention, so David

felt that he could be well spared, that indeed, in

view of what had passed , his absence would be

better than his presence, and for himself, he longed

to be alone .

There was need for him at home . The father

had been unexpectedly called away again, by

urgent business, and his mother was ill. Not

alarmingly so ; but to have the busy mother, on

whom every one in the family leaned, ill enough

to lie passive during the working hours of the

day, was sufficiently strange to awaken anxiety.

It was on the morning after his return home

that David announced to Frances that he had

determined not to attend the funeral. He was
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not more anxious about their mother, she seemed

much better to him ; but he believed that course

would be the wiser. Mrs. Brownlee had not

seemed to care to talk with him since that morn

ing when he urged upon her what she would not

do. Possibly the sight of him now, when it was

too late, might arouse unavailing regret that she

had not tried even that. He did not wish to

make her burden heavier than it already was.

There was excuse enough for his absence, with

their father away and their mother ill . So brother

and sister remained at home, and tried to do their

work as usual, and gave themselves to many sad

and tender memories of the bright-faced boy who

was gone ; they had all been fond of him. During

his earlier years the two families had been neigh

bors, and John had felt almost as much at home

with them as he had with his father and mother.

It was a bitter thought to David that the boy had

been allowed to slip out of life without that

supreme effort to save him on which his heart had

been set.
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CHAPTER XIV.

" HE HATH SENT ME TO BIND UP THE BROKEN

HEARTED . ”

" I
DON'T think I understand your feeling,”

Frances said , when her brother confessed to

her that he could not rally from the pain of his

bitter disappointment. “ It is God's plan that

there shall be a time to die . Surely you do

not believe he would have allowed John to die

before that time came ? If you think that this

stranger would have cured him , or that he can

and will cure anybody who is ill, how is God's

settled plan to be carried out ? Why, David,

that idea logically worked out would abolish

death !

« No, ” said David ; " you do notunderstand. If

you had ever seen the man, you would be sure

that he would perform no act except in line with

the will of God. I do not feel sure that he would

have cured John . It may have been , as you say,

God's time for John to go. I do not believe I can

make my meaning clear to you ; it is not clear

enough to myself to be formulated . Of one thing

I am sure ; this man , whoever he is, has special
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and very close relations with God ; and appeal

ing to him , seemed almost like appealing to God

himself. You do not quite get my thought ? No

wonder ! Never mind ; what I felt was an uncon

querable desire to bring him and John together ;

but I failed , and there is no use in talking about

it now .”

He turned from her abruptly, and Frances could

see that he was deeply and strangely moved.

Toward the sunsetting of that sorrowful day,

David came in from the garden where he had been

at work, and sought Frances in the dining -room .

Something must have happened in town,” he

said . “People who pass are absorbed in some ex.

citing theme, to the extent that they do not even

look toward the house, and that, you know, has

been unusual of late with our house . A moment

ago the Warfields passed, so eager in their talk

that they neither saw nor heard me, though I

called after Joseph, with a dim idea of asking

what had happened. ”

“ I wish we did not live in quite such an iso

lated place, " was Frances's reply . 6. We never

get any news until the day afterwards. This is

the least travelled road of any that leads to the

city ; but that is no wonder, when they keep it in

the state they do. I thought Margaret would

come home this evening. Didn't she say when

she would come ? ”

“ Not definitely ; there was no opportunity ; she

>
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expected us there to-day, you know. However,

Jonas would bring her down whenever she was

ready to come ; but I think they would keep her

at least until to-morrow . They will be very deso

late to -night. Ah, there is Philip ! Now weshall

hear what all the excitement is about. Political

news of some sort, I presume.

Frances went softly to close the door of her

mother's room that she might not be disturbed by

the sound of voices, while David turned to wel

come their guest. It required but a glance at his

face to know that something had moved him

powerfully.

6 What is it ?” David asked, before any greet

ings had been exchanged.

“ Have you heard nothing ? ” he said eagerly.

“ Nothing whatever. I have been close at home

since I came from the Brownlees' . But I was just

saying to Frances that something had occurred to

create an excitement ; I felt it in the people who

passed . What has happened ? ”

“ When did you come from the Brownlees ’ ?

Were you there when John died ? "

“ Yes ; I held his hand in mine, and received its

last clasp . After that I did for him all that

could be done, and came away. Our mother is ill,

and father away from home, so neither Frances

nor I returned for the funeral."

David, are you sure that John Brownlee

died ? "

>
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David's face paled before the intensity of the

sentence .

“ What a question ! ” he said . 6 Do I not tell

you that I was with him at the very last, and that

I prepared his body for the grave ? ”

“ Nevertheless, he is as much alive at this mo

ment as you are , and as full of vigor."

Frances suppressed what would have been a

scream, but for David's quick glance toward his

mother's door.
As it was, her brain reeled, and the

room grew dark about her ; she had just strength

enough left to drop into a chair. Neither of the

gentlemen took note of her ; they were staring at

each other in equally intense excitement.

6. What does it mean ? ” said David at last.

“ What are we to think or say ? What do they

think ? Did you see him , Philip ? ”

“ I saw him , ” said Philip, struggling to speak

quietly ; “ I heard him say · Mother,' and saw the

smile on his face . You do not ask me how it

came to pass, David, nor who was there."

“ I have no need, " murmured David . But

Frances, who had rallied from her faintness, pressed

in her questions.

“ O Philip ! what happened ? Can there be no

mistake ? Did you go to attend the funeral? Oh !

was there a funeral ? "

“ Begin at the beginning,” said David . 66 How

is it that you were there ? Did he come to at

tend the funeral ? "

و

66

6
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6. No, we were not to be there ; at least I had

heard nothing of such intention . We were going

toward the city, we twelve, who have been with

him lately. Just as we were passing the bend in

the road that leads to the cemetery , we met the

procession . I had forgotten about the burial; I

mean, that it was to take place this afternoon.

You will think that strange ; but — we had had a

wonderful day, and I was simply absorbed over

the things that I had heard and seen, so that all

less important matters passed from my mind..

When we saw the procession we halted at a

respectful distance, to allow it to pass . I stood

near him , and was watching his face.
Just as

those who bore the coffin neared us, he made a

step forward, laid his hand on the coffin , and di

rected them to halt .

“ We were startled and troubled ; we know so

much ! One of our number murmured that it

would make him more unpopular than ever to de

tain a ' funeral procession, and that it was no time

to talk to people . Still, he was obeyed . The

tone was one that men would not be likely to dis

regard — not harsh, but commanding . At the

same moment he turned to Mrs. Brownlee, and in

a voice of infinite tenderness said, Do not weep. '

And then, Frances, David, he bent over the body

and said, Young man , arise .' "

What, ” said David, springing up in uncon

trollable excitement, “ spoke to the dead ! "

6
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Aye, and the dead heard ! He used a much

quieter tone than I am using now . An indescri

bable tone ; it expressed quiet assurance . Yet

there had been no calling upon God, no word of

prayer. The instant he spoke, John sat up, smil

ing, and said , “ Mother. '

“ What followed you must imagine ; human lan

guage cannot describe it. There was of course

the wildest excitement ; and I had to give atten

tion to Margaret, who fainted, and had to be car

ried back to the carriage. I saw him , however,

take John's band, and bending over, place it in

his mother's, while he spoke a few words intended

for her alone. She stood like one transfixed ; I

do not think she realized at the time that it was

John who was speaking to her. The crowd did,

however ; it increased every moment, and the

excitement was intense . We thought he would

speak to the people ; but instead, he signalled to

us to come, and moved instantly away. Of course

they followed us a long distance, shouting them

selves hoarse ; but he took no note of it.”

A moment of intense silence followed . His

listeners were too moved for words. At last

David repeated the words he had used at first,

66 What are we to think ? "

“ I do not know ," said Philip, drawing a long

breath, yet his tone was that of one who recog

nized a turning point in his career ; “ that is I

do not understand fully ; indeed, I may say that I

66
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understand very little . But this much I am sure

of, the man who has come into our midst so

silently, and yet with such power, is not merely a

man ; he is more even than the prophets were

who used to be among us hundreds of years ago.

I speak the words reverently and with due con

sideration of their solemn import ; it would take

but very little to convince me that he is the Christ

toward whom all our hopes have been turned . ”

Frances held herself to perfect silence ; but

David uttered an exclamation almost of terror as

he said, —

“ O Philip ! not that ! ”

Philip turned upon him quickly.

Why not ? What is our faith or hope ? Do

we not believe that he is to come ? Have we not

been taught to watch for him ? Is not our Bible

full of the story ? Has it not been the central

pivot of our faith for ages ? ”

" Ah , that indeed ! But there is surely no

earthly grandeur great enough for that coming

One. This man is poor and obscure, and mingles

constantly with the common people . I heard but

a few days ago that he was reared in a region not

far from here . His parents, it is said , are very

humble people, and he himself has been reared as

a carpenter. All of this may not be true, but

portions of it are well authenticated . Had you

heard these things ? How are they to be recon

ciled with ideas like those you hint at ? ”
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“ My friend, if I were not entirely sure that you

did not speak those words in the spirit in which I

heard them spoken but a few days ago, dear as

you are to me, I should cease to call you friend .”

“ What spirit was that ? ” asked David, more

for the purpose of gaining time to quiet his own

intense feeling, and to give Philip a chance to

recover himself, than because he thought he cared

for the answer.

“ I heard Miss Brownlee say, with that disdain

ful laugh of hers, Your boasted teacher is a mere

carpenter, who worked every day at his plebeian

trade, until his ambition was roused to be a re

former, or a public character of some sort . What

is it that he proposes to accomplish, besides mis

chief, do you think ? ' The tone was more insult

ing than the words. I cannot describe to

it stung me. If she had not been a woman

He checked further speech, and struggled with

his indignation and his pain . As for David, he

had been silenced ; he had not thought to hear a

quotation from Miriam .

There was silence in the room for several min

utes ; then Philip spoke again, his tone quite

changed .

Forgive me, David ; I know you question in

no such spirit as that ; and as for me, my spirit is

very different from that of him whom I am trying

to follow . Let me explain my position , if I can ,

since we have begun this talk. I do not profess

you how

66
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eyes shut.

to understand fully, but it is beginning to seem to

me that we have been reading our Bibles with our

What can such words as these mean ?

• He is despised and rejected of men ; a man of

sorrows, and acquainted with grief ; and we hid,

as it were, our faces from him . He was despised,

and we esteemed him not .' Do they not sound

like a commentary on the present state of things ?

David, if you were going about the country as I

am, and could hear the words of contempt and

ridicule poured upon this man who has done only

good, and good continually, ever since he came

among us , I believe your soul would burn within

you , indignant over his wrongs ; and I think you

would begin to feel, with me, that perhaps our

treatment of him was described hundreds of years

ago.”

At that moment David heard his mother's voice

speaking his name ; and he went at once to her

room , closing the door carefully behind him. It

was Philip Nelson's opportunity. He turned to

Frances, speaking hurriedly, as one who felt that

opportunities were few .

“ Frances, I am afraid you will think this an

inopportune time for the words that I must speak.

The conditions are certainly not as I had planned

them ; but neither is my life in any way what I

had planned, and I do not know what is coming.

It is because of this uncertainty that I feel I ought

not to wait for fitting opportunity. I am sure you
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know , without a word from me, all that I want to

say, and have wanted to for many months. If

I had not thought you understood me perfectly, I

could not have kept silence so long, hedged in as

my way has been. It has been my dearest hope

to get my affairs so arranged that I could honorably

ask your father to give me the right to shield and

care for you . The right to love you above all other

earthly loves I took long ago . I also think you

understand something of what has lately come into

my life and changed everything. No, not every

thing ; it has intensified my love for you, and my

desire to claim you as my own ; but the way is

more hedged than before. To some it will seem

as though I had deliberately hedged it, when it

was growing less intricate. I have given up regu

lar work , as you know ; I am earning almost noth

ing, and I am under the direct leadership and

control of this stranger, who is looked upon with

distrust by some, and by many with contempt.

Oh ! it is worse than contempt ; he is hated by

those in high places, who are dangerous enemies. I

fear sometimes that even his life is in danger. Yet

of my own will, I have joined myself to him, and

made his interests mine. Can you understand such

an act ? If I thought that you could not, I should

be indeed miserable ; but I have hoped, I have

believed – What have I believed ? O my friend !

Do you see how impossible it is for me to say

what under other circumstances I could ? ”
>
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He had hurried out the words as though they

must be spoken, ' and as though he expected every

moment to be interrupted. He waited with an.

intensity that was almost painful for the girl's re

ply. Surely stranger wooing never was . Frances

still sat in her mother's chair, into which she had

dropped when the deathly faintness overtook her.

Her eyes were fixed upon him with an intentness

that seemed to read his very thoughts. The deadly

pallor was still upon her face ; but she was not ex

cited , and she did not keep him waiting for reply.

- This is no time for playing with words, Philip.

I will speak as plainly to you as you have to me.

I do understand you, and have understood for some

time. Since you are the man you are, I could do

no less. I also think that you understand me ; I

have not attempted to conceal what you are to me.

Why should I ? We can pass that part ; we un

derstand each other. But the way is hedged, as

you say ; more thoroughly hedged than ever before.

You know my father, you think ; but I know him

better. His prejudices are part of his life. Once

let them get firm hold, and nothing human can

affect them . I had almost said that neither could

anything divine. I know he is a man of prayer ;

but I have seen him rise from his knees with ex

actly the same feelings with which he knelt, when

from my standpoint it would not have been possi

ble to have harbored such feelings and pray at all .

Against this stranger, who has become so much to
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you, my father's prejudices have been roused as I

never saw them before . The feeling grows upon

him . He is more severe in his judgments and

stern in his commands with each passing day. I

look forward to the time when you will be forbid

den the house because you call yourself that man's

friend ."

Philip interrupted her. “ I know , Frances ; I

have seen more of the feeling than you think ; but

it cannot last ; it is impossible for such a man to

nurse prejudice before such a stupendous deed as

has been performed this day. Think of it, a dead

man raised to life and vigor by a word ! And his

voice as he spoke to the mother, telling her not to

weep --- I wish I could tell you how it sounded !

Shall I tell you what I thought of ? · He hath-

sent me to bind up the broken -hearted . Do you

remember the connection ? Does it sound like

blasphemy to you, or do you , O Frances ! tell

me that you understand my thought, and are in

sympathy with it !”
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CHAPTER XV.

• A MAN'S HEART DEVISETH HIS WAY.”

" I
UNDERSTAND what you mean,” she said

with exceeding gravity ; " as to what I

think, I am trying to hold my judgment in abey

ance ; I need not tell you which way my heart

prompts. But, Philip, let us look matters plainly

in the face, and not deceive ourselves. This

feeling or belief of yours widens immeasurably

the gulf between us. I hope nothing from this

new act, wonderful as it is . I am acquainted

with my father. When David came home well,

I was wild with hope. I felt sure that father

and mother would at least be convinced that

here was a subject for careful investigation ; but

you saw how it was. My father, who had been

with David day and night for years, who knew

just how powerless he was, and also how im

patient, to the degree that he had several times

injured himself almost past rallying in trying to

exercise will-power, has yet allowed himself to

absorb Felix Masters's theory, and now talks freely

about the wonderful power of mind over matter,

citing David as an illustration ! If I had not
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heard him myself, I could not believe that my

father could be so' deluded. After that, what is

there to hope for ? ”

“Still, ” persisted Philip, “the cases are differ,

ent. I know there is a great deal of such talk

as Masters gets off ; one wonders whether he can

really believe what he says ; but it will be simply

impossible to argue thus about an actual return

to life ! I cannot but believe that we have now

an event that will make honest people stop and

think, and study their Bibles as they never have

before. "

Frances shook her head. Nothing will make

some people think , on subjects that they do not

want to think about,” she said sadly. “ Re

member Mr. Masters ; I have not the least idea

that he believes in himself ; he is the governor's

nephew, though, and a powerful enemy where he

chooses to be. The more I see of him, the more

sure I am that there is a definite purpose hiding

behind all his bitterness ; and he has great influ

ence over my father.”

“ And you will not brave your father ? Is that

what you mean ? ”

“ I must not, Philip. I know only just enough

to be sure that that would not be right. "

“Tell me one thing, Frances.
How does my

conduct seem to you ?
1 ? Am I wrong ? Ought I

to leave this man and return to my work, and

thereby appease my own father, whose indignation
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against me has no bounds ? If I do that, I can

plan, in time , for our home together."

A faint smile hovered over her face as she said,

“ You can't do it, Philip ; he has woven a spell

about you ; you must follow him. Besides, you

think it would be wrong, and you cannot do wrong .

Philip, will you answer one question ? Has this

man asked you to follow him literally, about the

country, wherever he goes ? ”

“ Yes, definitely ."

“ Then- I have got just so far as this . If I

were you, I would obey him literally, no matter

what he asked, until I had received further light.”

A flash of joy illumined Philip's face, but what

he would have said in reply will not be known ;

for at that moment David returned, and very soon

thereafter the caller went away.

The next morning brought Margaret, but she

was in a very nervous, restless state ; the eager

questions of the family seemed to excite in her an

unreasoning irritability.

“ Of course it is all true !” she said ; “ you do

not think, I suppose, that Philip trumped up the

story for your entertainment !”

6. John ? To be sure I saw him . He came to

breakfast this morning. "

“Certainly he is well ; never looked nor acted

better."

“ Oh, as if I could tell you how they feel ! Mrs.

Brownlee is simply insane with delight. I scarcely

>
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saw her, though . They are trying to keep her

quiet in her room ; the doctor says she is too much

excited . John stays with her most of the time .

The programme has been changed ; he is taking

care of her. ”

Why, Frances, of course I saw it all. What

strange questions you ask ! I was directly behind

Mrs. Brownlee and Miriam ; I could not well avoid

seeing all that took place. ”

A little later, in response to David's question,

she said, almost angrily, that she did not see how

she could be expected to tell her impression of the

stranger ; it was not a time for one to study im

pressions ; it was simply a scene of the wildest

excitement. If they had been there, they would

understand how impossible it was to talk about it.

Nothing was plainer than that Margaret's ner

vous system had received such a shock that she

could not control herself. It was David who first

realized this, and who tried to turn the talk into

other channels ; but in his heart he was deeply

disappointed. He had looked forward with in

tense eagerness to Margaret's coming ; he had not

believed that a young unprejudiced nature like

hers could come in contact with that winning

stranger under such circumstances, and not be

powerfully drawn toward him.

He spoke of it to Frances afterwards .

she not surprised and disappointed ? He had

thought that Margaret, with her impetuous nature

Was
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and warm heart, would respond quickly to the

charm of the stranger's manner.

“ No," said Frances gravely ; “ I am not sur

prised . I did not expect an unbiassed judgment

from Margaret. Our sister has become merely an

echo. She reflects what Felix Masters thinks,

or rather, what he says . If that man had never

entered our home, David, the chances of us all for

happiness, or at least for peace, I believe, would

be better.”

As David thought over this last talk, he drew

a little crumb of comfort from it. The elder sis.

ter had furnished a clew to Margaret's strange and

disappointing state of mind. The child was not

herself any more . She had seen with Felix Mas

ters's eyes, and heard with his ears.

It would be different with Miriam Brownlee.

No one who exercised marked influence over her

was violently prejudiced against the stranger, at

least he persuaded himself that such was the case .

Her mother, it is true, would be prejudiced against

anything outside of conventional lines ; but it was

Miriam who generally influenced her mother, and

the same might be said of the aunt's influence ;

Miriam's was evidently the stronger nature . He

could remember the time when his opinions had

power to sway her. Once it might almost have

been said of her as he had said of Margaret, that

she saw with his eyes and heard with his ears .

Was it not possible that something of this influ
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ence still remained, notwithstanding his recent

effort and failure ? She had been under such a

prolonged mental strain at that time, that it was

not fair to judge of her by that experience.

Probably she was not even aware that her lan

guage and manner had been so violent. More

over, young women did not always reveal how

much they were swayed by others. His words

to her that night might even have prepared the

way for what followed. Certainly by this time

she must have a very different feeling for the man

who had come into such wonderful relations with

the family. If his kind, grave eyes had rested

upon her but for a moment, David believed that

she must have felt their power. The more he

went over the recent past in the light of the ex

planations he had made, the more fully did the

spell of other days weave itself about him once

Miriam had once been the embodiment of

all that was fair and lovely, she must be still .

What if she had said reckless words on that one

evening he had spent with her? He remembered

that in the long ago she used sometimes to take

on a mood of daring frolic, and delight in shock

ing staid and dignified people just a little ; often

had he listened with scarcely veiled amusement

to a sharp war of words between her and some

pronounced caller, knowing all the while that there

was no such radical difference of opinion between

them as Miriam was trying to make appear.

more.
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Why might not some such mood have possessed

her on the evening in question ? She might have

felt that he, of all others, would be sure to under

stand her. Was it not reasonable to suppose that

she was true to their youthful friendship still ?

Else why had she never married ? Men high in

position and unexceptionable in every way had

been her friends ; she was not a girl to remain

unsought.

By the evening of the second day following

John Brownlee's restoration, David had settled all

troublesome questions satisfactorily, and had re

solved to call upon Miriam, and if possible bridge

over that gulf of years stretching between them .

He was ready to construct a bridge on which they

could walk hopefully together, planning their

future .

He had been inexpressibly jarred by her, but he

assured himself that he had been unreasonable.

His coming to her as he did must have in itself

seemed almost like a resurrection ; probably it

stirred her excitable nature to its depths ; he

should not have expected her to be her natural

self.

Those excitable words that she had spoken

later, when John was dying, he resolved to ig:

nore altogether; all that was changed now. Mir

iam had seen and heard for herself.

Nevertheless, he did not make his call at the

Brownlees' for several days. His father returned
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that night , with certain business perplexities so

weighing upon him that he seemed to have no

ears for the wonders that the neighborhood was

athrob over .

He began at once to try to explain matters to

his son , relieved immensely by the fact that David

lent himself to the subject, and very promptly

showed his grasp of the situation.

“ I tell you what, David ,” he said, after a long

conference, during which David had more than

once offered suggestions that cleared the way ;

“ you certainly have a better head for business

than I ever had ; you will make a success of it.

All that I have been able to do is to keep my

head above water. I could almost wish that you

had lost your interest in the law, and were willing

to take hold with me, and make these plans come

to what you see in them ; I feel that you could do

it, and I'm afraid that I can't. Still, of course I

do not want to tie you down to a life that you
did

not choose for yourself. You will make a suc

cessful lawyer, without doubt, and be able by

your advice to tide me over dangerous places, I

dare say. This much, though, I wish you would

do for me. Cannot you go in my place to -morrow ,

and settle all the complications of this business ?

You could do it very much better than I. Your

knowledge of legal terms helps wonderfully ; and

then you see into what people mean quicker than

I do, and are able to express briefly and intelli
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gently what you do think, which is more than

your father ever succeeds in doing. Besides, to

tell the truth, I am tired out, and also a little

worried about your mother ; I am not used to see

ing her in bed. It does not seemIt does not seem as though II

could start off again to-morrow . ”

David's first thought was of Miriam Brownlee .

He had said to himself emphatically but an hour

or two before, that to -morrow evening he would

go to her. His second thought was for the man

whom he hoped to meet somewhere very soon, just

so soon indeed as he had had that talk with Mir

iam , and also with his father, which seemed to him

was necessary, or, at least, it was the honorable

course . Still, these matters were strictly personal.

Ought his father's interests to suffer while he

cared for himself ? He could think more rapidly

than his thoughts can be written, and there was

no perceptible distance between the father's ap

peal and the son's reply . Certainly he would go

in his father's stead . He believed that he under

stood the main facts, and the details they could

go over again between now and train-time in the

morning. He saw the need for haste in the mat

ter, and of course his father ought not to go away

again so soon .

It came to pass that the two or three days that

father and son had believed the business would

consume extended over a period of more than two

weeks. Numberless were the unexpected delays
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and business complications, involving trips to this

and that town, and conferences with persons who

had not been considered in the original plan.

But when at last David swung himself from

the incoming train one early morning, and prepared

for a rapid walk out to his home, it was with a

comfortable sense of having not only accomplished

in a satisfactory manner the business upon which

he had been sent, but of having several pleasant

surprises for his father. He had been able to make

far better arrangements than either of them had

supposed possible.

The world looked beautiful to him that summer

morning, and life stretched itself out before him

as a joyous thing . He had done much thinking

during his absence, about other matters than his

father's business. He had gone over his own fu

ture ; and as far as a man could , who knew nothing;

about it, had mapped it out. He had linked it

closely with the future of Miriam Brownlee. Once

more he had decided, what he thought had been

decided years before, that their lives were to flow

together as one. Miriam had waited all these

years ; it must be because she understood her own

heart and his. Concerning the other question, he

was also, in a degree, settled . He and Miriam

together would investigate thoroughly and dispas

sionately the entire matter.

He had been extreme, perhaps, himself ; Philip

was extreme, was inclined to be visionary. He
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would not distress nor prejudice Miriam in any

such ways ; he would be patient, and wait for her

growing interest. What must not these two weeks,

with her cousin John beside her once more in the

glow of health, have done towards developing her

interest in the subject they were to investigate !

He believed that she would be ready for him . It

was not as though these things were being done in

a corner . Everybody must investigate ; it were

childish folly to do otherwise . Wherever he had

been, the fame of the mysterious stranger had pre

ceded him. He had met many who had come into

personal contact with the man , and who bore about

with them daily glad marks of his power. He

had met some who had sneered ; this was to be ex

pected . Almost without exception, however, they

had been men who held low views of life and

duty ; who had false conceptions of the Bible and

its teachings, or who were indifferent to it alto

gether, and ignorant of it. Also they had been

chiefly men who were interested only in political

questions. These, he had found, looked upon the

stranger as an intriguer, who had a deep-laid

scheme for usurping power.

David felt that he could afford to smile over

these, as men who were frightened by their own

shadows. Could any man who was really work

ing up a powerful following have been in his

right mind and gone about it as this stranger had ?

The fewness of his chosen friends and the com
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monness of their lives excluded such an idea.

Whatever had been quoted, fron a reable source,

as having come from his Eps, excluded such a

thought. Whoever or whatever he was, it would

certainly seem as though sane people must agree

that he had done not one act to cause alarm , and

that his entire character and bearing were such as

to give him the right to testify for himself.

“ And to be believed , ” said David , concluding

his mental survey with this emphatic thought.

“ I have gone over the ground a hundred times,

and find that I always come back to the point that

Frances reached by intuition, — to believe impli

citly what he says of himself, without regard to

what others say. To this end I must see him .

I wonder what will hedge my way next ? If I

were superstitious, I might conclude that neither

of my two distinctly resolved upon courses of

action was destined to be."
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CHAPTER XVI.

“ CAN GOD PREPARE A TABLE IN THE WILDER

NESS ? ”

TAKING a cross-cutthroughthe outskirts of
the town, David came suddenly upon Philip

Nelson resting under the shadow of a stone wall.

They exchanged warm greetings, and David in

quired half anxiously about his own home; no

letters had reached him for several days.

They are quite well, I think , ” said Philip ; “ at

least your mother is in her accustomed seat. I

was there last evening . Margaret is the least well

of any of them, I should say . Oh, she is not ill,

does not call herself so, but she looks far from

well. Her eyes have an unnatural brilliancy that

I do not like . Frances thinks that her nerves

have received too great a shock ."

“ I am afraid they have, ” said David, gravely.

“ Do you know if Masters still continues to call at

our house ? "

“ He was there last evening, and I have the

impression that he calls quite as frequently as

usual. Have you all confidence in that young

man, David ? "
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“ I know almost nothing about him . If you

mean, am I personally drawn toward him, I am

not. Still , I know nothing against his character.

My father seems to have faith in him .”

Said Philip, “ I wish I had, — for Margaret's

sake. But I am like you, I have no definite

charges to make . What have you seen and heard,

my friend, concerning the all-important matter,

since you have been away ? ”

- What is the all-important matter ' ? ” David

asked, smiling . He could not keep his own

thought away from Miriam Brownlee.

But Philip Nelson's face kept its grave pre

occupied look, as he said : “ I am coming to feel

that there is but one . You must have heard

much about our teacher ; his fame is spreading

everywhere ; it seems strange that you have not

yet come into personal contact with him .”

“ I have not, save once . But, as you say, one

hears about him continually ; and what I have heard

has deepened my interest . Is there anything new ? ”

“ Everything is new , ” said Philip, with a far

away look in his eyes. “Every day shows us new

truths, new wonders, new power. If you had

only been with us yesterday ! We went into the

country for a day of rest. At least that was what

we supposed . It proved to be anything but rest,

for him . By some means our plans became known

to the crowd, and they followed us . The throngs

were simply amazing. Men, women, and children ,

>
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hundreds of them , thousands of them ! They were

there to welcome us when we went ashore ; we

crossed to the other side of the lake ; it is a very

quiet, restful point over there, you know . Very

few people seem to have found it out, until yester

day, — but I have not seen anywhere, such throngs

as swarmed us all day long. We thought he

would go away ; but instead, he stayed all day,

talking with groups of people, or speaking to as

many in the crowd as his voice could reach . An

open -air service ; but service like it was never

held on this earth before . David, there were peo

ple there who have gone about for years, bent

double with disease ; there were lame people, and

deaf people, and those who you and I know were

born blind, and he cured every one who asked for

help . Think of it ! Men who had hobbled there

on crutches threw them away, and shouted, and

ran ! You remember that man with the helpless

arm ? He was there ; I saw him swinging both

arms high in air, and shouting himself hoarse for

joy. There is no use in trying to describe such a

scene ; but I feel as though you could appreciate

it better than others. There were so many of

them ! I had never seen so much suffering repre

sented in a crowd before . They must have fol

lowed him for the express purpose of testing his

power ; those who had heard the stories, you

know. He has a multitude of witnesses now, who

can give personal testimony .
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ever.

“ Nor was that all . It grew late in the afternoon ,

and the throngs were pressing him as eagerly as

Some of us became anxious as to what was

to be done next. We had taken no luncheon with

us ; I supposed that toward afternoon we would

go on to one of those villages over there, and get

food , and perhaps spend the night ; but there was

no indication that such was his plan. We thought

he ought to dismiss the congregation and advise

the people to go home ; some of them must have

come long distances, and there had been no eating,

so far as we could see , through the day. It had

simply been an unpremeditated rush after the

worker of wonders, without thought of food or of

night ; and he seemed to be staying on with them,

in much the same spirit . After talking it over

among ourselves, we resolved to speak to him , and

suggest that they be sent home for food and rest.

“ What do you think he said ? • They need not

go away for food ; give them something to eat. '

David , I thought I knew the man , but I confess

that that bewildered me. What did he mean ?

He knew, for we had spoken of it, that we had

taken no food even for ourselves. It occurred to

me that perhaps he wanted us to go to the village

and buy bread ; that would do for ourselves : but

think of feeding that crowd ! Of course

couldn't do it. I tried to make a mental calcula

tion, and decided that it would take more money

than we were all worth , besides the folly of ex

we
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pecting any of those country villages to be pre

pared for such an onset ! Still, I asked if that was

what he meant ; and he replied by asking if there

were any among the crowd who had brought food.

Somebody had seen that little lame Jimmie, who

lives at the foot of the mountain , you know , with

a basket of luncheon . He had been too busy re

joicing over the fact that he was not lame any

more, to think of eating ; so he had it just as it

came from home, — five little rolls and two small

dried fishes . The supply was so absurdly inade.

quate to the demand, that I laughed when I

reported it ; but judge, if you can, of my bewilder

ment over his reply : " Seat the people in some

sort of order, in groups of fifties, so you can pass

among them .'

“ Think of us trying to execute such commands

as those, with that crowd to manage !

66.What do you want us to sit down for ? ' came

from all sides . The utmost we could say was,

that we were under orders. There was much

laughing, and exclaiming, and endless questions ;

but that it could be done at all, shows what power

he has over the crowds. They seemed willing to

do whatever he said . I'll tell you who helped

us, David, splendidly, John Brownlee .

“ He moved rapidly among the throngs, seeming

to be everywhere, his voice eager and ringing.

• Do just as he tells you, whatever it is ; no one

will ever regret it. ' They could not resist him,
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you know ; they had heard his story. In a sur

prisingly short time the orier had been obeyed,

and the expected crowd were seated . Then he

called for the little fellow's bread and fish, and

dividing them among us , sent us out to feed five

thousand people ! ”

“ Is it possible ? ” exclaimed David Holman .

His voice expressed more than astonishment; there

was awe in it . Philip felt the tone, and his own

grew solemn.

“ I shall never be able to tell you how I felt

when I took that bit of bread in my hand. It

was but a mouthful ; a child would have eaten it

all, and cried for more . Could I go to a company

of waiting hundreds and offer it as food ? Yet I

had entered into a solemn compact with myself to

follow this man wherever he led ; to obey implicitly

whatever commands he gave, whether they seemed

heavenly wisdom or folly. I believe that had he

told me to step into the lake, and walk across it

to the town in search of food, I should have made

the attempt. I honestly don't know how to com

plete my story ; words seem inadequate. I don't

know how it came to pass . I know I offered my

bit of bread to the first man I reached ; and that

he took it, and broke some from it, and returned

it ; and that he had as much as he wanted, and

that there was more for the next one, and the

next, and the next ! Does that sound like the

rant of a wild man, David ? It is solemn fact .
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• Nothing that he has ever done has impressed

me with his power, so much as did that simple act

of creation . I do not know that I can make the

reason plain ; but when the helpless leap up and

walk, and the dead speak , there is an excitement

about the act itself that holds part of the atten

tion ; but that quiet exercise of creative power,

without noise or visible effort of any kind, spoke

to me with a voice that I had not heard before.

Do you remember who it was, in our historic past,

that gave them bread from heaven to eat ' ?

“ The marvel went on before our eyes, until

every person in that vast throng was entirely

satisfied with food ; and as the scene progressed,

the picture grew. An artist who could repro

duce it, would immortalize himself . When the

meal began, there were plainly sneers on the faces

of some, and good -natured jokes and laughter

abounded. OnlyOnly a few faces wore looks of ex

pectancy, and these, I think, were not expecting

bread ; the look meant soul-hunger. Can you

imagine the changes of expression, as the hands

were held out for bread, and received, and more

applied, and were satisfied ? No, you cannot im

agine it ; and it baffles all description. I tell you,

you must see the man in order to understand.

Still, I can give you facts ; and you have my

word of honor that every man, woman, and child

in that company were fed until they would receive

no more. And the added touch was so wonderful.
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as the

• Gather up the fragments,' said our host. Frag

ments ! after such a meal ! Yet each of us filled a

basket full of the broken pieces ! David , I cannot

think that any sane man , studying him carefully,

and studying the Bible, can doubt who our leader

is ! • And a man shall be as a hiding -place from

the wind and a covert from the tempest ;

shadow of a great rock in a weary land .' ” He

quoted the familiar words with a triumphant smile,

and a significant glance toward the wall of rock

that threw its grateful shadow over the spot where

they were resting.

David turned anxious eyes upon him .

“ But there were miracles performed of old ,”

he said . “ The prophets furnished food in a mirac

ulous manner ; they even raised the dead. I do

not see why, because of such work, one should

pass to such a startling conclusion as yours.”

“ Perhaps one should not ; I am simply telling

you how I have been impressed. Yes, there were

miracles performed, but can you recall one in which

the power of God was not invoked ? This man

commands ; and the helpless, and deaf , yes, even

the dead, obey him . When one is present to see

these marvels, instead of hearing about them , the

effect is different. I wish, my friend, that you

could break away from all the influences that tram

mel you,
and come and be one of us for awhile . I

know your heart is there . Why not study the

problem in the best of all ways ? ”
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“ There are serious obstacles in my way,” David

answered with exceeding gravity ; “ I must think

of my father ; he is growing old, and I have been

for years a steady weight upon him . I must not

hurt him more than I can help ; but you are right

in estimating the interest I have, and it is a ques

tion that must soon be decided . I am not exactly

halting between two opinions, dear friend . If I

must grieve others, why then I must.”

Philip returned no answer. It was not David's

father whose influence he feared for him ; but he

felt that it would be intrusive to speak first of

any other.

The world was aglow with moonlight when

David Holman started upon that long delayed

errand to the Brownlee home . As he neared the

house, the importance of his errand grew upon

him . He told himself that if Miriam should not

be in, he could hardly endure the disappoint

ment ; he had waited so long !

As he came in sight of that lovely moonlighted

piazza and saw the flutter of white garments, he

felt his pulses thrill with joy and hope. He had

vivid memories of other moonlighted nights, in

which Miriam, all in white, had sat in that very

corner waiting for him. It was delightful that

she was quite alone .

“ Do you know that you are an immense re

lief ? ” she said, as she came down the steps to

welcome him . “ I have been sitting here for the
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last half hour, watching for John and auntie .

When I saw that the carriage winding up the hill

contained but one person , I knew it could not be

auntie's carriage, and I was afraid it belonged to

— well, to some one else.” Her soft laugh flowed

out, quite as he remembered it .

“ The sentence is ambiguous,” said David ; “ but

if I am not ‘ some one else, ' and you have discovered

it, may I hope you are not sorry that it is I ? ”

The reply was quick and graceful. 66 Were

your friends ever other than glad to see you ?

We have waited long for your congratulations.”

“You know that I have been absent from

home ?” he asked quickly . “ Nothing but neces

sity has kept me away for so long . Why, I have

not even seen John ! and I thought to see him ,

without fail, that very next day.”

“ John is quite well,” said Miss Brownlee,

lightly, “ and extremely full of energy ; almost

too much so ; he exhausts us . He and auntie

drove to town several hours ago ; I am expecting

their return every moment. Shall we go inside,

or will you enjoy the moonlighted piazza as I

remember you used to ? ”

“ Let us stay here by all means if it pleases

you , ” he said with a quickening of his pulses

over those suggestive words. Certainly she re

membered their past.

" I like the moonlight on this particular piazza

even better than I used to," he said, as he took the
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seat beside her. And the years that had rolled

between them since he last sat there, seemed to

him as a dream .

The trailing vines with their faint, delicate odor

were as they used to be, and the same old moon

looked down upon them ; the young man believed;

that his own heart and that of the woman beside

him were the same. It seemed the most natural

thing in the world to speak of those other days.

“ Do you remember how we used to sit in this

very corner and talk ? '

6 Do I remember ! ” The feeling that she threw

into those three words almost startled him. All

the loneliness of the long years between seemed to

sound in them. They hurried him on, to speak

the words of which his heart was full .

Why should one try to tell the old story ? It

has been repeated so many times that it is new

only to those who are the actors, and it seems but

just that they should have it to themselves. Let

it suffice to say that the young man had no diffi

culty in making his meaning very plain, and that

before they were interrupted, it had been settled

that they were to spend their lives together. Not

that they tried to plan their future, there was not

time for that ; and, besides, they seemed to like to

linger in the past. They made mutual confessions

of long, lonely days and years, during which they

had desired only each other.

“ Do not let us allow anything ever to separate
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us again ,” murmured Miriam ; and the slight shud

der, that ran through her frame, might have been

from a memory of the past.

David drew her to him, wrapped the fleecy

white shawl she wore more closely about her, and

answered solemnly : -

No, never again ! Nothing butdeath can sepa

rate us, Miriam ; and even death is powerless, save

for a little while .”
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CHAPTER XVII.

66 THEY HAVE TAUGHT THEIR TONGUE TO SPEAK

LIES. ”

THEN
HEN he had thought to tell her immediately

of that glad new life of his, which flowed in

upon his soul even before physical strength came

to him, determining him henceforth to live for God.

He was sure that the news would be received joy

fully ; for in the years gone by, Miriam had often

spoken an earnest little word to him , that he had

always warded off ; sometimes with tender merri

ment, sometimes with a sentimental half-promise,

forgotten almost as soon as made . Miriam had

been far ahead of him in those days ; he had a

glad surprise for her. There need be no divided

lives for them . There should be on this subject,

as on all others of importance, oneness of thought

and purpose.

But there was no opportunity for these revela

tions. John Brownlee's carriage interrupted them ,

and it was followed closely by another carriage

with four occupants.

“ Oh, dear ! ” said Miriam , “ weare going to have

calls . I feared it ; this moonlight is so enticing
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to-night, that I felt sure we would be used as an

excuse for a drive . Who can it be ? Is not that

your sister Margaret's voice, replying to auntie ? ”

“ Yes,” said David, rising ; “ Margaret is on the

front seat, with Mr. Masters. I do not recognize

the others. We shall have no opportunity for

further talk to-night, Miriam .”

“ No, " she answered, with a little sigh that

ended in a laugh. “ That sounds hospitable, does

it not ? I do not always feel so averse to seeing

friends. But I am sure there is no hope for

us ; people make such long calls in the country.

Never mind, dear, the years will be filled with

evenings, just for us."

With the glow of that last word in his heart, he

went down to assist the ladies .

“ Oh, David ! ” said John Brownlee, springing to

the ground, and grasping David's hand in one of

his while with the other he held the reins.

- Take care, John ! ” said his mother. 66 Selma

doesn't like such treatment as that ; look after

your horse ; David will wait."

“ I have been in such haste to see you ! ” said

John. “ Selma is all right, mother ; she knows her

master. David, when did you get home ? I have

been down twice to see you. I am impatient for

a talk with you .”

66 And his mother wants a talk with you,
before

John has a chance," said Mrs. Brownlee, as they

stood waiting for the other carriage, while John
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led Selma out of the way . 66 You are so much

older than my dear boy, Mr. Holman, and have so

much influence over him , that I look to you to

steady his impulses . If he should wander off, in

the direction in which he is just now tempted, I

think it would break his mother's heart. He is an

enthusiast, you know , naturally ; and being so

young, it is not strange that enthusiasm should

mislead him. He sadly needs a father's counsel .

But the help of an older brother, who is wise and

well poised, would be an immense relief. He

looks upon you almost as a brother. I know you

will try to help me, David, and not indulge him in

fancies that are offensive to his mother. I am

sorry that I have not opportunity to speak plainer,

but perhaps I have said enough to put you on your

guard.” And, as David turned to help his sister

Margaret from the carriage, he felt that he under

stood Mrs. Brownlee very well indeed.

“ You here ! " said Margaret. - Frances ought

to have come, and we could have had a family

gathering.”

The others were introduced as Miss Masters,

and her friend, Mr. Compton .

The piazza was deserted. No better place

could be found for two, but to a gay company of

half a dozen, the brightly-lighted parlor offered

greater attractions . To the merry conversation

which at once began, David Holman found him

self listening curiously, almost wonderingly.
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How gay they were ! what utter nonsense they

talked ! Life had for years been such a serious

matter to him ; the days all tinged with the rea

sonable probability that each might be the last

of earth, that he had, to a degree, forgotten how

full of triviality is the average social talk . His

sister Margaret seemed to be in her element, the

gayest of the gay . He could not but note that

she used a half-mocking tone in speaking to him,

as though he lived outside the circle to which

she belonged, was of another world than theirs .

Indeed, the entire party appeared to look upon

him as one who could be expected only to toler

ate their fun, not join in it ; yet they admitted

Miriam with glee at once into the centre of their

talk . As he listened, and tried occasionally to

join, David wondered if their estimate were not

correct, and he was indeed an outsider. He had

not kept himself posted as to the doings of the

social world ; but he had not supposed that his

sister Margaret knew much about the world . If

her knowledge came through Felix Masters, she

must have been an apt pupil. She seemed to be

quite at home upon all topics that came up for

discussion , and, indeed, often led the conversation .

Of course Miriam was at home in all society

matters. He must expect that ; her life had been

such as to make it a necessity. It did not, how

ever, follow that such a life was to her taste .

Now that she had admitted him to the first place
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in her heart, many things would be different.

He listened critically to every word she spoke,

and made constant allowances for any that jarred ;

and assured himself that she did not seem as

worldly, after all, as did his sister, who had been

shielded all her life .

It became increasingly evident that Margaret

was indeed learning to see with Mr. Masters's

eyes, and to think his thoughts.

Presently David became keenly alive to the fact

that the conversation had drifted to the one topic

which he had hoped would not be touched that

night. He felt how utterly out of accord with

the subject this company would be ; and he shrank

from having Miriam hear more concerning it,

until he could have opportunity to set matters

before her in their true light. He would not

admit to himself that he dreaded to hear words

from her lips that would jar upon his sensitive

nerves .

Yet apparently no instinct told her from what

he shrank . It was she who replied to Mr. Mas

ters's question as to whether they had heard of

the latest sensation .

6. Indeed we have ! You need not think we live

out of the world, because we are on a hill -top .

Do you mean the mammoth picnic ? How many

people participated in it to -day ? The last I

heard it was six or eight thousand ; but it was

said that some had it fifty thousand. Isn't it
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astonishing how those stories increase in mag

nitude ? "

“ Oh, no," said Mr. Masters, “ not at all· ”

strange ; history is simply repeating itself. There

have been gaping crowds swarming after some

thing new, with open eyes and mouths, ever since

the world was peopled ; an exaggeration was ever

their trade-mark. ”
.

How light and sweet Miriam's laugh was !

“ 6 Open -mouths ' is a phrase that exactly fits the

situation, Mr. Masters. Was it used advisedly ?

Who would not open his mouth wide, to be fed

in so mysterious a manner ? It is far superior to

the way the poor birds get their living, I am

sure . '

« Pray enlighten us, ” said Mr. Compton.

do not think that Miss Masters and I have the

slightest idea about what you are talking. Have

there been any remarkable demonstrations in the

line of picnics lately ? ”

“ Oh, I have heard about the picnic, ” said Miss

Masters, with a gay little laugh. 6. Felix tries to

keep me informed ; but I pay very little atten

tion to these matters. I shall have to confess

that I never was deeply interested in the com

mon people ; they have always some

other to excite them. I do not understand why

so many comparatively respectable people interest

themselves in this strange man and his perform

Why don't they let the rabble have

661
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craze or

ances .
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peaceable possession of him, and enjoy their nine

days' wonder, as they have before ? "

“ Because this is a very different excitement

from the ordinary , ” said Felix Masters ; and his

face was dark and frowning . - The man is very

keen ; he is a close observer, a student of human

nature, and, in a certain sense, wise - long -headed .-

Unless I am greatly mistaken, we shall have reason

to regret that we allowed him to get such a hold

upon the rabble before taking the matter in

hand.”

“ I insist upon hearing about the picnic , ” said

Mr. Compton, in the tone of one who felt that the

conversation might be growing too serious . 6. Miss

Masters and I extended our ride this morning be

yond the limits of civilization, and nearly starved

before we reached a point where we could obtain

refreshments ; so we are in sympathy with the

starving multitude , if such they were, and in a

condition to appreciate deliverance, if such they

had. Give us the story, please, Miss Brownlee.”

“ I ? ” said Miriam, gayly. “ Oh , it should be

some one who has more dramatic talent than I !

Do you know about it, Margaret ? You will be

just the one to describe the scene."

Margaret shook her head. 66 I live in the back

woods," she said ; " and David has been away from

home. I do not hear of wonders, until afterwards.

What is it that has happened ? ”

“ Why, the story goes, ” began Miriam, “ that
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the other day “ the rabble ' which is Mr. Mas

ters's name for them, not mine followed their

mysterious leader to an out-of-the -way place, and

persisted in keeping him company all day . What

he did to hold their attention, I am sure I don't

know. Talked ,' one of them said ; told them

• wonderful things . Imagine a man talking “won

derful things ' to that class of people ! However

it was, what with the delights of the country, and

the pleasure of escaping work all day, with the

• talk ' thrown in, they contrived to stay, dinner

less, and, as the day drew near its close, apparently

supperless. Some compassionate creature began

to wonder what was to become of them , before

they reached home . In truth , the probability was,

I suppose, that the most of them would not find

much to eat when they did get home . That class

of people are not specially provident at any time;

the passing moment seems to be all that they

think about."

• They are very much like the other class of

society in that respect,” laughed Mrs. Brownlee.

“ I have noticed that you young people generally

arrange for the present hour, without regard to

the effect it will have upon to-morrow ."

Miriam gave her aunt's hand a loving little

admonitory pat as she said : “ Now, auntie, please

don't moralize. This story has no moral; it is for

entertainment, and I want to finish it . Where

was I ? Oh, they were hungry, all those people ;

66
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thousands of them ; a hundred thousand, if you

choose numbers seem not to have made any
dif

ference. The only provident one among them

seems to have been a little fellow who had half- a

dozen rolls and a dried fish or two. He planned

systematically, you see, for a day's pleasuring, and

took his lunch with him like a sensible boy.

Now comes the remarkable part of the story.

That little fellow's lunch was seized upon, - or

he was petitioned to present it, — I am not up on

the details ; by some management the rolls were

placed in the hands of this wonderful teacher, or

preacher, or whatever name should be his — and

what did he do but divide them into twelve por

tions and give them out to his satellites, with

orders to pass them around the crowd !”

Bursts of laughter followed ; and Miriam , appar

ently stimulated thereby, went on briskly : " Oh,

you needn't laugh ! Cheering would be more

appropriate. I want you to understand that every

man, woman, and child was fed from those rolls !

More than that, they gathered up, I won't pretend
I

to say how many basketsful of food when the

meal was over.”

The laughter that followed was hilarious..

When Mr. Compton could be heard, he asked :

6 But do the people really believe such stories ?

How is it possible for even their credulity to be

equal to such a strain ? ”

Standing a little in the shadow , near the mantel ,
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with his arm resting upon it, was John Brownlee .

He had not joined in the conversation ; and no one,

unless it may have been his mother, was noticing

him. She may have observed that he did not

smile throughout the recital, and that there was

an ominous flash in his bright brown eyes . Sud

denly he dashed into the conversation by a

question :

“ Excuse me, sir, but just what do you mean by

their credulity ’ ? Had you been one of the

• rabble ' on that day, if you will allow me to ask

you to stretch your imagination to such a degree,

would you consider yourself open to the charge of

credulity because you believed what you saw and

experienced ?"

Mr. Compton turned toward him graciously, con

descension in voice and manner. “ I might not

understand the word, my dear young friend ; but

I think you would be perfectly justified in making

use of it, provided I really believed that I had

been fed, in company with several thousand others,

in the manner which has been described .”

“ Well, sir, how would you account for it ? If

you had been a looker-on , and had seen thou

sands of people, all eating as much as they

wanted, and had watched the gathering up of

baskets full of food that remained, what would

you have concluded ? "

Before Mr. Compton could reply, Felix Masters

interposed .
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6 John, my boy, that question is too simple for

Compton. He is a regular warrior in the matter

of logic . Of course , in this case , the inevitable

conclusion of a reasoning being would be, that

somebody, for reasons best known to himself, had

taken the trouble to have prepared, and secreted ,

large quantities of food, and had arranged to ap

pear to use very little of it. We have all heard

of sleight-of-hand performances . I saw a fellow

the other evening take dozens of eggs out of his

hair, his whiskers, even his eyebrows ! but I

haven't the slightest idea that he really did so,

have you ?

This time there was not only laughter, but

clapping of hands. John Brownlee turned and

abruptly left the room.

“ Poor John ! ” said his mother, restraining her

laughter. “ He is very nervous since his illness .

A little matter excites him ; and his imagination

has been wrought upon by these absurd stories ,

until really he does not know what to think. I

wish very much we could persuade him to go away

for awhile, where he would not hear any of these

follies . I think when one has been through such

an experience as his , one's nerves remain unstrung

for a long time. ”

Mr. Masters promptly agreed with her, and

added, that stories such as the public were now

being fed upon , did harm in many ways ; the

originator of them ought, by all means, to be
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taken in hand by the authorities, and
sup

pressed

Miriam Brownlee's laugh was as silvery as it

had been in days gone by. It floated out now,

and was followed by these words : “ I cannot un

derstand why you gentlemen should be so solemn

over it. Of course, there are some things offen

sive to good taste ; the gatherings in the streets

are horrid , and ought not to be permitted ; but

when they simply go off by themselves for an ex

traordinary picnic , what harm can it do ? I have

not been so amused in a long time, as I have been

over the various accounts of this affair. Why

can't we all take the fun there is in it, and let it

go ? "
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CHAPTER XVIII.

“ AS THE HART PANTETH AFTER THE WATER

BROOKS. ”
>

WHE
HETHER Miriam had planned that she

would not look in the direction of David's

eyes while this topic was up for consideration , he

could not determine. He had certainly failed in

every attempt to gain her attention, though he sat

not far from her. He had held himself to utter

silence through it all, and there was not the sem

blance of a smile upon his face. The voice in

which he at last broke his silence was startling

in its sternness .

“ Do you all forget that you are speaking of the

man who, but a very few days ago, met the mem

bers of this household on their way to the grave

to bury their dead, and, with a word, restored to

them the light and joy of their home ? ”

“ Oh, Mr. Holman ! don't ! DON'T !” cried

Mrs. Brownlee, before retiring into her handker

chief, to give vent to hysterical sobs. It was then,

for the first time, that Miriam darted a quick, an

noyed glance at the astonished David as she made

her hurried explanation.
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66 Auntie's nerves were so fearfully wrought

upon during John's illness, that she cannot bear

the slightest allusion to the subject. Auntie,

dear, do try to control yourself ; it is all over

now, you know .”

The sobs grew a little less violent ; but the

embarrassed guests looked at one another, and

seemed not to know what to say next.
This does

not include David, who looked simply stern . He

held himself as one who was keeping back further

utterance by a strong effort. Mr. Masters came

gracefully to the rescue .

“ Holman is right; it is not at all strange that

John, under the circumstances, should be greatly

excited and unable to control his sympathies. He

is young yet, and cannot be expected to under

stand that his experience, unusual as it is , has its

parallels even in modern history. Cases of sus

pended animation , even much longer than his, are

upon record, and are exceedingly well authenti

cated . Still, as I said, it is not surprising that a

young man whose mental condition had been ex

hausted by serious illness, should have imbibed

false ideas as to the causes of his recovery. The

surprise is, that persons of mature mind should

allow themselves to become so confused as to im

agine anything supernatural about it ! I confess

myself to have been disappointed as regards that.

It is this tendency to credulity, which we find in

certain persons whom we supposed to have been
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better informed and better balanced, which makes

thoughtful men anxious about the whole matter,

and unable to dismiss it as something to be amused

at for the moment. That the common people

are agape over these sleight-of-hand performances

is to be expected and smiled over. But when a

few young and susceptible minds, like John's for

instance, may be seriously injured while we are

laughing, it is a matter for grave consideration .,

In my judgment, we should take hold of it with

energy, and, after deciding what ought to be done,

do it without further delay. A crowd of unthink

ing, illiterate people is capable on very slight provo

cation of degenerating into an unmanageable mob.

They have secured a leader this time who is very

keen, and whose influence over them is becoming

unbounded. In short, I do assure you, Miss

Brownlee, that this whole subject, to thinking

men, who have the interests of the country at

stake, has its very serious side."

Oh, yes,” said Miriam , trying to throw off all

sense of anxiety and still speak lightly ; “ I sup

pose you men must be serious sometimes ; but

we ladies, who cannot do anything, ought to be

allowed to be amused. John, for instance, simply

I am not anxious about him, as his

mother is . He is merely a boy, carried away just.

now by strong personal feeling ; but he is a

Brownlee, and has the hard sense of generations

to fall back upon. When he recovers from this

amuses me .
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excitement— if the attack is not made too much

of— his common sense will come to the rescue.

I am not afraid for John ."

Mr. Holman arose suddenly. His face was very

pale, and his eyes had a stern look with which

Miriam was not acquainted.

He made his adieus very briefly, and got out

once more to the moonlighted piazza. There he

found John. The boy turned as he heard foot

steps, and, recognizing his friend, held out his

hand. His voice trembled with excitement.

“ Isn't it dreadful ! ” he said ; “ simply horrible !

the way they talk about that man ! How am I to

endure it ? I, who know what he did for me !

Cannot any one be made to realize that I have

been among the dead ? ”

David's only reply was to clasp the young fel

low's hand with almost painful force. At last he

said : “ John, dear fellow ! I sympathize with you

utterly. Come and see me as soon as you can ;

we will talk it all over. I cannot talk to-night.

I must get away.”

What a ride was that which he took over the

familiar road once more in the solemn moonlight!

What had he done ? Others had laughed, and

sneered, some good -naturedly, some as cynics.

But he had deliberately closed his eyes to proba

bilities, and chosen for his companion for life one

who ridiculed deeds that were to him divine !

What had he been about, to imagine for a moment
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that he could influence to higher living one who

had heard unmoved that voice of power ? She

had leaned over her cousin when he died ; she had

watched the light go out of his eyes , and seen the

clay grow beautiful in the majesty of death . Then ,

at the command of a voice that had power to reach

the ears of death, she had seen him rise, and go

about in radiant health. Yet she could laugh, and

talk fluently and merrily about picnics and sleight
of-hand !

Only that morning - was it,
was it, or was it ages ago

that he sat under the shadow of the rock and

heard Philip Nelson tell the story of the breaking

of bread for that hungry multitude ? Every fibre

of his being had responded to the power of the

story. And she had ridiculed it, and accepted the

sneering explanation which set it down among

the sleight-of-hand entertainments for the gaping

crowd ! What had he done ?What had he done ? He who believed in

this man as one sent from God ? Sent perhaps

his tongue did not frame the words in his heart,

but the hushed silence seemed to pulse with them

- yet he had asked her, the story -teller of the

evening, the one who had turned it all into ridi

cule , to be his wife !

Many a time while lying on his couch of pain,

David Holman had waded through deep waters,

fought many battles, but never in his life had he

felt the power of pain, awful soul-pain, as he felt

it that night.
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He did not call upon Miriam Brownlee on the

evening following. There was no good reason why

he should not, except that which he found in him

self ; in his bitter unrest of soul he shrank from

meeting her just yet ; shrank from the ordeal

which he felt might be before him . An overpow

ering desire to get away from everybody, and be

alone, took possession of him . There were tre

mendous questions to be settled ; he had to define

his position to Miriam, and it by no means seemed

the easy task that he had thought it but the day

before. From his severe self-questioning he came

out humiliated . It seemed that after waiting so

many years he had at last been a creature of im

pulse. He owned to his conscience that he had

no clear story to tell to Miriam . What was his

position ? He did not know. What he ought to

have done was to have settled that first, instead of

putting it aside as secondary, when in the depths

of his soul he knew that it must forever be first

with him.

Uncertain what step should be taken next, he

waited in great and troubled doubt all day. The

second morning's mail brought a letter that de

cided his immediate course ; it was from Mr. Roth

well, and contained an earnest invitation to him to

spend the coming Festival Week in their city, and

make their house his home. “ I have learned ,"

said the letter, " that our very dear friend, in whom

I believe you have special reason for being inter
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ested, will be present during the week, and will

speak at some of the meetings. It occurred to me.

that this might be your opportunity to hear him,

and perhaps meet him personally, as I judged, from

some words of yours when with us, that you would

like to do. We hope to have him as our guest at

least a portion of the time.”

Before David had finished this paragraph , he

knew that he had decided to attend the festival,

though this had not been included in his previous

plans.

“ Mr. Rothwell ! ” said his father, with evident

interest, when David made his invitation known.

“ That is an unusual honor, if all I hear of the

Rothwells is true ; you must have made a very

favorable impression . Well, I would by all means

go : I wish we could all attend . In my young

days, I did not suppose that anything could keep

me from being present during Festival Week . ”

The sentence closed with a sigh. After a mo

ment he added, regretfully : “ It is a matter of grief

to me, that I have not been able to give my family

opportunities of this kind. I remember that the

music of Festival Week used to linger with me

through the year. What a treat it would be to

Margaret ! Ah, well , the future is before her and

the rest of you . Perhaps, David, you can do for

your sisters what I have not been able to. A

friendship with the Rothwells is something to be

desired . If there should be any opportunity to
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talk about business, there are some matters that I

would like to have you bring up ."

Evidently there was to be no difficulty in gev

ting away for Festival Week ; yet David was only

half pleased. It was his nature to be frank, but

he had said nothing about that paragraph in the

letter which had decided him . Ought he to do

so ? He considered the question carefully, and

finally replied to it in the negative. He was not

a mere boy, bound in honor to abide by his

father's decisions . The very probability, pressing

upon him , that he should eventually have to de

cide against his father, held him from making pain

ful revelations before the time . The least cruel

way was to be quite silent, until he knew just

what he ought to say, and just what he meant to

do.

But to Frances the letter was shown ; and

David, looking over her shoulder while she read,

pointed silently to the important paragraph ; then

they exchanged significant smiles that were tinged

with sadness.

To Miriam, David wrote a very brief note to the

effect that duty had called him away from home

for a few days, and that he would see her as soon

as possible after his return . He paused over that

word “ duty.” Was it duty that called ? Un

doubtedly it was inclination . Yes, he told him

self, after careful study, it was also duty. He

must know the ground on which he stood , and
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understand his future so far as it could be known,

before he talked with Miriam Brownlee again . He

owed thus much to her, and it was bewildering,

that he had not fully realized it before.

It was ten years since David Holman had been

inside the magnificent building where the services

of Festival Week were held. As a boy he had

been very familiar with the time -honored festival,

and had looked forward eagerly to being present.

At that time the city was always in holiday at

tire, and was crowded to overflowing with visitors.

He had not been very deeply interested in the reli

gious part of the service, but the music, he remem

bered, was entrancing. No doubt, to his boyish

imagination, everything was far more beautiful

than the reality would warrant; still, the very

streets leading to the church , as he recalled them ,

were festooned with evergreen , and were aglow

with flowers and lights. And the music seemed

to him to roll out with continuous strain : “ O

give thanks unto the Lord ; for he is good ; for his

mercy endureth forever.” Many a time, lying on

his bed of pain, he had closed his eyes and seemed

to hear again the jubilant outburst from the choir,

and the refrain by the people : “Save now , I be

seech thee, O Lord ; O Lord send now prosper

ity.” As he made his way along the thronged

streets, and neared once more the great building

that had delighted his beauty-loving heart as a

boy, and heard the same outburst of triumphant

66
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song, - “ give thanks unto the Lord ; for he is

good ! ” David's heart thrilled with more than the

old feeling . He told himself, that boyish imagina

tion had not exaggerated the scene ; it was won

derful, glorious ! How many years it was since he

had been a member of that very choir ! There

had been times when it seemed as though the

memories of his boyhood were but dreams ; some

other boy, not he, had walked the streets, and seen

the sights and heard the sounds about which he lay

and dreamed ; it could never have been he ! But

as he ran up the steps of the church on this first

evening of his arrival, he told himself that this was

real; he remembered it all . The words of the

choral , as they kept throbbing in the air, were real,

too ; more real than in his gay and thoughtless

boyhood he had dreamed . - For his mercy en

dureth forever ! " • Aye, it does ! it has endured

for me ! ” said his exultant heart. “ O magnify

the Lord with me, and let us exalt his name to

gether. O Lord my God, I cried unto thee, and

thou hast healed me ! Thou hast turned for me

my mourning into dancing ; and hast put off my

sackcloth and girded me with gladness. To the

end that my glory may sing praise to thee, and not

be silent. O Lord my God, I will give thanks

unto thee forever ! ”

Was the anthem written expressly for him ?

Could words be made more fitted to his experi

ences ? The music swelled and rolled through

66

.
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the great building, and the young, exultant heart,

that cried its eager “ Amen ! ” to every refrain ,

could scarce contain its joy. How had it been

possible for him to have thought of staying away

from the Festival ? This was his place ; the place

of every one who had a song of gratitude to offer ;

and who had not ? But none so great as he ;

surely he was blessed above all others in this

world ! And voice as well as heart took up the

strain : “ give thanks unto the Lord ; for he is

good .”

The exalted mood did not last . As the days

passed, and David, a regular attendant upon all

the services , grew more accustomed to the sights

and sounds, he became conscious of a painful re

action . Between the services he mingled with

the people, and heard much talk that was not in

accord with the exalted strains of music . Much

of it began to seem to him like meaningless repe

tition ; some of it like solemn mockery ; a great

want for something better kept growing in his

soul.

Dismayed and almost ashamed at this state of

feeling, he kept his growing disappointment quite

to himself, and went back and forth with the Roth

wells as one who shared their interest. By de

grees it came to him that his disappointment and

pain and eager desire for something better were

shared by his friends. He could not have told

just how he made this discovery ; they said no
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such words to each other. Possibly he heard it

in Mary Rothwell's sigh, as she walked down the

aisle one evening, the service over for the day.

It had been a day of great enthusiasm , and the

choral service of the evening had surpassed in

grandeur any that had yet been given . But

Mary Rothwell's face was grave even to sadness,

and her sigh had been one that expressed a kind

of patient weariness.

Mr. Rothwell was being detained by some offi

cials ; and his sister, with David, waited for him

near the door. Groups of people were standing

about, conversing. Some of their talk arrested

the attention of the two.
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CHAPTER XIX.

66 IF ANY MAN THIRST

و

“ I one.

66

HEARD that he was certainly coming,” said

" I was told by a man that I thought

would be sure to know , and I have not missed a

service, in the hope of seeing him ; but it is get

ting very late in the week . ”

Do
you think he will dare to come? ” inquired

a grave-faced man, drawing nearer the group . “ I

am afraid he is in trouble . I heard from a very

reliable source that there had actually been some

sort of an attempt to arrest him ; or, at least, a

plan to do so, which was frustrated in an unex

pected way. I think now that their scheme is to

dispose of the whole matter quietly, without let

ting the people know anything about it ; they are

afraid of the crowd.”

They have need to be ! ” exclaimed one, in

tones of subdued excitement. “ The question is,

Why are they afraid of him ? Has anybody ever

heard of his doing any harm ? I'll tell you what

I believe, and that is, that he is a good man, and

those who are trying to injure him are no better

than they should be.”

66
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“ I believe more than that,” came from another

voice on the outskirts of the group ; " and I have

heard that he has hinted at something of the kind

himself. What if he should prove to be the

promised One ? ”

“ What is that ? ” asked David Holman, sud.

denly pressing his way into the centre of the

company. “ I beg your pardon, friends, but I

overheard some of your words. Did I understand

you to say that this stranger has made any claim

such as you suggested ? "

“ Hush ! ” said a peremptory voice from the

outside. 6. You need to be careful what you say.

These are dangerous times . I tell you it is not

safe to trust your tongue or your thoughts ."

“ You may trust me,” said David, earnestly. “ I

do not know very much about the man of whom

you are speaking, but I am deeply interested in

him ; and I am sure of one thing, that he cured me

of a hopeless disease ."

“ Aye , ” said the voice, who had made the start

ling claim ; “there are a good many of us who

know that much ; and, for my part, I do not see

why we should need to know more, before we

believe in him . ”

“ You need to be careful, I tell you,” cautioned

the peremptory voice again. “ It is dangerous

business to proclaim one's self a friend of that

Things are growing worse and worse, and

before very long they will reach a climax . I know

man.

a
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whereof I speak, and I warn you as a friend. Do

not gather in groups and talk about this matter ;

above all things do not join yourselves to any of

those who are known to be his friends ; if you do,

you will certainly become objects of suspicion, and

very likely do him harm as well as yourselves. ”

Still David lingered in hope of hearing more ;

but the caution took effect at last. The people

grew afraid of one another, and especially were

they afraid of him, a stranger.

“ Are you not afraid of us ? ” asked Mary Roth

well, with a gravely significant smile, as David at

last moved back to her side. “ We are his friends,

remember, and we shall not hesitate to proclaim

it from the housetop if we ever have opportunity. ”

" You heard the caution, then ? "

“ Oh, yes, I heard .I heard. How little they understand

him or his friends ! As though personal safety

could hinder us from owning him everywhere, if

he would but permit it."

David came late to the service next morning,

although he had started out before any of the

family. The strain of the past few days was tell

ing on his nerves, and he had felt the necessity

of getting away alone to quiet himself ; so he went

for a long walk. As he entered the church the

anthem was swelling through it in great waves

of melody : “ With joy shall ye draw water out

of the wells of salvation .” And then the con

tinual refrain : “ O give thanks unto the Lord ; for

-
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he is good .” Following the burst of song, came

that peculiar hush which a sensitive person can

always feel when there is a great expectant audi

There was that this morning ; the scene

was strangely impressive . David, who had taken

a seat which commanded a view of a large portion

of the worshippers, was struck with the waiting at

titude of the people. The very air throbbed with

a sense of expectancy. The influence reached

to the late comer and commanded him . He felt

as though another crisis in his life was approach

ing . From what source, or how to be pressed upon

him, he could not divine . He did not understand

his own heart, save that there seemed to be in it

a great longing cry for God.

Suddenly penetrating the silence came a voice

that he instantly recognized ; no other voice had

been to him what this one had. The words spoken

were clear, strong, commanding :

“ If any man thirst, let him come unto me, and

drink." David, his heart beating so that it seemed

to him it must be heard by those around him ,

turned in the direction of the voice, and looked .

Yet afterwards, when he tried to tell Frances

about it, he confessed that he could not describe

the man, nor explain the effect that his call had

upon the great audience . He stood there calm

and grave, nothing unusual in dress or manner.

Simply a man among men.
Yet what message

was that, the echo of which still filled the air ?

1
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“ If any man thirst, let him come unto ME, and

drink .” The emphasis on the pronoun was marked

and peculiar. The attention of every one had

been arrested, but it did not require close observ

ing to discover that the audience was differently

impressed. Unmistakable indignation, aye, abso

lute hatred , filled the faces of some. There were

others who half arose, and the look in their eyes

said that they were ready to go to him at once,

if that was what he meant.

The chorus rang out again, wonderful singing,

swelling up among the arches, and filling all the

aisles like angelic presences. Perhaps it was the

best way to calm the multitude. Many heads

were bowed, but the thoughts of the worshippers

were not in the song. David, at least, could think

of nothing but that commanding voice, and those

remarkable words. It had not been an invitation

to come to God, or to prayer ; it had been utterly

unlike the usual forms of speech ; the pronoun

had been instinct with personality. It certainly

was not surprising that the audience hardly waited

that morning for the formal dismissal, before their

tongues were busy discussing the strange inter

ruption there had been to the service. Among

them were some who said distinctly, in low, awe

stricken tones, that this man, this remarkable

stranger, must be the promised One . There were

others who quoted glibly from the prophets, and

proved in their wisdom that this man, who was the
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son of a carpenter, and was himself a carpenter,

could not by any possibility be the one for whom

the world was looking.

Meantime, the leaders of public affairs were

fairly ablaze with anger. Rumors of all sorts

filled the air. By night the story was afloat that

officers had been sent to the church itself to ar

rest the bold stranger, and had returned without

him, affirming that they had never heard any man

speak like him, and they had not felt it wise or

safe to arrest him. Rumors of an excited debate

in the council, hurriedly called together, were also

rife . It was said that during this debate a sneer

ing voice had asked whether any of the leading

people had taken part in the popular excitement ;

and had tried to prove that it was the crowd, the

rabble, the low and ignorant, who were always

agape over some new wonder, that had interested

themselves in the stranger. Violent measures

were urged violently ; but the story was, that

certain clear -headed men of influence had been

present who had urged that nothing rash be done.

The people were undoubtedly in a peculiar frame

of mind, and it could not be denied that strange

things had happened to make them feel as they

did. It was eminently important that every step

the leaders took should be in exact accordance

with law. They were reminded that the stranger,

even though it should prove that he was a de

ceiver, and a traitor to his country, could, never
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theless, demand to be tried according to law , and

must not be condemned until he was so tried .

It was reported that these wise words were re

ceived angrily by certain ones, leading men, who

did not hesitate to accuse the speaker of being

himself interested in the deceiver and traitor; and

that the outcome was simply the breaking up

the council in some confusion, with nothing defi

nite accomplished. How much of all this to be

lieve, the anxious outsiders did not know. It

was only too evident, however, that serious trouble

lay ahead . By degrees the great crowds of people

on the streets scattered to their various homes,

and the city grew outwardly as quiet as usual, but

in reality it seethed and boiled with excitement.

It is very difficult to describe such excitement

as was felt by some of them ; for instance, David

Holman . Every nerve in his body quivered with

an emotion that was closely akin to pain . He

had heard once again the voice that had made

it endurable for him to live, and it had thrilled

him as even that first message had not done . It

had been with the utmost difficulty that he had

held himself from outward demonstration of any

sort. When that strong, solemn voice filled the

church with his call, “ If any man thirst, let him

come unto me, and drink , ” every fibre of David

Holman's being longed to cry out : “ I thirst, and

I come ! ” He would have been willing then

and there to bow at the feet of the stranger,
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and ask his way. “ Willing ! ” he longed to do

it. Only the fear that he should in this way have

jeopardized that stranger's interests held him back .

He walked home with Mary Rothwell in almost

utter silence, a long walk away from the turmoil

of the crowded city. For a time they kept utter

silence. David felt that he had no words for the

occasion, and his companion seemed not anxious to

break the spell of silence. He felt, however, that

she was by no means so wrought upon as himself ;

and the desire to know what she thought of all the

strange events of the day pressed him at last to

speech.

He began as one who had no need for explana

tion. She would know what he meant.

“ What are we to think ? "

Perhaps her reply was the crowning surprise of

that day. “ I long ago settled that question for

myself, my friend. I know exactly what I think.”

He turned eager, hungry eyes upon her. If she

did , she ought to be able to help him.

“ Won't you tell me, then ? ” he said, as one who

grasped at possible relief. “ My soul is in such a

tumult as I never before realized was possible.

If some one, who has passed over the road before,

is at rest, — and your voice sounds as though you-

rested , — then surely the way can be pointed out

to another. "

“ Yes, if you are ready for it. My rest is to

believe every word that my Friend says, every
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you mean that

word ; and follow his directions as closely as I can,

and where I do not understand, trust. A great

deal of it I do not understand. I can feel, Mr.

Holman, that you want to ply me with questions,

and I tell you frankly that I cannot answer them .

I do not know enough— not yet. I know only

this ; that he comes from God, and that as fast as

he leads I will follow ; and that he makes no mis

takes ."

“ Miss Rothwell, I beg you to speak plainly. I

question from no idle curiosity ; it is a matter of

life or death to me. Do
you

trust

this man as your Saviour ? ”

The tremendous thought was put at last into

actual words, and he waited with bated breath for

his answer. Mary Rothwell could feel the blood

rolling in waves over her face, but her voice was

steady and sweet.

“ He has saved me, Mr. Holman. He has come

entirely contrary to all my preconceived ideas ; he

lives contrary to them every day ; he shocks my

prejudices in numberless ways ; but when I study

his acts carefully, I do not find that he shocks my

knowledge, only my preconceived notions, my

prejudices. I do not know why he came as he

did, nor why he lives in poverty and obscurity,

even in humiliation ; but when I study my Bible

I cannot help discovering, what I never saw be

fore, that he was promised so to come . I do not

know how long these conditions are to last; but if
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they were to last forever, I should still trust him

implicitly, and know that what he did was always

best. Am I being plain enough ?”

David drew a long, quivering sigh as he replied,

in a voice that trembled with emotion :

“ If you feel all that, you may indeed be at

rest. I would that I could arrive at such a stop

ping-place, but my brain whirls when I try to

follow you.”

“ I will tell you what you need, Mr. Holman.”

The quality of Mary's voice had changed ; her

words carried conviction with them. 6. You need

to see this Teacher, to talk with him , and be

helped by him , as no other can help . If he comes

to us for rest before he leaves the city, I mean to

try to arrange so that you can have a private inter

view with him . I am sure it is what you need.

No words of mine can explain or describe the

power that he has over human hearts ; but now

that you have heard him speak again, I think you

must have an idea of what I mean .”

“ Yes,” he said breathlessly ; “ yes, I understand

in part. What it would be to me to be able

to see and talk with him alone , I could not put

into words.”

The tense strain upon his emotions lingered

through the night, and came with him into the

quiet of the Sabbath morning. His host and

family went early to church to attend to their

several classes . He accompanied Mr. Rothwell
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to the door, and then, promising to join the family

later, for the church service, moved on down the

street. His brain was still in such a tumult that

the quiet and inaction of the church seemed un

· endurable, and he resolved to try to walk off some

of his excitement.

He moved, however, with slow steps down the

quiet street ; the day did not invite to haste ; the

usual sights and sounds of the city streets were

absent; a Sabbath calm seemed to rest upon the

world . The very air was still and balmy. The

flutter of wings was in all the trees as the birds

chirped sweetly about their own affairs. David,

usually so susceptible to Nature's influences, felt

a strange sense of irritation at the calm which

surrounded him. How could earth and air and

sky be so entirely at rest, or even the senseless

birds chirp so contentedly about their nests and

their housekeeping, when such tremendous inter

ests were knocking at human hearts ?

Just a little way ahead of him, groping his

way along after the uncertain manner belonging

to the blind, was a man apparently of about his

own age . David felt his heart swell with pity at

the sight. He might be almost irritated: over

the beauty of the morning, but it would be a

dreadful thing not to be able to see this lovely

earth. He readily overtook the hesitating steps,

and asked in sympathetic voice the question that

had occurred to him :
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“ How long have you been blind, my friend ? ”

The man turned his sightless eyes in the direc

tion of the voice, and answered with that melan

choly cadence in his tones, which the hopelessly

blind nearly always have.

6 I never knew, sir, what it was to see.”

The answer seemed to strike David Holman's

heart like a blow . Always blind ! And he, who

had been laid on a bed of pain for a few years,

had felt often that his burden was greater than

he could bear; yet he had always been able to

see his friends, and, in intervals of pain, to watch

the sunsets and the ever changing clouds. What

would have become of him had he lost the use

of his eyes ? Yet this man lived always in per

petual darkness ! He lingered with him, accom

modating his pace to the other's uncertain steps,

and expressing words of sympathy. The thought

that was now never far from his mind, came

this time in the form of a wonderment as to what

would happen if this man and the wondrous

stranger should ever meet. It made him ask next

if the man had any hope of ever being able to

a

see.

« Well,” said the blind man , hesitatingly, “ I

can't exactly say that I have any hope of it ; I

was born blind, you see - but there have been
-

things that have made me say ; What if ' — but• -

I don't get any farther than that.”

He was evidently afraid to speak more plainly.

>
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David's heart met him half way . 66 I understand

you , ” he said quickly. “ You need not be afraid

of such words with me. I know there have been

wonderful cures wrought. Who should know,

if not I ? Have you ever met the man of whom

we are both thinking ? '

“ Oh, no ! if I only could, — but once !! Who

knows what might” Then he stopped , as one

who dare not say more .
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CHAPTER XX .

66 TO OPEN THE BLIND EYES .'

JUST
(UST then they turned the corner . They had.

taken but a few steps on this new street before

David became aware of footsteps behind them, and

the murmur of voices . He glanced back, and, for

the moment, it seemed to him as though his very

heart stood still . Behold, coming with quickened

footsteps almost at their side was the stranger.

Philip Nelson walking beside him was talking

earnestly ; following them were the other men who

had attached themselves to him, and following

them , still, was a small company composed of boys

and street loungers. It was as Miriam Brownlee

had said . “ The rabble were always following

close at his heels ." Without taking time for con

sideration, David laid his hand on the arm of his

blind companion and spoke quickly.

· My friend, the opportunity of a lifetime is at

hand. The man of whom we have been thinking

is just behind you. He and his followers are mov

ing down this street."

He distinctly felt the tremor which ran through

the man's frame, but no word was spoken ; the

66
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man merely stopped and stood perfectly still.

David, who had taken his arm the better to direct

his steps, stopped also. At that moment the com

pany just behind, came up with them , and the eyes

of the strange physician were immediately fastened

on those blind ones . Instinctively David dropped

back a pace or two, for the man was speaking to

his companion in low tones . Then he bent down

and gathered some of the clay at his feet. A few

touches made of it a kind of paste, which he spread

over the blind eyes . Then came the bewildering

direction, quite as if this were an ordinary occur

“ Go to yonder fountain and bathe your

eyes. " Immediately at a signal from him, the

company moved on, and David and his strange

companion were left behind. For the moment,

David forgot him ; he looked after that advancing

form with inexpressible longing in his heart . Oh

to have for a single half hour Philip Nelson's

opportunity ! Oh to be able to ask a single one

of the questions that were surging through his

mind ! Of course he must not intrude . These

friends had been chosen from among the crowd,

and especially and personally invited to keep

their teacher company. It would be unpardon

able to join them uninvited . Then he turned

and looked at those mud -beplastered eyes. It

was well that the man could not know what an

object had been made of him ! Why had it been

done ?
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“ What are you going to do next? ” he asked ;

and the intensity of the reply was impressive .

am going over to that fountain. I would go to

the world's end and attempt the impossible at that

man's direction ."

“ Yes ," said David ; “ So would I. Come with

me ; I will take you there." The streets were by

no means as quiet as they had been. People were

beginning to pass in groups on their way to the

early service . They all bestowed curious glances

on David's companion, and had a second curious

glance for David himself. Some of the words

floated back to them .

“ That is a strange-looking couple ! What do

you suppose that older one has on his eyes ? "

6. Dear me ! Isn't that blind Joe ? Who can

have been disfiguring him ? Or perhaps it is some

patent medicine he is trying !” The boys, those

omnipresent creatures, especially upon city streets,

began to gather from only they knew where, and

follow the two, shouting funny speeches after Joe,

and laughing derisively over his strange appear

It was a walk for David Holman to remem

ber. Never but once before had he been the

subject of ridicule on the street . The remembrance

of it caused his face to burn . He had been over

come with liquor so that he staggered ; and the

quick -witted boys had discovered it, and followed

after him, imitating his uncertain steps. The con

trast was striking, but it was not pleasant to be

ance.
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ridiculed for any cause . He had no intention of

leaving his blind friend to grope his way alone,

but unconsciously he quickened his steps. He

would be glad when the ordeal was over.

At last they reached the fountain ; and the blind

man, bending toward the sound of its plashing

waters, washed away the mud from his eyes, and,

in doing so washed away forever the veil that had

hidden the world from his sight.

Who shall undertake to put into words a de

scription of that man's sensations when his eyes

first saw those brilliant flashes of color in tree and

flower and wing of bird ? He trembled and stag

gered, and would have fallen but for David's arm

suddenly thrown about him .

“ What is it ? " asked David, his excitement

almost equal to the other's . “ Lean on me.- . What

is the matter ? "

" I can see ! ” said the man. He did not shout

the words ; instead, they were almost a whisper,

exultant, yet awe-stricken . 66" O God ! I tell you

I can see ! Where is that man ? Where did he

go ? Take me to him ! I could fall down and

worship him .”

If they had attracted attention as they walked

toward the fountain, what shall be said of the

sensation they made as they hurried back through

the town ? It happened that blind Joe was a well

known character. People were accustomed to see

ing him grope his way through unfamiliar streets,
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putting out his hands carefully on either side to

feel if the way was clear. Here he was, with head

erect, taking long strides over the road, avoiding

the crowds on the walks as only one could do who

had full use of his eyes . Tongues were busy on

every side .

>

Why, that isn't blind Joe ? ”

“ Yes, it is ! Don't you suppose I know Joe ? ”

“ But that man can see, I tell you, as well as I

can.'

" It looks as though he could ; and Joe was born

blind ! There is some mystery about it. I wonder

who that other fellow is ? I never saw him before."

Still other groups stared and commented.

“ Why, of course, that is Joe Andrews ! Haven't

I lived next door to the family for twenty years ?

I don't pretend to understand it, but I know that

is he .”

Then Joe, his way blocked by the gathering

crowd, stopped, smiling.

“ You are right,” he said cheerily. “ I'm Joe

Andrews, sure enough. I don't wonder you are

astonished ; you can't be more so than I am . Let

me tell
you about it.”

Significant glances were exchanged among the

groups of people as they listened to the simple yet

astounding facts. Many of them knew, even be

fore a description of him was reached, that the

wonder-working stranger, and the man who had

roused the excitement of the people and the hatred
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of the rulers, were the same. The people were

interested, but troubled. At last one spoke :

“ What we ought to do is to report this case to the

authorities . These are nervous times, and for us

to be standing here talking with a man who has

been cured of blindness, without taking steps to

have the matter looked into, is as much as

lives are worth .”

This called forth eager discussion ; there were

those who did not hesitate to affirm that there had

evidently been a wonderful cure performed, and

that they should think the authorities ought to be

glad, instead of making a fuss about it. But, for

the most part, the people were afraid. Before he

fully realized what was taking place, David found

himself in the midst of what might almost have

been called an impromptu trial. As they moved

on down the street, which was every moment more

thronged with people, it became apparent that

certain men who stood high in official circles had

joined them , and were closely questioning Joe

Andrews. Joe had only his simple story to tell,

but it was surprising what sneers and insinuations

greeted it.

“ I have no idea that he was born blind,” said

one of the wise men . 6. You cannot trust these

fellows when they want to make a large story .

He has been partially blind for some time. I have

seen him groping his way about town ; probably

he was never so badly off as he imagined . These
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cases sometimes recover sight very suddenly.

There is nothing to get up an excitement about. ”

" There is his mother ! ” exclaimed a boy, in the

outskirts of the crowd. “ She'll know whether he

was blind or not."

Somebody immediately stopped the father and

mother, who were trying to make their way through

the crowds, not towards but away from their son.

They were not only excited but frightened. They

realized more fully than did some, the danger of

having to do with the strange doctor. The poor

mother shook her head in answer to some of the

questions, but she could not bring herself to deny

her son's identity.

“ Oh, yes , he is our boy ; of course I should know

Joe, anywhere . Yes, sir, he was born blind . Oh,

I don't know how he was cured ! How should I ?

We have but this minute heard of it. Why don't

He is the only one who can tell

about it ."

This, of course, had already been done, but had

not proved satisfactory. It would have seemed

that but one conclusion could be reached by the

facts, yet these wise men reached another.

Very well,” they said at last, addressing

Joe ; " you have occasion to thank God for having

restored your full sight. It will be well for you

to discover what he means by such an act of

mercy. As for the fellow to whom you credit

the cure , remember that the less you say about

you ask Joe ?
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him the better for you. We know too much of

him already ; he is a dangerous fellow. "

Joe's newly recovered eyes flashed . He had

been blind, but not stupid . He smiled trium

phantly in the face of the man who had cautioned

him and spoke out boldly.

“ That is very extraordinary. A dangerous

fellow ,' and yet he has cured me of blindness.

Since the world began , no one has known of a,
a

man born blind being cured . You say God

cured me . I haven't a doubt of it ; but he cer

tainly did it through that man. Now , we both

believe that God does not hear the prayers of

dangerous fellows ! How is it all to be ex

plained ? ”

Then did the dignified public officials forget

their dignity, and stoop to sneers and taunts.

They reminded Joe Andrews of his humble birth,

his lack of education, the inability of his parents

to instruct him , and, indeed, ran all over the

humilities and privations of his life, impressing

upon him the folly of his presuming to instruct

such as they! If he were to be thus injured by

God's gift of sight, it would have been better for

him to have remained blind . Through it all, Joe

kept his temper with an ease that David Holman

could have envied .

It was very true, he replied calmly, that he did

not know much ; he had had few opportunities

for knowledge; but two things he knew : that

.
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his arm.

he had been blind all his life until about an

hour ago, and that now he could see distinctly.

Yes, he knew a third thing ; he knew the man

who had given him sight, and he meant to find

him and thank him, if it took the rest of his life.

And then David, feeling that the restored man

needed no more help from him, escaped from the

crowd, and made his way by a side street to the

church . Evidently the streets were not the place

for one who was trying to steady his pulses and

think dispassionately.

As he passed out of the church that evening,

just as he reached the sidewalk, some one touched

He turned quickly to meet the earnest

eyes of his companion of the morning.

“ I wanted to see you again ,” he began eagerly,

“ to thank you for your great help this morning.

But for you I might not have understood-

Well, sir, you know- More than that, I want

to tell you the rest of my story. You said this

morning that you believed on that man. I do not

know how much you meant, perhaps no

than I did then ; but I mean more now. I have

seen him .”

“ Do you mean since this morning ? ”

“ I did not see him this morning ," said the man ,

with a sudden smile of joy radiating his face ;

“ but to -night, just at sunset, - I saw the sun set !, -

Can you imagine what a sight that was to me ?

Then I saw him, and knew him in an instant.

·

more
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No, please do not ask me how ; I cannot tell. He

is unlike any other.other. I am to be excommunicated

from the church ; you guessed as much this morn

ing, didn't you ? What question do you think he

asked me to -night? The first words he spoke to

me were : “ Do you believe on the Son of God ? '

I wish I could describe to you the feeling that

that question gave me — a strange sensation all

through me. At first I could not speak— then

I said, almost in a whisper, “ Who is he, that I

may believe on him ? ' WillWill you bend your head

a little, sir, so that I may tell you the exact words

of his reply ? • I THAT SPEAK UNTO YOU AM

HE ! ' Yes, sir, those were the words ! I can

never forget them . They are true, TRUE ! I

know it ! I am sure of it ! ”

David Holman walked the streets that even

ing as one who saw not . He did not realize

where he walked ; did not care . His one desire

was to get away from people, and let his brain

take in and dwell upon those solemnly significant

words : " I THAT SPEAK UNTO YOU AM HE !

" After that," said his heart to him, “ what need

you any further witness ? ” He tramped about

over the hills that skirted the town until his body

at least was tired . Then, realizing that the hour

was growing late, and that his host might be

troubled as to what was detaining him, he made

his way with all speed to the Rothwell cottage.

At the door was Mary, and he remembered after

>>
66
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wards the look of solemn joy on her face as she

greeted him.

• Mr. Holman ? I am so glad you have come !

I have been watching for you. Our friend is

here, and he will see you in his room.

go up at once if you wish— you know the room ?

The one you occupied the first night you spent

with us.”

David held out his hand to the girl , his voice

tremulous with emotion : “ God bless you for

getting me this opportunity ; I shall never forget

it." Then he turned and ran up the stairs two

steps at a time, his heart beating in great thuds,

his face pale with expectation . Tapping gently

at the door, he received an instant invitation to

enter ; he turned the knob, and was at last alone

in the presence of the One whose power over him

was henceforth to be absolute and eternal.

They were walking to town together on the fol

lowing afternoon - Mary Rothwell and Mr. Hol

man . He had been talking so earnestly as not to

realize the distance which they had come, nor the

fact that they were in one of the crowded thor

oughfares of the city. He had been telling, as

nearly as such an experience could be put into

words, about his interview of the night before .

Certain moments of that interview he never ex

pected to try to describe to human being ; but there

was much that could be given to a sympathetic

listener, especially to one who understood the
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matter better than he did himself. In truth, he

questioned her earnestly as to the possible mean

ing of this or that word which the Master had

spoken to him. She had smiled significantly when

he first used that phrase, and he had gone back to

the sentence, and said reverently, “ My Master ; "'

and then Mary Rothwell had felt that the inter

view had accomplished its object, and this troubled

soul was at rest.

Suddenly David was recalled to the immediate

present in a way that startled him .
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CHAPTER XXI.

" I WILL DECLARE THY NAME UNTO MY

BRETHREN .”

AS
S they began to feel the necessity of picking

their way through the crowded streets, David

was made aware, in the manner that none of us

understand but have experienced, that a pair

of eyes from out the throng were following him .

He turned his head in the direction of a carriage

that was just then blockaded, met the owner of

that intense pair of eyes, and lifted his hat to

Miriam Brownlee . The bow was returned by a

bend of the head so slight that he was almost in

doubt as to whether she had bowed at all ; and

then her carriage had moved on .

In vain did David try to continue the train of

thought thus interrupted. The vision of Miriam

Brownlee was like a breath from another world,

blown suddenly across his brain . She was at

home, then. He had not thoughtof such a thing ;. a

indeed, as he reflected he realized that he had not

so much as remembered that he was in the city

where she lived. His association with her had

been almost exclusively connected with her aunt's
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home. Years ago he had called upon her at her

father's house ; but it was before he had realized

any deep interest in her, and the call had made

no distinct impression . The questions that pressed

now, were : How long had Miriam been in town,

and what had occasioned her return ? He had

been under the impression that she had expected

to spend the season with her aunt ; but as he re

called the past, he became aware that this was

only an impression, and that he had no distinct

knowledge concerning her. If she had been long

at home, she must have thought it very strange

that he had not called upon her. Indeed, as he

considered it, he admitted that it was surprising

that he had not interested himself to call upon

her mother . As matters now stood between him

self and Miriam this would have been obviously

proper, but the simple truth was that he had been

so absorbed in a subject of infinitely more impor

tance that he had forgotten calls altogether . Did

this account for Miriam's haughty stare ? — no

other word would describe the look upon her face.

An angry stare, and she had made no attempt to

hold the carriage long enough for him to get to her.

“ I am afraid I have been rude, ” was his mental

decision. “She is, perhaps, justified in feeling.

hurt."

Evening found him at the Brownlee homestead.

Miss Miriam was at home, and was entertaining

callers ; among them Mr. Compton, whom David
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did not remember pleasantly. There was nothing

for him but to take a seat among the guests, and

try to be one of them . Within his heart was a

sense of incongruity . He found it well-nigh im

possible to join in the gay conversation which his

entrance had interrupted for the moment, but

which flowed on easily again . The topic under

discussion was an entertainment recently given.

It appeared that all present save himself had been

at the entertainment, and they were comparing

notes . Criticism was unsparing ; some of the

performers were unmercifully ridiculed ; it did

not seem to David that the audience, if this were

a specimen, could really have been entertained.

It all represented another world than his . “ And

those people,” he reflected, “ at least four of them,

are connected with the church, and this has been

its great anniversary week. They seem not to

have known of it ! "

He had chosen a seat as near to Miriam as he

could , and at the first opportunity addressed her.

5 I was very much surprised to see you this

afternoon ; I had not an idea that you were in

town .”

“ Indeed ! were you not aware that I lived in

this city ? ” The question was asked laughingly,

but the tone had a sting in it for David's ear.

He tried to explain , somewhat confusedly , that he

had had the impression that she was still with her

aunt.

2
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“Oh, I come home quite frequently,” she said

gayly ; “ but I do not think my departure for this

city was any more sudden than your own .”

Clearly they were not making any advance

under cover of this surface talk . Watching his op

portunity he asked in an undertone if it would not

be possible to see her alone for a few minutes, and

was answered coldly that it was quite out of the

question, the callers were her guests, of course ,

and must be entertained . Then immediately she

returned to the conventional tone .

“ Are you having a pleasant visit in town, Mr.

Holman ? I noticed this afternoon that you were

so much engaged that I hardly dared intrude,

even with a bow .” The low, silvery laugh that

accompanied these words, he had been wont to

call sweet ; he wondered how he could !

“ I have had a wonderful week," he said with

gravity. “ A week to be remembered forever.

Certain experiences connected with it I am eager

to tell you. I must return home to-morrow. A

note from my father, received this evening, hastens

I had hoped to see you at your aunt's as

as I returned. Do you not go back there

soon ? ” Thus much he accomplished for her ear

alone, but her answer grated .

“ I am not planning to ; as I suggested, I live

at home. It must be hard for both you and your

friends to have your visit cut short. Is Miss

Rothwell as much of a rosebud as I intimated ?

>

me .

soon
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If so, your tastes must have changed ; for you cer

tainly appeared to be enjoying the variety when

I saw you this afternoon ."

He looked at her bewildered . The wonder

flashed through his mind whether she could pos

sibly be jealous of Mary Rothwell . He discarded

it at once as a thought unworthy of himself and of

her ; but there came before him, then and there,

without any volition on his part, a vision of the

fair young woman with whom he had spent the

afternoon, and of their talk together, and the sharp

contrast between the two gave him a strange sense

of pain. Meantime, he was replying with dignity

to Miriam.

“Miss Rothwell has been very kind to me, and

I have reason for gratitude for courtesies received .

I have, however, seen very little of her, and, to be

quite frank , have been so absorbed with other

thoughts as to leave little room for any person

save one."

Miriam reflected as to the identity of the one

exception, and misled herself. Even David Hol

man, unconventional as he was, could hardly speak

to her in that tone, and mean other than a personal

compliment. A pretty flush softened for a mo

ment the haughty lines of her face, and her tones

were gentler.

“ I hope the absorption proved agreeable ?

Mamma has been surprised at not receiving a call

from you earlier ; but I reminded her that Anni
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versary Week was crowded with meetings, and that

very proper church people did not consider social

calls in order ; though no one could have imagined

that you would be so conventional with us."

It was not conventionality, he told her earnestly,

it was absorption. Then, dropping his voice still

lower, he pleaded for opportunity for just a few

words with her in private. He had revelations to

make. There had come to him not so much a

change of purpose as of vision. He had been

blind, and had received sight. Would it not be

possible to excuse herself to her guests for a few

minutes and go out with him ? Could they not

do some errand, or accomplish some end, that

would make it appear reasonable ?

Miriam was sure that nothing of the kind was

feasible . Mamma would be shocked at such a

breach of etiquette . At least one of the guests

was a stranger to her mother and sister.

sides,” she added, “ to be entirely frank, I do not

think it would be well for us to have a visit to

gether to-night. You are in one of your exalted

moods ; people who have been in contact with

Mary Rothwell always are . I should be certain

to shock you. I prefer to wait until you return

to the level of every -day life .”

After that David made his call short. He felt

dazed and troubled , and was in haste to get away.

Miriam accompanied him to the hall, but it was

nearly as public as the parlor. He murmured some

66 Be
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thing to her about writing as soon as he reached

home, without knowing what reply she made to

it, and at last was outside in the quiet night. He

took off his hat, and passed his hand wearily over

his forehead as he walked ; his brain seemed to

need cooling. The stars looked far away and very

bright. Would it not be good to get away from

all the bewilderments of earth , up there ? What

had occurred to make life stretch itself before him

such a complex thing ? Very little had passed

between himself and Miriam , certainly, but that

little had power to sting . He had looked forward

to telling her the experience of the night before,

as he could tell it to no other ; but she had not

cared to hear it. Now he was not sure that he

could ever tell her.

He sat up late trying to plan his life . It was

linked with another life whose happiness must

ever be his first consideration . But there was

more than that ; it was linked for time and for

eternity with a divine life which it would be his

duty and his privilege to serve . Would Miriam

Brownlee ever be in accord with the convictions

which he knew must now govern him ? And if

she were not ? Why, then he must walk that

road alone . Only one thought stood out boldly.

The pledge he had taken in that other room that

night was to be held sacred and supreme . Not

mother, nor father, nor Miriam Brownlee herself

was ever to come between his soul and that.
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Full of other interests as the week had been ,

there had yet been time for business matters ; and

David Holman had reason to believe that his

father would be gratified with the result.

He was more than gratified, and spoke more

frankly than was his habit. He had not ima

gined that such an arrangement could be brought

about. David had shown himself a business man

of marked ability. Why should he not give up

his ideas of a profession and go into business

with his father ? These new openings which he

had himself arranged would afford a splendid

opportunity. Could they not decide to join their

interests and work together ? David saw the

light of eager hope in his mother's face ; she

would like such an arrangement because it would

anchor her son at home. He was sorry that the

proposition had been made just then ; it forced

him to speak, before he had quite determined what

to say. Curiously enough it was Margaret who

helped him to a little more time by opposing the

idea almost petulantly. For her part she did not

want David, with his education that fitted him

for taking his place in the world , to settle down

to be a mere fruit- raiser.

The father showed promptly that he was hurt

by her words. He replied coldly that “ mere

fruit-raising ” had furnished a very good support

for the family for years , and without it David

would hardly have received the education in
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which she took so much pride. But that of

course David was not to be compelled to enter

into partnership with his father; it was a mere

proposition, which he was to treat as he thought

best. Evidently the time had come for David to

speak. He made it very plain that he had no

such feeling for the business as Margaret had ex

pressed. He said frankly that to work in the

open air among the vines was a delight to him ; he

sometimes felt closer to God's handiwork there

than anywhere else . Nevertheless, he was not

ready for any partnership, nor for positive decis

ions of any sort as regarded his life -work. If his

father was willing to have him continue for the

present, working under his direction, and attend

ing to any outside business that he chose to place

in his hands, it would be the arrangement that he

would like the best. He might be glad, in the,

near future, to discuss the question of partnership ;

but he was at present too unsettled as to his

plans to be able to discuss them intelligently.

This reply by no means satisfied his father.

Mr. Holman had not hesitated to say in his family

that David was losing a great deal of time, and

he did not understand why. Having lost so

many years, it was important for him to settle

quickly what he intended to do, and to set about

it at once. This idea he now put into plain lan

guage for David's ear, and asked what was hold

ing him from a decision . Thus pressed, there
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was nothing for David but frankness. He took

one or two thoughtful walks down the room

while his father waited, regarding him curiously,

and Frances, with head bent over her work, knew

that her tell - tale face must be crimson .

“ What I have to say, sir, ” began David at

last, “ will, I fear, cause you pain ; it is that

which makes me hesitate . Yet perhaps the time

has come when I should speak. My uncertainty

with regard to my future grows out of the fact

that I recognize a new Master. I have come

again into personal contact with the man about

whom you have already heard so much, and have

reached certain astounding conclusions concern

ing him . I had meant to talk this whole matter

over with you quietly, father, and not to startle

you by the suddenness of my revelations, but

perhaps it is as well so ; no amount of talk can

prepare one for such words. The simple truth is,

sir, that I believe we have, in the person of that

man, the promised Saviour for whom we have

been looking these many years .”

At this the mother gave a little frightened

cry , “ O my son ! Don't ! ” Frances dropped her,

work , and sat with eyes fixed on her brother, with

a face from which apparently every drop of blood

had receded. Margaret sewed steadily on with
.

the slightest possible shadow of a smile, or else a

sneer playing about her mouth .

As for Mr. Holman, he had been all his life a

>
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man of few words, and generally he had his emo

tions well under control. At that moment his

squarely -cut chin seemed squarer than usual ; his

lips were set in a firm , thin line, and his restless

eyes seemed to burn . Yet his voice was low, and

wonderfully controlled, when at last he spoke :

“ You do well to speak plainly, David, though

you use such awful words. I like to understand

what I am to expect. If I am to be struck to the

heart by my own son it is well to know it. I have

brought up a boy, it seems, who cares no more for

the parents and sisters who have sacrificed and

suffered for his sake, than to yield himself to the

control of the first impostor who tramps over the

country followed by a rabble . It is humiliating

to the last degree, but I can bear it. I have had

hard blows before ; I ought to be used to suffer

ing, especially where you are concerned. But I

can speak plainly, too . We will understand one

another. So long as you, sir, hold yourself away

from any outward association with this accursed

imposition, and keep your wild fancies entirely to

yourself, I am willing to try to think that they

are vagaries of a diseased brain that will pass

away. But just so surely as you join the ignorant

crowd in following that impostor about, or talk to

others the insane idea you have just now advanced,

or have anything whatever to do with him or his

friends in any way, from that hour you are no son

of mine, and no house of mine shall shelter you,
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and no children of mine shall have anything to do

with you ; so help me God ! I advise you to be

very careful in making your final decisions ; when

I make mine, you know very well that I mean

them .”

Mrs. Holman's voice interrupted again . “Oh,

father, don't say that I don't ! DON'T ! ”

66 I have said it.” The father's voice had never

been firmer. - You all know me ; what I
say

I

mean. If David wants to belong to us, and to

have us do for him in the future what we have

done during his long years of helplessness, the

very best we can, so be it ; he is welcome. He is

to make his own choice. But an apostate and a

blasphemer I can not and will not harbor in my

house . Our name has never yet been tarnished

by disloyalty to country or to God ; if it must be

now, I will do what I can to show the world and

the church that it is through no sin of mine.”
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CHAPTER XXII.

“ GIVE US HELP FROM TROUBLE .”

THI

1

.

'HE days that followed were among the hardest

that the Holman family had ever borne,

though each member of it tried to act as though

nothing very serious had happened . The conver.

sation, or , rather, the father's speech, had been cut

short by the arrival of a man to see him on busi

ness ; and he did not revert to the subject again ,

until that evening just before family worship.

Then he said that painful as it was for him to

refer to the scene of the morning, there was one

other word that he ought to have spoken. He

had learned only very recently what utter ship

wreck Philip Nelson had made of himself, giving

up his business and his home, and following a

tramp about the country ! It seemed incredible,

yet he had taken pains to inform himself of the

truth of the report. It only helped to prove how

dangerous a thing it was to have to do with false

hoods of this nature . He trusted that after what

he had said, no more would be necessary ; yet he

felt it his duty to add that hereafter his house

would be closed to Philip Nelson, and his family
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were to understand that he was to be treated,

should they chance to meet, as a stranger.

Whether he understood fully the blow that he

was thus administering to his eldest daughter, may

be doubted. Always a reserved man with his

family, it had been difficult for his daughters to

confide in him. Frances, especially, had been timid

and reserved in his presence. It comforted her

now to think that he might not understand what

Philip Nelson's friendship was to her.

Margaret tried to be sympathetic. “ I'm awfully

sorry for you, Frances, but I'm awfully vexed

with Philip . It does seem to me that he might

have thought of you before letting his insane folly

go to such lengths. It is really very surprising.

Philip never seemed like that sort of man . "

Frances, who had resolved upon silence, was

tempted to speech .

“ I do not quite understand what sort of man

you mean. You see how David feels about this

matter . "

“ Oh, I am not surprised at David ; his nervous

system has been weakened by illness, and he is

in a state to be easily imposed upon, temporarily.

He will come out of it all right; if family ties are

not strong enough to hold him, Miriam Brownlee

will be able to manage it. I have no fears for

David. He has never tramped the country with

the rabble, and I don't believe he ever will."

Her sister was regarding her steadily.
Should

>
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she speak again, or be silent ? She resolved upon

speech.

“ Those are not your own ideas, Margaret ; none

of the words you have spoken to-night are like

yourself. I think you are sorry for me ; but, be

lieve me, you cannot express that sorrow in Felix

Masters's platitudes. I would rather have one

word from you than a volume from him. I am

not afraid for David , either, nor for Philip . Both

of them will do what is right, and I would have

neither of them do other than that. There are

interests far stronger than human friendships .”

“ Upon my word,” said Margaret, “ I believe

you are one of them yourself ! ”

She was not asked to explain what she meant ;

and the subject was not mentioned between them

again.

David, because he could not decide what he

ought to say , was also silent ; but he went in and

out from the home as usual ; interested himself

deeply and satisfactorily in his father's business,

going over details with him, and answering business

letters in a way to make the father long for the

proposed partnership. Moreover, he believed that

such would be David's decision ; a keen -brained

young man, as he evidently was, could not lightly

throw away such an opportunity. The father firmly

believed that, having been firm himself, he needed

now only to bide his time, and all would be well.

David was not like that visionary, ill -balanced
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he came .

young man, Philip. So he advised with his son

on business matters, and deferred to his judgment

in a way that would have been flattering had he

spoken to a mind less preoccupied with grave in

terests. David certainly had much to think

about. Settled in regard to the matter of su

preme moment, he was yet no nearer decision as

to his next step than before . He had written a

note to Miriam, pledging himself to return very

soon to her city, and assuring her that he should

have important news to communicate to her when

The half-formed resolve to write what

he had to say to her passed away. By some

strange freak of the heart he invariably succeeded,

when away from Miriam, in making himself be

lieve that all she needed was a careful explana

tion of the entire subject, to bring her into accord

with the new life which he meant to live . He

assured himself that this could be done by word of

mouth much better than on paper ; so he waited

with what patience he could, unwilling to leave

his father just then , with business cares resting

heavily upon him. Moreover, would it not be

well that he should positively know just what

he desired his next step to be , before seeing

Miriam ?

As the days passed, and he still did not see his

way clear to leaving home, he wrote long letters to

Miriam on almost every subject but the one that

engrossed his thoughts. Then came a letter from
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a distant part of the State, demanding personal

attention , and the father elected that David was

the one to go. He welcomed the duty ; to get

quite away from everybody he knew, and think out

his problem alone, was perhaps what he needed .

The first person he met after settling himself in

a hotel was Philip Nelson .

" Is it possible that you“ that you are here ? ” he

exclaimed, stopping short in the street.

“ I might respond in the same manner,” said

Philip, smiling. “ You are the last person I ex

pected to meet. What does it mean ? ”

David turned at once in the direction his friend

had been going, and, after briefly explaining his

own errand, asked with an eagerness that could

not be suppressed,

“ And now for your story. Are there any new

developments ? ”

“ That depends. I do not know how well you

have kept posted since I last saw you.

know that we are all in this part of the world,

and that we had to get away from the town where

we last met ? "

- Is he here, Philip ? 6-Had to get away ' ?

Why ?”

“ His life was in danger. When it was dis

covered that Joe Andrews had been made to see,

the feeling against his Deliverer became intense ;

it culminated in a deliberate effort to make away

with him ! That they did not succeed can be

Do you

6
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accounted for only on the ground that he did

not choose to have it so . It is well known that

the country is in the hands of a few, and those

few are his enemies . Still, I think they feared the

people. It was hardly reasonable to suppose the

crowds who were receiving at his hands daily

benefits could turn against him at once ; though

I do not think the crowd can be depended upon ;

it thinks one thing to-day and another to -morrow .

Does it not seem incredible that a man like him

should be hunted from place to place like an out

law ? "

David's gesture was almost one of impatience.

“ I don't know what to think ," he said . “ Look

where your own logic leads you.
If this man were

what you believe him to be, how could any people,

however high in power, withstand him ? ”

“ David ," said his friend in significant tones,

“ do you mean to say “ if ’ ? I thought you had

reached the point where you dropped all • ifs,' and

said · I know .' ”

David's sensitive face flushed ; but he answered

the rebuke with a smile, as he said : “ Perhaps

that is well deserved. In my heart there are no

“ ifs , ' but I do not understand .”

“ Nor do I. May I answer your question by a

quotation ? • He is brought as a lamb to the

slaughter, and as a sheep before her shearers is

dumb, so he opened not his mouth. ' Do you re

member those words, and their connection ? What

>
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do they mean ? It is all mystery . He perfectly

understands that there is a conspiracy against him ,

knows more about it than we do, and more than

hints that his enemies will be successful ; and yet

he
says has said it more than once, to different

classes of people — that he is the Son of God, the

promised Saviour of the world ! I heard him in

a public meeting read those very words from which

I have quoted and apply them to himself ! The

people were so angry that they tried to take his

life, and they do not understand why he escaped

them ."

They extended their walk well into the evening.

Philip had passed through many thrilling experi

ences since they had last met, and his story was

rich. At last, in response to a question, David

admitted that the time had come for decisions,

and that there was a sense in which his was already

made ; although he did not yet know what his

duty was, nor whether he ought to take any out

ward stand in opposition to his own family.

He felt Philip's hand tremble on his arm ; and

there was a strange solemnity in his voice as he

said, “ . If any man love father or mother more

than me he is not worthy of me . ' I am quoting

his words, my friend, and I heard them under cir

cumstances that will help me to remember them.

My own people have cast me off utterly. My

father will not even allow me to call at his house.

Practically I am homeless and friendless, so far as

6
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some sorrows

my own are concerned ; yet there are times when

I am able to rejoice even over this . I need not

speak to you of Frances ; you will understand

without words."

He could not keep his voice from trembling

then, and David answered him only by a stronger

pressure of his arm .
There are

that cut too deep for words. They walked on in

silence for several minutes, then Philip spoke

again .

“ I mean that there are times when I can almost

rejoice that I am counted worthy to suffer with

him ; but I will not deny that the way ahead looks

dark. Some of our number think those prophecies

from which I have just been quoting are some

what figurative, and are being now fulfilled, and

that a little ahead there is brightness . They be

lieve that the distrust and fear with which men

high in office regard him are well founded ; that

he means, very soon, to set up his kingdom, and

give his faithful ones their immediate reward.

But I have no such belief as that. What I haveI

heard him say of himself does not justify it. What

I see before us is trouble and unutterable sorrow

for him and his . Moreover, I believe we have

enemies among us. '

“ You do not mean among his professed fol

owers ? "

“ Yes, I do ; we have one among us whom I

utterly distrust . I had reason to in former days,
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and I see in him those same faults now. How

can a man who is not honest in his dealings be

trusted anywhere ? Just what he means to do, or

can do, I do not know ; but he will, as of old, bear

watching. You know who I mean, of course ?

He is our treasurer ; he has abundant opportunity,

and I am quite sure yields to temptation . Under

other circumstances than now exist I should re

port him to our leader ; but imagine me going to

a man who has power to give sight to the blind,

and speech to the dumb, yes, even to raise the

dead , and complaining of a fellow-man ! He evi

dently knows the hearts of each one of us better

than we know ourselves ; yet he called this man

to follow him , and retains him in our company.

This is one of the instances in which when I

begin to ask myself .Why ' ? I get into utter con

fusion .”

When David reached his room that evening, he

thought that his next step was plain to him . He

would seek an interview on the following morning

with the man whom he had determined to call

• Master,' and ask for light as to his future course .

But he was doomed to bitter disappointment.

Having called as early as he thought courtesy

would permit, at the address Philip had given him,

he learned that the entire company had departed

at daylight. The head of the house did not even

know what route they had taken , but had been told

that they would not return . There was nothing for

6
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the disappointed man but to give himself fully to

the business that had called him there.

The usual unexpected delays occurred ; and it

was much later in the season than he had meant

it to be, when David Holman again presented

himself at the door of Miriam's home, only to

learn that she was absent for the day. Her mother

was profuse with explanations and regrets. Mir

iam had not received the note announcing his

coming until that morning ; and as there was a

riding-party gotten up by herself, she felt com

pelled to go. She regretted it exceedingly, of

course , and wanted to take time to write a few

words of explanation ; but the others were waiting,

and the mother had promised to say what was

necessary .

David concealed his disappointment as well as

he could, and asked when he could hope to see

Miriam. But the answer was uncertain. 66 These

moonlight evenings are so bewitching to young

people, ” the mother said, smiling. “ They are

very apt to take longer for these excursions than

has been planned , and of course Miriam cannot

hurry her guests. I am really afraid that you.

would better not plan to see her to-night. To

morrow morning, of course, as early as you choose

to come, she will be glad to see you. '

Compelled to content himself with this, it did

not require much study to determine that he would

try to spend his leisure evening with Mr. Roth

>
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well. There were questions of absorbing interest

that could be talked over better with him than with

any other. Having escaped from Mrs. Brownlee,

and written a few lines to his mother explaining

a probable detention longer than he had supposed,

he went at once out to the Rothwells' . There he

found trouble. Mr. Rothwell was very ill, and

both sisters were absorbed in attendance upon him .

They greeted David as an intimate friend, and

Mrs. Symonds invited him at once to the sick

room ; she was anxious to know what he thought

of their brother's condition . Once there, it took

but an hour or two for David to prove himself

the wisest and tenderest of nurses, and his offer

to spend the day and the night was gratefully

accepted.

Before the night fell, Mrs. Symonds was saying

between anxious sighs that she did not know what

they could have done without him ; he seemed to

know exactly what to do for the sick man. By

morning David's resolve was taken. Here was

opportunity for him to repay some of the many

kindnesses that the Rothwells had shown him .

The character of the illness was serious, and the

utmost care and watchfulness would be called for,

both of which he felt competent to give ; he would

remain for a few days, and devote himself to the

sick man . When he communicated his resolve to

the sisters, he received Mrs. Symonds's profuse

thanks, and one swift look of gratitude from Mary's
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eyes . David explained that he would have to go

into town to keep an engagement, but would re

turn as soon as possible.

He found Miriam Brownlee in her prettiest

morning toilet, delighted to see him, and profuse

in apologies for yesterday.

“Wasn't it dreadful ? ” she said ; " a genuine

instance of self -abnegation . To tell you the truth,

you were to blame for it all . If you were not so

dreadful about keeping promises, and all that sort

of thing, I should have broken mine, and stayed

at home to receive you. You can imagine how

much I enjoyed the day ! O David ! it is so nice

to think that you have come just at this time.

We have several delightful young people staying

with us , and no end of plans for enjoying our

selves . We are going to the cascade this evening

by moonlight-you remember the cascade, I hope ?

I shall be delighted to show it to you again .

Your being here gives me just the opportunity I

wanted to include my sister Anna in the party ;

we were to ride in couples, and were short of

gentlemen. And we have the most charming pic

nic planned for tomorrow ! We shall go in single

carriages out to Glen Avon, - a long drive, you

know, - and a picnic dinner with a lawn dance

afterwards, by moonlight. Won't that be lovely ??

It is an especially full week on account of these

friends of mine, who are to be here but a short

time; but we can manage to see a great deal of
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each other at the same time; I am sure you will

enjoy it. You have been a hermit for so long

that I am charmed with the idea of putting you

back where you belong. You have come to stay

the entire week, haven't you ? ”
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CHAPTER XXIII.

" HOPE DEFERRED MAKETH THE HEART SICK .”

POOR
R David ! how certainly there were two

worlds, in one of which Miriam had her life .

How utterly out of character with the earnest

words he had to say to her were picnics and

moonlight dances and all the belongings of her

world ! How was he, in a few sentences, to ex

plain to her that he did not belong to it ? His

continued silence finally arrested Miriam's atten

tion ; she studied his face closely.

“ What have you been doing with yourself ? ”

she asked ; " you do not look well. I don't

believe you slept at all last night. Where did

you stay ? I was vexed with mamma for not in

sisting upon your stopping with us.

headache this morning ? Why are you so pale ? ”

“ You are right,” he said with a grave smile ;

“ I did not sleep last night. I watched with my

friend Mr. Rothwell, who is very ill indeed ; and

as no suitable attendant can be secured, I have

promised to return to him as soon as I can ; so

the moonlight ride must be taken without me

after all.”

Have you a

>

>
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Miriam's face flushed, and her words came

rapidly .

“ I am sure I cannot understand why. You

certainly are not a professional nurse . What

possible claim can the Rothwells have upon your

services ? I shall not consent to any such
arrange

ment, I assure you. I planned the ride this even

ing with a special view to our having opportunity

to visit together, and I am not going to give you

up to watch with anybody.'

“ I beg pardon , ” said David ; “ you evidently

do not take in the situation. I went to see Mr.

Rothwell on business, and found him very ill

indeed, and needing the sort of care that his sis

ters are not able to give ; of course I offered to

stay with him until something better could be

done, and of course you wish me to be true to my

word.”

“ I do not know how I can be expected to wish

any such thing. Your word does not always seem

so precious to you, does it ? How long is it since

you promised to return on purpose to see me ?

When you were here before, and gave these new

friends of yours your entire time, I did not inter

fere, although I considered myself very strangely

treated ; but if the experience is to be repeated, I

warn you that you will find it difficult to make

a satisfactory explanation . ”

David passed his hand wearily over his forehead ,

and felt bewildered, but he kept his voice gentle.

>
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call that proper

“ Indeed, Miriam , I try to keep all my pledges.,

I explained to you how that was, and my letters

have been full of regret for my long detentions ;

but this is a very plain case , a friend is ill and

needs me . When your cousin John was ill, did

it seem strange to you that I watched with him

night after night ?

“ It was a very different matter,” she said

sharply. “ John is my cousin , almost my brother ;“

but the Rothwells are nothing to either of us.

A mere business acquaintance whom you have

known but a few weeks, yet you plan to put his

interests before mine ! Do you call that

treatment of me ? "

He stood before her utterly bewildered. He

was really too high -minded to understand her

insinuations. After a moment he made another

attempt.

“ I must be very stupid this morning. Have

I explained to you that Mr. Rothwell's illness is

critical, and that proper professional care cannot

at present be secured ? I came to him provi

dentially, in the very hour of his need ; and I feel

sure , Miriam, that when you take in the situation,

you will see that I could not do otherwise than I

have ."

Apparently while he talked Miriam's mood

changed.

“ Oh , well,” she said, with her light laugh, “ do

not let us quarrel. If you must be spared to
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turn nurse to-day, why I suppose you must,

though the David Holman with whom I used to

be acquainted would have given up all the sick

men in the country for an hour of some people's

society. That is nonsense, of course ; you need

not look so shocked ; but I am dreadfully disap

pointed. I release you, then , for the day ; but

remember that for the picnic and the dance you

are engaged , and I shall take no excuse. They

must find their professional nurse by that time. ”

He was not making progress. He was even

posing under false pretences ! More than the

illness of a friend was keeping him from this

round of fashionable amusements planned out for

him.

How was he to make plain to Miriam that he

had reached a solemn epoch in his life ; that

grave sacrifices were before him , even the being

shut out from his own home and his mother ?

Above all, how was he to tell her of the hope he

had indulged that he could make her sympathize

with him ? Clearly she was not in the mood this

morning for such explanations, but would she

ever be ? Ought he to wait, and go away leaving

her to imagine that he would carry out with her

the gay programme she had arranged ?

He arose abruptly from the seat beside her, and

walked the length of the pretty parlor ; then

pushed the only substantial chair in the room in

front of her, and sat down.
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“ Well ! ” said Miriam gayly, " you look for

midable now, in my grandfather's chair ! Are you

comfortable ? You don't appear so . What is to

be done next ? Am I to have a sermon ? ”

He tried to smile in response to her raillery,

but his words were grave enough .

“May I not talk to you a few minutes about

that which fills my heart ? If you will let me,

I think I can make my position plain ; in any

case, it is my duty to try. Miriam, the stranger

of whom you and I have spoken before has come

into
my

life with power. I have seen and talked

with him , and have made my decision. I accept

him as my friend, my teacher, my guide in all

things. All that he is to do with me and for me I

do not know , but I have deliberately placed my

self in his hands. Henceforth there is a sense in

which I belong to him ; and all interests contrary

to those which he plans must be put aside . This

decision has already cost me much ; my father is

violently opposed to it all, and my home will

probably be closed against me. Still, I have made

my choice. These are not the words in which I

had hoped to explain to you, Miriam ; but others

will not come at my bidding. It seemed due to

you that I should speak without further delay.

I know that I have hurt you, but I must not be

false to myself even to avoid giving you pain.

Before you speak, let me add one sentence. I

am absolutely sure that you are mistaken in your
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I tell you

views of this stranger. You have been told many

false things concerning him. You think his leader

ship includes interests which I do not believe it

touches. If you will trust me, Miriam , I will do
I

nothing that will involve you in notoriety, or be

unpleasant to the most refined and womanly ideas;

and I will introduce you to a friendship that is

sweeter and purer than any earthly tie . Oh, the

life that you and I together can live, if you will

but let me show you what this thing means ! May

and then he stopped abruptly.

Miriam had heard all that she would. She drew

back the hand he tried to take, and pushed her

chair farther from his, and her voice was harder

than he had ever heard it.

“ I call this very strange conduct indeed ! The

David Holman I used to know was a gentleman ;

this one has evidently adopted another code of

rules than those which govern polite society. It

is but a short time since you of your own free

will renewed the understanding that there was

between us, and to which I had held myself true

during all the years of your illness. No sooner,.

however, was this done, than you began a series

of bewildering acts . Having the right to claim

at least a portion of your time, I saw almost

nothing of you . You came to the city where my

home has always been , and for an entire week

did not call upon me . Of course you were im

mersed in business, yet it gave you opportunity

,
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to attend church daily . All this I have tried to

overlook , and have received you as though noth

ing had occurred to hurt me . Finally you pre

sent yourself to me to report as a professional

nurse, engaged to attend the brother of your

new friend, and then pour into my ears the most

astonishing statements that I ever heard from a

sane man's lips ! You have resolved to cut your

self loose from family and respectability, and

follow the fortunes of an adventurer against

whom I myself have warned you. I have told

you that I knew, better than I could explain, the

absolute danger there was in having anything to

do with that man ; and I hazarded political secrets

of no little importance to do so, all to no purpose.

You have actually reached the point where you

dare to ask me not only to tolerate in you this

senseless and insane decision, but to follow you

in the life to which it will lead ! You have taken

one step too far. Understand now , once for all,

you are to choose between us. Either cut your

self, and at once, free from all entanglement with

this man and his friends, or do not presume to

think of me as a friend of yours.”

David had partially shielded his face with his

hand, and sat through these angry sentences in

utter silence . When Miriam paused for breath ,

there was still silence for a moment ; then he sat

erect, and looked steadily at his companion.

Miriam , one word . I would have chosen a
66
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different time and different words for the revela

tion, but now it must be made . I believe with all

my soul that the man whom you call an adven

turer is the promised Saviour of the world, come

to us as a man among men, that he may reach our

inmost lives and our deepest experiences . Believ

ing this, could I do other than I have ? ”

Instantly Miriam arose, a curious mixture of

anger and fear in her face, as she said with low,

rapid utterance,

“ David Holman, the blasphemy which you have

uttered is not new to me ; I have heard of it be

fore . I believe there are but two classes of people

who make it. One class are deceivers, who best

know themselves what they hope to gain by such

folly ; the other class are stark raving mad, and

ought to be sent to lunatic asylums without further

delay. I know you well enough to believe that

you belong to the latter class, and I am afraid of

you ! I do not say that you are insane on any

other subject, therefore I wait to explain that

until your reason returns to you I do not want

to see you again. It has been a humiliation and

a disgrace to have my name associated with yours

since this mania took possession of you, and I

am resolved to endure it no longer. O David

Holman ! to think that it should have come to

this ! ” Then she turned and went abruptly from

the room.

For several minutes David kept his seat, his
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head bowed in his hands . He could not think

that this was the end. He was sure that Miriam

was not afraid of him, and had not for a moment

` thought him other than sane . It could not be

that she had gone to stay. In a few minutes she

would return to say that she had been too hard,

and in a moment of passion had spoken words that

she did not mean. He waited and waited. Mir

iam had received him in the small back parlor,

with the curtains drawn close between him and the

larger room . He waited until callers came, ask

ing for Miss Brownlee — gentlemen callers .. He

waited until the servant who had received their

cards came back to say that she would be with

them presently ; then he quietly let himself out,

and walked down the street like one in a dream.

Instinctively his mind went back to that dark

morning when he lay on his back, and stared the

awful future in the face, and believed that life

meant for him just lying there and waiting for

a coffin and a grave. He remembered that the

fiercest agony of pain with which his soul did

battle then was the giving up of Miriam Brown

lee . How many times was he to be called upon

to fight the same battle , bury the same hopes ?

It was well for him that the next few days held

him so closely to grave duties and responsibilities

as to afford no time for thought about his own

interests. Mr. Rothwell's illness assumed a still

more alarming form as the days passed ; the pro
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fessional nurse had been secured, but the sick man

clung with the persistence of a diseased brain to

David ; therefore he stayed .

Certain business interests he discovered could,

in the intervals of attendance upon his friend, be

looked after, thus aiding both Mr. Rothwell and

his father. This feature of the trouble his father

could appreciate, and daily letters passed between

father and son concerning the business complica

tions resulting from the illness of the chief. Mean

time, as the danger increased , the hearts of the

anxious sisters began to turn more and more to

ward their absent friend. “ If he were only here ! ”

was the phrase now constantly on their lips ; and

David echoed the wish .

“ If we could but get word to him , " said Mary

one morning, when their fears were at the highest,

6. I am sure he would come.”

66 But he went from here on account of the con

spiracy against him ," reminded David . 66 Would

it be safe for him to return ? "

“ I do not know ,” said Mary simply ; “ he would

know ; some trusted messenger could go quietly

to ask it of him ; one who would hunt for him,

and yet make no public inquiries .”

- Yes, ” said David after a thoughtful pause,

“ I could do that ; I wonder that I have not

thought of it before. If I can slip away from

your brother without exciting him too much, I

will make the effort."

>

>
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She looked the gratitude her voice could not

speak . After a moment she said simply, “ I am

almost sure he would come. He loves my

brother."

Within an hour, David was on his way . A

long and perilous ride, sometimes along a moun

tain footpath where there was not supposed to be

room for foot of horse ; but David, who in his

boyhood had been familiar with almost every

bridle -path in the country, had less difficulty in

making his way than many others would have

found .

It was on the afternoon of the third day that

Mary, watching from an upper window, came to

meet his return .

“ He is still living,” she said, in response to

David's look. “ O Mr. Holman ! did you not find

him ? "

“ I found him, yes . Is there no change in your

brother, Miss Rothwell ? "

6. Not for the better. I think the doctor has

given up hope. Won't you tell me what he

said ? "

David waited to fasten his horse before he

made answer. He seemed to dread his task . At

last he turned toward her :

“ Miss Rothwell, I have no word for you ; he

said nothing. I reached the village where he is

stopping, just at evening, and found my friend

Philip Nelson, who took me to him. He was sur
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rounded as usual by people of the poorer class,

teaching and helping them. I made my way to

him at once, and gave him your message. Miss

Rothwell, I do not know how to tell you that he

seemed to have no interest in it . He was as one

who had not heard ; and yet I know he heard.

Perhaps you will understand, though I do not,

why a strange feeling should have come upon me

just then that I must not question him. I turned

away,
and came back as I went alone. ”

“ I am afraid I understand," said Mary Roth

well, her face very white . 6 It means that my

brother is to die. O Mr. Holman ! isn't it bitter,

bitter, to have one's last hope taken away ? ”

“ No,” said David eagerly ; “ don't say that.

He is not not like any other, remember. Perhaps

all the while he intends to come, and knows that

he will be in time."

Some such hope as that stayed with them all

the next day ; they took turns in watching from

the Eastern window the mountain footpath down

which the Deliverer might come. They watched in

vain. At sunset of that day the struggle was over,

and the idolized brother lay robed for the grave.

Even then they watched the footpath down the

mountain . Could they forget John Brownlee ?

“ He met them on the way to the grave,” Mary

Rothwell said, searching Mr. Holman's face for

some answering hope to her thought.

6. Yes,” he said, “ and without being sent for ;
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they had done what they could to keep him away .

Don't give up the hope, Miss Rothwell. ”

Perhaps the burden was heavier because of this

long - drawn - out agony of suspense . And they

hoped in vain .

The weary hours dragged themselves away, and

all those terrible “ last things ” were lived through,

and the barriers of the grave closed over Mr. Roth

well's body, and in the deserted home the sisters

wept alone.
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CHAPTER XXIV .

SHALL THE DEAD ARISE AND PRAISE THEE ? ”

A
LTHOUGH there was no further need for

watching, one of the watchers could not

bring himself to leave entirely the desolated house .

David Holman took a room in a hotel in town, and

spent the most of the hours of daylight at the

Rothwell homestead. There was eminent reason

for this ; and it was of course eminently proper

that Mr. Holman, whose father was connected

with the same business, should be the one to take

in charge the business matters so suddenly de

serted by their chief.

The season was at its height, and a responsible

head was most important, so the sisters could only

express their grateful thanks to David for this

added kindness . He saw almost as much of them

as though he had been of the family, and he was

evidently the one of all their friends on whom

they were disposed to lean .

They talked together about many things, but

were silent concerning that one which lay heav

ily on the hearts of all. Why had the friend on

whom their eager hopes centred utterly failed
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them ? David was by no means anxious to preak

the silence ; he felt disappointed and bewildered .

If in his wisdom the Master had determined not

to come to their aid, why had he not at least sent

tender messages, and assurances of unfailing love ?

Instead, had he not himself seen him turn from

the news with an unmoved , almost an indifferent,

face ?

One evening Mary Rothwell suddenly spoke

her thoughts.

“ Ours has been a strange experience. I could

quiet my heart with the thought that my brother

is needed in heaven, if only our friend had come

to us and told us so , or sent us at least one com

forting word . It is very, very strange, but it must

be right."

“ Yes,” said David , keeping back a sigh ; “we

must give him at least the consideration that we

do other friends. When we cannot understand

their acts, we can believe that their intentions

were right.”

“ He does not make mistakes ," answered Mary

Rothwell; and she arose at once, as though no

more words could be trusted then . Mrs. Symonds

was not so reticent. She openly declared that she

had not expected such treatment, — so fond as he

had been of their brother, and so intimate in their

home. It was all perfectly unaccountable .

The fourth day after the funeral David Holman

was in the grapery directing some delicate work,
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when Mrs. Symonds came to the entrance and

motioned him to her.

“ Could you not go in for a little while,” she

said, “ and help poor Mary ? The room is full of

callers — people who have come to comfort us, poor

fools ! I bore it as long as I could. Mary is

doing her utmost to make them all feel that they

are kind. IfIf you could go and do some of the

talking, I know it would be a relief.”

Of course David signified his willingness to help

in any possible way ; and waiting only to give

certain directions to the men, he went to his new

duties. He was very slightly acquainted with a

few of the guests, others he had not met ; but he

forced himself to take the lead in conversation ,

repaid by a swift glance from Mary's eyes which

he could interpret, and by her lapse into almost

total silence.

Fully engaged as he was, with every sense on

the alert to ward off direct appeals to Mary, Mr.

Holman yet became aware presently that some

thing unusual was going on outside. A boy came

hurriedly up the walk, ran around to the side

door, and held a conversation with some one, pre

sumably Mrs. Symonds, for she almost immediately

ran down the road in the direction whence the

messenger had come. David carried on his divided

train of thought, and talked on. After a brief ab

sence, Mrs. Symonds returned almost on the run,

and from the next room summoned Mary to

a
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come to her. The call was low ; but Mary, seated

near the door, evidently heard it, and without any

attempt at explanation, arose quickly and vanished .

In a very few minutes thereafter both sisters

hurried down the walk. David regretted that

one of the callers had changed her seat for one

near the window , and now reported this singular

fact.

“ Poor creatures ! ” said another ; “ how utter

ly broken down they are . It is no wonder, I

am sure ; they depended so entirely on their

brother.”

“ I suppose they have gone to the grave,” said

the friend by the window ; “they went in that

direction ."

Then an energetic woman spoke.
66 How ner

vous Mrs. Symonds is ! she cannot control herself

as well as Mary can. I declare, I tremble for

her, lest her brain will give way. Don't you think

some of us ought to walk down that way ? It

seems cruel to leave those two poor things there

alone . Some of us who are best acquainted with

them might follow at a distance.

think so, Mr. Holman ? Or perhaps you might

go to them ? I do hate to have poor Mary left

alone to look after her sister, she seems so very

nervous to-day . ”

Thus appealed to, David admitted that he was

afraid some news had come to the sisters to

trouble them ; it was not their habit to hurry away

Don't you
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in this manner, and if the friends would excuse

him he would see if help was needed.

This was the signal for the callers to take leave,

and to David's annoyance several of them fol

lowed him at what they probably thought was a

“respectful distance.”

What he saw , as he passed the line of trees that

had obscured his vision, set his heart to beating

in great bounds . Just a few steps away, sur

rounded by his immediate followers, was the man

for whose coming they had longed and prayed.

At his feet, in a perfect agony of weeping, was

Mary Rothwell. David, as he drew near, heard

her sob out her pitiful cry :

“Oh, if you had been here, my brother would

not have died ! '

The face of the man who listened was full of

sympathy and sorrow . He asked to be shown the

way to the spot where they had laid his friend ;

and before they reached it, his tears were mingling

with theirs. David, keeping in the background,

was able to overhear much of the undertone of

talk . Their followers had largely increased . Evi

dently it had been noised through the streets that

the mysterious friend of the family had arrived,

and curiosity seekers could not hold themselves

away , even from a grave.

6 Look at that man ! one said ; - the tears are

rolling down his cheeks . They say he was very

fond of poor Mr. Rothwell. Why didn't he come,

>
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I wonder, and try to cure him ? Whatever they

say of him, he really has performed some wonder .

ful cures.

Suddenly all voices were hushed ; for the sisters

and their friend had reached the grave, and his

hands were clasped as for prayer. “ Father,” he

said, 6. I thank thee that thou hast heard me ; and

I know that thou hearest me always ; but because

of the people who stand by I said it, that they

may believe that thou hast sent me. '
Was ever

prayer like that heard at a grave before ? There

was no mention of the mourning ones, nor hint of

their need for comfort in their great affliction .

The listeners looked at one another, startled,

shocked. But if the prayer had astonished them,

what shall be said of the next act of this mysteri

ous man ?

Advancing toward the grave, he spoke in a clear,

calm voice, not to any of the people gathered

about, but to the silent occupant of the tomb ;

and his words were a brief, authoritative direction

to come forth . Then the awe-stricken people

broke, some of them into screams of uncontrollable

terror, some ran from the spot, and others dropped

in dead faints ; for at that voice of command a

movement was distinctly heard in that quiet house

where death was expected to reign until the judg

ment day, and the man whom they had laid away

in the grave came forth and stood among them !
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Of what use for a common pen to try to de

scribe the scene in the Rothwell home that even

ing, when the reunited family gathered for their

evening meal ?

“ Have you written to Frances ? ” Philip Nelson

asked his friend David the morning following, as

they stood bidding each other good -by.

“ No,” said David, “ I have written to no one .

I cannot. There are some experiences that can

not be put into words. But I am going home

to -morrow . I shall try to tell her. ”

Meantime, in some respects a stranger scene

than that which took place at the grave was being

enacted in the city near at hand. A hastily called

meeting of the leading men was being held, and

prominent among the speakers was Felix Masters.

He had taken it upon himself to set forth the

dangers and difficulties of the situation. The

strange man who had been wandering over the

country for many weeks had now succeeded in

rousing the people to the very highest pitch of

excitement by his last act. It was not to be

denied that the man possessed some power by

which he accomplished that which had been here

tofore beyond human skill ; but there was not the

slightest doubt about its being a power for evil —

a power which, if allowed to be used unmolested,

would turn their cities and their homes upside

down. The entire country was in danger. What

the man was after was undoubtedly power of an
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other kind than that which he now exercised. He

meant to rule. What would the leaders think of

themselves if they sat with folded hands, and al

lowed this stranger to hypnotize the hearts and

brains of the common people until they arose in

power, and there was an insurrection of the

bloodiest sort ? Undoubtedly the hour had come

for action . They all knew what was now claimed

by the fanatics, and this meeting had been called

to see how best to meet the emergency with that

promptness which the danger demanded.

The President of the Council arose to respond

to Mr. Masters's statement. His manner was

quieter, and his speech less inflammable. In the

main he confessed himself to be in accord with

the last speaker, although he by no means took so

gloomy a view of affairs. Of course they were

bound to arrest this tide of error and superstition

by which the country was being flooded, and un

doubtedly they would do so . The strange man

had proved himself a dangerous enemy, and of

course the country must be given the first thought.

Still, he advised very careful management ; no

good could result from antagonizing the common

people. Their excitement must be soothed, and

their prejudices catered to in a degree, in order

to prevent an uprising.

Other speakers followed, and many plans of

action were discussed . All seemed to be agreed

that the dangerous stranger must answer for his
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crimes with his life ; but the exact way in which

this should be accomplished was not determined,

further than that a careful official eye should be

kept upon him, and his arrest made so soon as it

would be safe to do so. Yet the crime which was

the occasion of this remarkable meeting was the

restoring to life and health of a prominent citizen

of their district who had been dead for four days !

It is true that this seems perfectly incredible ; but

when one is simply recording well-authenticated

history, what is one to do ? ”

Felix Masters went away from the meeting by

no means satisfied . He expressed himself gloomily

the next evening when he visited the town near

which the Holmans lived, and took occasion to

call upon them .

- There is too much talk and too little action,”

he said. “ I am convinced that our policy of delay

is dangerous . I find myself awakening each morn

ing with a sense of relief that no positive upheaval

of the country has yet taken place. ”

Why, do you really fear an outbreak of any

sort ? ” Mrs. Holman asked incredulously.

“ Indeed I do ; and an outbreak such as it will

be, participated in by the very lowest classes, will,

I assure you, be something to dread . The apathy

of the leading men is amazing. A few vigorous

steps now and the whole affair would be crushed ;

but the time is coming when it will require the

loss of hundreds, even thousands, of lives to put
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it down. One needs only to travel through the

country as my friend Mr. Compton has been doing

to see how this astonishing bit of treason is being

worked up. The man is keen brained, and as

wise as a serpent in his methods ; and already

some of whom we had reason to expect better

have fallen his victims. I assure you I am as

tonished and appalled over our apathy in this

matter. Now, having said so much, may I speak

even more plainly, Mr. Holman ? I came here to

night hoping to meet your son. I wanted to tell

him that his name is being quoted by outsiders

as one who upholds this proposed insurrection .

It may all be gossip, of course ; still, he is intimate

with that unfortunately conspicuous family, the

Rothwells ; and I am told that he still meets on

friendly terms that young traitor Nelson, who used

to be in our employ. It is dangerous business,

Mr. Holman ; and as a friend of your family I;

wanted to assure him of it, and beg him to take

pains to state that he is not in any way in collusion

with their schemes.”

The father's face was very pale as he heard

this warning, but he was not a man who cared to

sit and listen to the criticisms of others upon his

He replied with exceeding gravity, and also

with marked coldness, that he believed his own

position was well known, but that it ought to be

remembered that his son was a man, not a boy,

and was responsible for his own opinions.

son .
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Mr. Masters made haste to explain that of

course he understood all this, and his exceeding

anxiety for their welfare must be his excuse for

this friendly warning. He had thought it pos

sible that young Mr. Holman did not appreciate

the gravity of the situation . Then, having made

the little family as miserable as he well could, he

took his departure.

The following day brought David ; and as his

father listened with interest to the admirable busi

ness plans he had been able to carry out, he told

himself that David had fully as keen a brain as

that puppy of a Masters, and had as good a right

to do his own thinking. At the same time, with

admirable consistency, he coldly told his heart that

David would have to choose between him and the

strange craze which seemed to have partly turned

his brain .

As for David, what he thought, or what he had

decided, he kept to himself, and gave his entire

time, and apparently all his energies, to his father's

business. This, however, was only because his pres

ent duty seemed to be to wait, holding himself in

readiness for whatever the future had in store for

him . So far as Miriam Brownlee was concerned,

she had herself checked his way, since he was not

to return to her until he disclaimed all interest

in his new friend. There was in the midst of his

sadness a thrill of solemn joy at his heart as he

recognized that this new friend was for time and
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eternity. In taking this stand, he believed that he

fully realized the situation . He had kept himself

posted as to what was going on in the world ; and

as he was as firm a believer in Satanic influence as

was Felix Masters himself, he could only feel that

the extraordinary opposition to a man who had not

only opened the eyes of the blind, but actually

raised the dead to life, was the influence of Satan

upon their hearts. With his Bible before him open

to the words, " Then the eyes of the blind shall“

be opened , and the ears of the deaf shall be un

stopped , ” in the light of the facts which were

already blazing before them , what else was one to

think ?

Meantime all efforts to arrest the disturber of

the peace seemed to have been futile. He and his

followers had gone quietly away again ; but it was

generally understood that this was only a lull in

the coming storm .

Matters were in this state when David received

a letter from Mr. Rothwell, inviting him to be pres

ent at a series of special meetings in the church,

and announcing that their “ Friend ” was to be with

them . He knew of the conspiracy against him,

“ understands it I think better than we do,” the

letter said , yet he was coming ; and they, his

friends, meant to rally closely about him, and do

for him what they could. Would David join

them ?

While David was still busy with his mail, his
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father asked if he had not noticed Mr. Rothwell's

handwriting among his letters .

“ Yes, sir,” replied David, and without note or

comment passed the letter to him. In his own

mind he had become settled that final decisions

must now be made.
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CHAPTER XXV.

6 LOVER AND FRIEND HAST THOU PUT FAR

FROM ME.”

“WELL," said Mr. Holman,passing the letter" ,

back to his son, “ what reply is to be

made to this remarkable epistle ? ”

“ I wish to go, father. I think I can arrange

matters so that you will not especially need me

for a few days ; and if you will forward the let

ters, I can attend to them there."

“ I will forward nothing ! ” interrupted his

father, trying hard to keep his excitement within

bounds. “ Have you forgotten that I told you you

must choose between your family and this adven

turer ? If you go away in response to such a letter

as that, you go not to return .'

There was a bitter cry from David's mother :

“ O father, father ! you don't know what you are

saying. He is our boy, our only son !

“ I know well what I am saying," the father

replied, his features working painfully ; " he is a

son for whom I have sacrificed and suffered ; and

he is a son who chooses now to ignore all the past,

and separate himself from us for one who is an
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enemy to his country and a blasphemer of his God !

He must make his choice ; I do not drive him

away. Even now I am ready to forget what he

has said and start afresh, as I believed that he had

already done ; but you all ought to know me well

enough to understand that I mean what I say when

I repeat that if David goes out from this house

to -morrow with the avowed purpose of seeking that

adventurer, he goes out not to return . ”

It was a terrible ordeal. If David could have

forgotten his father, there was his mother's face

of agony appealing to him. He spoke few words,

and those very humble ones ; but they seemed only

to add fuel to the flame of his father's excitement.

Yet the worst ordeal was to come . It was when

the mother sought her boy in his own room that

night, and pleaded with him for her sake to give

up this folly.

“ Dear mother, ” said David, and he put all his

soul into his voice, “ can you not understand that

it is not for a passing fancy that I am going ?

Mother, God calls me. To resist his teachings, to

shut my eyes to the flood of light that he has sent

me, would be the SIN of sins . Can you
want me to

do it ? "

She was weeping bitterly. “ How can you know

this ? ” she asked . “ How can you tell that it is

not a delusion of Satan as your father says ? I wish

with all my soul that it were not, and I cannot

get my thought away from the hope — and yet "

>

”
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David had risen on his elbow, and was regarding

her with a face which was strangely illumined.

“ Dear mother,” he said, “ dear mother, he is

calling you ! I know it ! I feel it ! Mother, I have

prayed for this with all my soul. In his wonder

ful love he is sending me the answer. Trust him,

mother ; pray to him as your Saviour ; he will

reveal himself to you. Oh, I tell you I know that

this is so ! ”

It was a strange interview , not at all as the

mother had planned. It lasted well into the morn

ing hours ; and when she went from him she knew

that she had failed, and that in a few hours more

he would go out from his home not to return ; yet

she went away soothed and comforted.

Crowding one of the broad aisles of the church

were groups of people, pressing as near as they

could to hear the words of the strange teacher.

It was after service ; yet he was lingering, talk

ing with them , and at the moment illustrating

his point with a story. Among the listeners

were Mary Rothwell and David Holman. As

the story progressed they exchanged significant

glances ; very distinctly they saw its application.

So, at the same moment, did Felix Masters, who,

with Miriam Brownlee beside him, had pressed

near enough to hear the penetrating voice .

His face darkened, and he muttered something

that his companion did not hear ; she had heard
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little of the story. What had arrested and absorbed

her attention was the sight of David Holman . She

had been trying to determine just how much inter

est he felt in the fair girl who stood by his side,

and who was apparently so absorbed in the speaker

as to have forgotten all others . Yet, when the

two exchanged glances, a swift intuition told

Miriam that whatever else they understood, they

certainly understood each other.

The discovery was bitter to Miriam Brownlee .

All her life she had been in the habit of ruling

others. Not that she liked weak natures ; the

more determined they were in carrying out their

own plans, the more she admired them, provided

always that she could prove her influence stronger

than any other .

By the same token , even while she had been

angry with David Holman, she had gloried in his

strength of character. Still, she had expected him

eventually to yield to her influence. It was pre

posterous to suppose that he would be entirely

carried away by this strange infatuation, although

she admitted that it had its fascinations- new ideas-

having in them an element of danger always were

interesting, but he must not carry his interest too

far. She had assured herself that rigorous meas

ures were necessary, but she had had no fears as

to the final result. As the days went by, and

David seemed actually to be taking her at her

word, and made no effort to see her again , Miriam
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felt for the first time almost anxious. Was it pos

sible that she might have gone too far ? But that

was absurd ! David Holman belonged to her,

body and soul -- so she believed . But on this day,

when she stood watching him exchange significant

glances with Mary Rothwell, she decided that she

had been harsh and unjust, and David , being a

literalist, had taken her literally . She must take

measures to have him understand that she had by

no means meant all she said .

Watching her opportunity, as the crowd began

to move away she caught David's eye, and smiled

and bowed. He returned the bow , but in a grave,

preoccupied manner ;
she could almost have

thought that he did not realize whom he was

greeting. Evidently he had no thought of cross

ing to her side . She had supposed that recogni

tion from her would bring him. Now he really

must come. When theirWhen their eyes met again , she gave

him a very slight but unmistakable summons . He

looked surprised, but turned at once to Mary Roth

well.

“ Miss Brownlee is motioning me to come to

her ; will you wait here, or walk with me in that

direction ? "

She preferred to wait ; and promising to return

to her in a moment, he crossed the aisle . Miriam

greeted him as though they had parted but the

day before, and added impressively, “ David, I

want to see you quite alone . When may I ? ”
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He looked at her almost in bewilderment. For

the past few days he had been so entirely absorbed

with interests of grave importance and with the

shadow of coming events that he but vaguely un

derstood that there was a sense in which Miriam

Brownlee had passed out of his life . « Let it be

this evening, if possible,” she urged. He replied

with quiet gravity that he should be at the service

that evening ; and Miriam , who had intended to

imperiously demand that he spend the evening

with her, changed her mind, and said, “ Very well,

then , I will meet you here, and we can talk on the

way home as well as after we reach there . Will

you come and sit with us during the service ? "

But this invitation he declined ; he had arranged

to remain with his friends . Then still with that

preoccupied air about him he bade her good -morn

ing, and returned to Mary Rothwell.

Miriam Brownlee was inwardly surging with

passion. What did the man mean ? He had been

almost insulting ! If she could only be sure that

that dignified, preoccupied air was assumed for

effect, she would promptly show him that two per

sons could play at that game.

While they were seated in church for the even

ing service, David had a view of Miriam's face as

it was raised to the speaker's with an air of inter

est, and there came into his heart a sudden great

hope that she had at last felt in her own heart the

power of the man, and would be willing at least
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to listen carefully to his remarkable experience.

What if both his mother and Miriam could be

Yet even then he was preoccupied, and

thought of winning her only for her sake, not for

his .

“ It is a long time since we have taken a walk

together, David. I did not think you would treat

me so ! ”

It was Miriam's voice, as sweet and gentle as of

old, and there was certainly reproach in it.
The

bewildered David answered kindly .

“ I do not understand ; you gave me no alterna

tive . You remember what you said to me? ”

" No," she said , “ I do not think I remember

very well ; and you ought not to . I never sup

posed you were vindictive, David. Do you not

know that I was so excited and frightened that

morning that I did not realize what I said ? My

one thought was to save you from what I knew

would be danger. I did not imagine that you

would be so cruel as to translate my words lit

erally .”

He was very much bewildered . He hesitated

as to how to word a reply, and there was an em

barrassed silence. Then he said,

“ I certainly believed, Miriam, that you spoke

truth to me, and that I was in honor bound not

even to call upon you again unless I gave up what

I knew I could never give up. What other course

was there for me than the one I have pursued ? ”
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It was hard for Miriam to keep her voice sweet ;

despite her effort, it had a sting in it as she said, -

“ It seems to have been a very easy course for

you ; I cannot but feel that you have been readily

consoled . We are certainly different, David .

There is nothing that I would not do or give up

doing for your sake, even though I knew at the

time that it was wrong.

Certainly they were different! He felt the truth

of her words. Morally they seemed to live in dif

ferent planes of thought. Or else Which of

her sentences did she mean ? He did not know

how to talk to her, and there was another embar

rassing silence .

66 You do not mean that, of course,” he said at

last. And then he resolved to avoid all personal

conversation for the time being, and began to tell

her of some of the remarkable occurrences of the

week, connected with the One who had become to

him a centre of thought. Since she had not meant

her prohibition in regard to him, it was but fair to

suppose that she might be interested in what he

had to tell her, especially as it so intimately con

cerned himself.

She interrupted him.

“ David, you expect me to listen to your story,

why is it that you will give no heed to words of

mine ? Don't you know that mamma is connected

with people who can keep her well posted as to

what is going on in official circles ? When I risk
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I am

my own interests to try to make plain to you that

there is great danger in store, not only for that man,

but for his adherents, why will you not be warned

before it is too late ? ”

The very quietness of his tone irritated his com

panion.

“ I understand perfectly, Miriam ; I know much

more about it all than you suppose. Do not think

me ungrateful for your efforts ; but what I want

you to know- what it is absolutely necessary for

all my friends to know and understand — is this :

I am fully committed to this man's cause ; I am

ready to sacrifice position , home, life itself if need

be, at his call. There are worse experiences than

death ; dishonor would be worse to me.

pledged to follow the lead of this man, though it

lead to imprisonment, and to what is worse than

death , — the loss of all my earthly friends ; and I

mean the pledge. I am in very solemn earnest

when I tell you that if I knew to a certainty that

unless I retracted at once from the position I have

taken, my life would be the forfeit before morn

ing, my life would have to go ; and so entirely am

I his, that I would account it as a very little thing

if it could prove my loyalty to him .”

He could not see the flush of angry distress upon

the girl's face. She held herself back with strong

will from the temptation to tell him that he was

doubtless consoled by the thought that he would

not lose all his friends, since apparently Mary

و
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Rothwell was as insane as he. Instead, she said ,

trying to speak lightly,

“Very well; you must learn by experience, I

suppose . I should have thought you would have

found it a bitter teacher. The immediate future

will show you your folly . In the meantime, though,

let us be friends. You do not know, you never will

know , how you have hurt me — but never mind ;

let it pass ; I forgive you. I will do my utmost to

save you from being injured while this insanity

lasts ; and you, on your part, must forget all that

I said that morning. Shall it all be as before ?

Speak quickly, David, mother and Anna are com

ing .”

“ Good-evening," said Mrs. Brownlee's voice the

next moment at his side ; 66 we have not seen you

for a long time.”

He might have murmured a single monosyllable

to Miriam , but he did not ; he simply said, “ I will

see you again . ”

He walked home in a tumult of confused and

contradictory thought. He seemed to be plunged

again into the midst of perplexities that he be

lieved had been settled for him .

Yet the very next day they slipped so utterly

into the background that he did not think of Mir

iam at all. Contrary to his expectations, he did

not go to the church service, but remained all day

at the Rothwells' in company with the One whom

he now unhesitatingly called Master.

>
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The records of that day are unwritten ; indeed,

so far as my knowledge extends, they are untold .

David Holman talked much about it afterwards,

but never save to Mary Rothwell and her brother

and Philip Nelson, who shared the day with him .

What they heard and felt that day, they seemed

never able to share with any who were not present.

One item of business claimed David's attention .

He went into town, and secured for his use rooms

in an unpretending house on a quiet street . He

had been to look at them before, and needed only

to make the final arrangements. To this quiet

retreat early in the evening of that same day he

introduced Philip Nelson.

“ This is your resting -place also, my brother,"

he said, with a significant emphasis on that word

66 brother.” " When you want to get away from

everybody, come here. To-morrow I will see to

it that you have a key for your own use.”

For answer Philip turned and clasped his hand.

“ I
may be glad of a place of shelter,” he said

in a low, moved tone. “ Some wonderful experi

ence is coming, I do not know what. He was led

as a lamb to the slaughter ;' you and I have read

those words many times ; what do they mean ?

David, two or three times he has talked to us

lately as though he was actually to die ! but of

course he cannot mean what we do by that word .”

There was a moment of distressed silence, then

Philip began again. “ I have fears that I cannot,

6
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upon !

or at least will not, mention to him. You remem

ber the suspicions I told you I had of one of our

number ? They increase upon me. He has been

in conference several times with those who are

avowed enemies of our Leader. Only yesterday,

for instance, he was closeted with Masters. What

can those two have in common ? I don't know

what he could do, yet I have a presentiment that

he means mischief. What broken reeds to lean

What do you think we heard concerning

two of our number ? Actually planning to be

made prime ministers or something of that sort

when he sets up his government ! Trying to get

ahead of the rest of us, you see ; and they had the

face to go to him with it ! What must he think

of us all ? With such sordid views as that, and

such underhanded scheming to carry them out,

what sort of a government can we have when it is

set up ? I am tired of people, David, — ashamed

of them . What must the masses be, when out of

our little company ”.

He stopped abruptly as though ashamed of his

outburst, but David met it half way.

“ My brother, let me ask you a question : Why

did he choose such men to follow him ? He who

knows all hearts ? Were there no others ? Are

we all self-deceived, unworthy to be trusted ? ”

Philip had no answer for him. He had thrown

himself wearily back in a chair, and was shading

his face with his hand .

>
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“ I must go, ” he said suddenly, rousing himself,

as a clock in the distance chimed the hour. 66 We

have an appointment with him for the evening.

Are you going to spend the night here ? Then

may I return here ? I want to talk some matters

over with you. Do not wait for me ; do not even:

expect me ; I may not be able to come . I don't

plan for an hour ahead in these days.”
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CHAPTER XXVI.

“ SMITE THE SHEPHERD , AND THE SHEEP SHALL

BE SCATTERED.”

THE
HE first hint of a new morning was gathering

in the eastern sky when David Holman was

roused from sleep by the sound of footsteps. He

had not gone regularly to bed, but had thrown

himself ready dressed on the couch. The day hav

ing been so entirely unlike any other in his his

tory, it seemed fitting that the night also should

be marked by the unusual . Moreover, a vague

unrest, born , he told himself, of Philip's words had

possessed him. He had left his door unlocked, and

had expected to watch for Philip's coming. He

sprang up now to greet him ; but even the dim

light in the room revealed a face so haggard, so

full of misery, that he could only exclaim, 66 What

is it, Philip ? What has happened ? ”

There was no attempt at reply. Philip sank

down on the foot of the couch a miserable heap,

and buried his face in his hands . His friend bent

over him anxiously, using the strongest incentive

for speech that he could think of.

6. Wbat is it, Philip ? Remember I, too, am
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anxious. If you can speak, I know you will not

keep me in suspense.

Thus urged, Philip, without lifting his face,

murmured, “ It is all over ; he has been led away

like a common criminal, followed by a mob ! They

are at this moment going through the farce of an

examination. Do you need to be told what the

verdict will be ? ”

David's face grew white, and his voice was

husky.

“ Are not his friends permitted to be with

him ? "

But that question seemed to open afresh the

very flood - gates of misery. Philip threw himself

upon his face, and groaned like one in mortal pain .

David, bending over him, distressed beyond meas

ure , could only wait for words.

“ He has no friends !" came at length from the

prostrate form . 6 We are all traitors ! he is de

serted ! We, who have told him again and again

that we would follow him even to death - and

I meant it, O God, I meant it then ! - and I

ran away and left him !

“ You do not know what you are saying, Philip.

The night has been too much for you. You could

never desert a friend ."

David spoke as soothingly as he would to a

child made insane with sorrow. He believed that

Philip was in the delirium of fever. But his

words seemed to rouse a perfect frenzy of remorse .
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“ I tell you , ” said Philip, sitting erect and glar

ing at him with wild eyes, - we have run away

and left him to his enemies ! That wretch, that

traitor of whom I told you, led the way to the

grove where we were meeting, and pointed him out

— and we every one ran ! Cowards and traitors !

those are his friends ! All alike ! You suggested

the thought yourself last night, and here is the

answer. O my God ! that I could have done it !”

Of all the mornings of his pained - filled life that

one stood out to David Holman afterwards as the

most terrible . Knowing nothing of a certainty ,

with his heart torn by a hundred conflicting fears,

he yet had to exert his utmost self-control, and

stay by the side of this man whom he believed

to be out of his mind . Something had undoubt

edly occurred, something of so terrible a nature

as to dethrone his
poor

friend's reason . To desert

him now would be worse than cruelty ; he must

wait, and minister to him as best he could .

So it came to pass that the sun was hours high

before the two men went forth together to watch

that scene, which because of its unparalleled hor

rors , makes the day stand out from all others in his

tory. Through all the years it has refused to be

described by human pen. The city was athrob .

Apparently the rabble, so long dreaded by some,

had taken possession, with no attempt on the part

of the authorities to restrain them . The sort of

rabble that thirsts for excitement and is willing
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to sacrifice anything or anybody in order to have

its awful appetite gratified. The farce of a trial

was carried out, with the inevitable verdict that

could alone have been expected, save that the in

sane haste with which it was pushed, and which

seemed more like the haste of wild animals after

their prey, than of men who were pretending to ad

minister justice, appalled even some of those who

had planned for this result . Through it all the

calm, grave man moved among them as a King ;

sneered at, mocked at, struck at, even spit upon

by brutal men in the jeering throng, his face never

lost its dignity nor its calm. The friends, who

had deserted him in a sudden and awful panic

which they could neither explain nor understand,

rallied again , and remained as close to him as the

officials would permit, and were as powerless to

help him as was the dust under their feet. As

the hours passed, the ever-increasing crowd seemed

to grow more and more reckless . Some power was

at work feeding their evil passions, and there were

those who had received blessings at that man's

hands who shouted the loudest that he was a

traitor worthy of death,

David Holman, as he looked on utterly power

less and utterly sick, trembling in every nerve

at thought of the possible end, wondered in a be

wildered way, as one might wonder who did not

belong to this human life at all, whether Philip

was right, and there was no one anywhere to trust
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in . Where, for instance , was God, that this awful

thing was allowed to be ? His lips would not

have formed such words, but his poor brain tot

tering on the very verge of insanity seemed deter

mined to push upon him the awful question. It

took hours to realize the fact that they could ac

tually mean to carry out the verdict pronounced

after the most utter mockery of a trial that ever

disgraced the world. When the terrible truth

forced itself upon them that nothing was to be

done to save their friend, they gathered, his im

immediate followers, in little horror-stricken groups

with no words to speak, They were few in

number, most of them ' poor, and they had no

political influence whatever. Mr. Rothwell, it is

true, was wealthy, and there were others who

would have been glad to give money, but to what

end ? They recognized its powerlessness. Of
?

what use to clamor for justice, when it had been

made glaringly apparent that justice was the thing

to be avoided ?

With every passing hour the horror seemed to

deepen ; and yet these strange men, some of them ,

were upheld by an unreasoning hope that some

thing would yet intervene to prevent the awful

tragedy from reaching completion . What had

become of the power which the man himself pos

sessed ? How certainly some of them knew that

he possessed it ! Could he not exercise it for his

own preservation ? If he could, would he ?

>
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The people, those dreadful people, whose friend

he had been, evidently believed that he could not.

They taunted him with it.

“ You saved others,” they said, “why don't you

look out for yourself ? If you can do that, we'll

believe on you ."

They were answered only by dignified silence .

Throughout the entire awful scene, that majestic

calm that ought to have spoken to them of King

ship never left him .

There came an hour when they sat, his friends,

each wretched soul, wherever he could find a spot

alone, with a misery too deep for human eyes to

behold, trying to teach his stunned heart that it

was all over. The friend, helper, healer, the one

on whom they had rested their hopes not alone for

time, was DEAD ! Was buried ! Wonderful be

yond all understanding his life had been ; but it

had ended like all lives, — the grave had closed

Their hopes were dead . At least some

of them reached this last abyss of misery.

David Holman, after all was over, spent some

time in searching for his friend Philip . During

those closing hours of horror he had simply for

gotten his existence. Failing in the search, he

went to his rooms almost indifferent. What were

human friendships now ?

Late at night Philip came ; and poor David, see

ing in his face his greater misery, tried feebly to

speak some word of relief. What was there that

over it !
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could be said ? By degrees he heard something of

those last hours they had spent together. Philip,

who had resisted all invitations to lie down and

take some rest, seemed to find relief in talking.

“ Don't speak of sleep to me,” he said bitterly ;

“ I slept that night, when I might have stayed

awake and watched . Satan had possession of us

all ! And we were warned, David ; he told us that

very evening that one of us would before morning

deny that we knew him !”

It was thus, in detached phrases, that David

heard the story . Every word added to his bewil

derment. They had been warned, those twelve

friends, of a traitor in their midst ; he had actually

been pointed out to one of them ! It had not been

understood then ; it was plain now. Bit by bit the

events immediately to follow had been outlined for

them , and they had been too stupid to look at the

picture . Why did a man having such power

allow such results ?

From time to time, as they occurred to him,

David asked minor questions .

" What has become of that traitor ? "

" He killed himself, " said Philip ; "and it is

well he did . It does not seem as though the same

world could have held us ; but what am I, to say

that ? He was only a degree or two beyond me. "

“ Hush ! ” said David sternly , “ I will not hear

you so malign yourself. No deeper-dyed villain

ever walked the earth than that traitor."
>
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scorn .

“ There are degrees in vileness, I suppose," said

Philip gloomily ; " but think of us curled into com

fortable positions sleeping through those hours in

which we were set to watch ! When I think of it

all, I long to die ; as for my friends, they will be

justified in never wanting to hear my name again .”

David knew that he was thinking of Frances,

and essayed to speak a word of comfort.

My poor friend, you are too hard upon your

self. You were utterly worn out that night, re

member. Do you recall the two previous days and

nights ? No one will think it strange that you

dropped asleep."

“Nor that I ran ! ” said Philip in bitter self
!

“ I know of but one poor wretch who may

possibly feel even worse than I. Three times he

denied that he even knew his Leader ! But mine

was only denial in another form . Don't, David,

try to make me believe that I am other than the

utterly cowardly worthless wretch that I am. I

hate myself, and always shall. I do not know

how to bear it ! ”

It was thus that they spent the night.

The morning broke in gloom. The sky was

overcast with leaden clouds. That was well ; they

would not have had the sunlight mock their pain .

The city's excitement had spent itself, and every

where quiet reigned. To those who had buried

their hopes, the day seemed to stretch out end

lessly. Philip refused almost fiercely to go to the
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church service , - what was the church to him

now ? So David went alone. He felt that if

Philip could be by himself, so that he could pray

unobserved , he might get into a calmer mood.

Also he confessed to his heart an anxious desire

to hear from the Rothwells, and find how they

had borne the awful strain , as well as to learn

what they thought would be the next page in

their life's story .

In the hall of the church to his great astonish

ment he met his sister Margaret.

“ Don't be frightened,” she said, as she laid her

hand on his arm. Nothing terrible has hap

pened ; I am here visiting Miriam ; I came yester

day with Mrs. Brownlee and John. David , you

look as though you had had a fit of sickness !

Miriam wants to see you very much . I promised

her I would ask you to call upon her this after

Will you ? ”

“ I don't know ," said David, in apathetic tones ;

he had a feeling that it made little difference now,

what he did .

Why don't you know ? ” questioned Margaret.

“ She is very anxious. Are you ill, David ?. I

never saw one change so much in so short a time.

I suppose you have been living on your nerves for

the past few days. It has certainly been a horri

ble time. I feel thankful that it is all over.”

“ Don't ! ” said David, sharply. “ Do not talk

about that, Margaret; you do not understand .

noon.

66
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If Miriam has a special reason for wishing to see

me, I suppose I can call to -day, but”I ,

He made an abrupt pause ; he had been on the

verge of saying that he had no desire to see her.

Did he mean it ? He must not trust himself to

further words.

“ I think I will call,” he said, and went into the

church .

The Rothwells were in their seat ; and Mr.

Rothwell, motioning him to a sitting with them ,

asked if he would go home with them after service

for an important talk . Then Mrs. Symonds leaned.

forward and asked if that were not his sister in

the Brownlee pew , and would he bring her out

with him ? They would like to know her.

“ Dear me !” said Margaret, when this word was

passed to her after church . “ Who imagined that

such an event would ever happen to me ? I be

lieve I will go ; I have heard more about that

wonderful sister and brother than I have about any

other people in the world, I believe. But, David,

you said you would call upon Miriam this after

noon ? ”

Thus reminded, David sent word by Mrs. Brown

lee that he would call later in the day. Mrs.

Symonds and Mr. Rothwell took Margaret under

their care, leaving him to walk with Mary. It

was an opportunity that he had craved and he

eagerly seized upon it.

“ I seem to myself,” he said ,” to have lived a
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hundred years since I saw you last, and to have

passed through experiences that have all but

wrecked me . You have borne the same, yet your

face does not indicate it. What have you to say

to me ? ”

“There is nothing to be said ," she answered

with the quietest of smiles ; “ we have only to

wait - wait and trust. I do not pretend to under

stand anything, but I am sure that He does . "

“ Then you do not feel that we were mistaken,

deceived, that all is lost ? "

6 Mr. Holman ! deceived in Him ! ”

“ I do not mean just that,” he said quickly. “ I

mean, — Have we not strangely misunderstood

him, and indulged in hopes that were not justifi

able ? ”

“ No ; undoubtedly we do not understand him

fully, but the hopes we have, he has inspired ; and

he is to be trusted implicitly until he explains to

us.”

“ But,” said David, with an uncontrollable

tremor in his voice, “ the grave has closed over

him . "

“ So it did over my brother, Mr. Holman. ”

6. I know - but ”

She interrupted him, speaking firmly.

No, I cannot talk with you if you speak in

There are no buts ' in unwavering"

faith . How long he means to let the grave claim

him I do not know . That he is alive, we surely

>

that way.
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know ; thus much faith we have for our ordinary

friends whose bodies are buried out of our sight ;

that he is planning and controlling our lives to-day,

I do not doubt any more than I doubt my own

existence. What the immediate future may have

for us, we must wait and see . Can you not trust

him ? "

There was a minute's silence, then he said

firmly, “ Yes, I can. Thank you, Miss Rothwell.

I needed your faith to supplement mine ; I felt

like one lost in the dark , and dizzy. ” After that,

he thought of his appointment with Miriam Brown

lee with increasing discomfort. What could be

said to her about these thoughts that filled his

mind ?

Meantime, he was thankful that Margaret had

at last been brought within reach of Mary Roth

well's influence. She had changed in the few

weeks that they had been separated, or else she

was showing another phase of her nature . The

light, mocking laugh that she had caught from

Miriam was not once heard that afternoon . She

was in the library with Mr. Rothwell for nearly

an hour before dinner, and seemed to be listening

with keen interest to what he was telling her.

Would he be likely at this time to talk at length

upon any subject save one ? David hoped a great

deal from this visit, and was the more encouraged

because Margaret chose to remain and accompany

the Rothwells to evening service, instead of walk
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ing back with him when he went to keep his ap

pointment with Miriam . It seemed to him that

one could be under the influence of Mary

Rothwell, even for a single day, without being made

better because of it .

no
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CHAPTER XXVII.

“ HE HATH SWALLOWED UP DEATH FOREVER .”

MIRIAM

for you .

I was

IRIAM was in her most winning mood.

- My poor friend !” she said, detaining

David's hand in gentle pressure, “ my heart aches

I have longed for opportunity to tell

you how fully I sympathized with your crushed

hopes . Now you know something of the fears I

had for you, amounting almost to torture .

afraid that some of that poor creature's friends

might suffer with him. Can you understand me

now better, David , than you did before you knew

the danger ? ”

“ I understand your meaning,” he said with

gravest manner ; “ but I understood the cruelty of

our enemies better than you supposed, and be

lieved that some of us might be privileged to show

our devotion by our lives ; but that was not to be .

We need not talk about it now .”

No,” she said, “ we need not talk nor think

about it any more. I am sincerely sorry for
you,

David, for I know what you must have suffered ;

friendship, with you, means a great deal. But I

will not deny that a great terror has been lifted
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from my heart . I cannot but be glad that the

barrier that seemed to threaten our friendship

has been removed. I knew the time would come

when you would realize that you were following a

delusion ; but oh it was hard to wait, and be afraid

all the time that evil would touch you first.first. You

do not wonder, do you, that I feel almost happy

now that it is all over ?

Her smile was one that only a few weeks before

would have thrilled him . He looked at her now

in dumb surprise, and felt as though his heart was

dead.

“ Can any one be happy now ,” he said vaguely,

6 in view of the awful crime that has been com

mitted ? "

“ I know ,” she said, “ there was most unneces

sary cruelty ; do not imagine that I excuse it. I

said all the time that it was horrid . Do not let

us talk about it ; such things are dreadful ! Let us

talk about ourselves. David, I have had to seem

cruel myself, I am afraid , in order to self control .

Do you know , I had an awful fear that this matter

might in some way separate us permanently ? Be

sides , as a family we are so closely connected with

the government that to have appeared in the least

disloyal would have been dangerous. Oh, David !

I am so glad that it is all over, and we need not

waste our precious time together in talking about

it any more.”

How was he to talk to this girl ? “All over !"

رو
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Could
any words be more sharply contrasted than

hers and Mary Rothwell's ? More because he must

say something than for any hope he had of impress

ing her, he said : -

" You feel that because a friend is dead and

buried, all is over ? Is death, then, a matter of

such infinite importance ? ”

“ Now , David,” leaning forward, and placing her

hand lightly on his arm in the old manner that

used to be irresistible , “ I do not mean to be un

reasonable.. A grave and a memory are sacred

things ; I do not mean to be jealous of either.

But, after all, they are very different from a living

obstacle. " She hesitated over the last word, and

smiled that old daring smile she used to have when

resolved to speak words, whether they shocked or

not . “ You do not like me to say that, do you ?

But he did come between us, David, cruelly. Can

I be expected to mourn deeply the loss of one who

did that ? ”

He could not talk with her ! Every word jarred.

And yet she was his promised wife ! He had sup

posed that the bond between them was broken

forever, but she had not so understood it. How

ever, she was still deceived ; he must try to ex

plain .

“ No, Miriam, it was your decision that came

between us. I was not to come to you again until

I was convinced that I was following a false light.

That time has not come and never will , That I
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am disappointed beyond words, in the solemn

change which the schemes of evil men has brought

upon us , I will not pretend to deny. But that I

have given him up, or that I trust him less than I

did last week, or that I owe my allegiance less to

him now than then, I also deny. The vows I took

were for eternity, and have nothing to do with

death . You do not in the least understand what

he was and is to me . There are times when I fear

you never will."

“ David !” she said passionately, “ you are cruel !

Have you learned from this new teacher never to

forgive hasty words spoken under the excitement

of terrible fear ? I tellI tell you I feared for your life,

and was trying to save you ! I never meant to

separate us , but only to force you away from an

awful danger. Why should you talk to me in

this way ? Why should I not understand your

religious life ? Am not I too a member of the

church ? What can you mean to do save to take

a leading place in it as a man of your position and

education should ? ' And why should I not be in

utmost sympathy with all that ? ”

David arose abruptly ; he had no words that

fitted Miriam Brownlee. To prolong the interview

seemed impossible. To her earnest protest he re

plied that he could not talk longer, could not even

think clearly. Some other time, as soon indeed as

his bewildered powers had rallied sufficiently for

him to know what to say, he would try to explain

>
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to her what she was now very far from understand

ing - his beliefs, and his future desires and plans.

He ought not to have called yet ; the blow which

had come upon him had been too recent ; his faith

was stunned, he told her with the gravest of smiles,

but by no means dead . As soon as he knew how

to tell her about it, she should see him again .

She looked after him with darkening brows as

he moved rapidly down the street. She was dis

appointed and perplexed,

“ Fanaticism has a deeper hold upon him than

I supposed . But a leader in his grave is certainly

not formidable . Who would have believed that

David Holman could be such a fool ! Yet he is

more noble in his folly, and more interesting than

any one I ever knew. I can afford to wait until

he rallies ; but it is all very trying.” These were

some of her thoughts as she watched . As for

David, he spent the remainder of that day alone,

as far away from people as a long tramp into the

country would take him .

He reached the church after evening service, in

time to walk home with Margaret. “ Though he

slay me yet will I trust in him , ” were the words,

among others, that floated through the chaos of his

brain . They recurred to him again and again ;

and the import of his thoughts may be gathered

by the fact that he said at last aloud and solemnly,

albeit there was no one near to hear : “ Though

he has allowed himself to be slain, yet I will trust
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am

in him . The Lord in his mercy help me to do

so.”

To his relief, Margaret asked no questions

about his interview with Miriam ; she was sub

dued and gentle . As they neared her stopping

place she broke forth .

“ David, I want you to know how sorry I am

for you, and that I do not feel as Miriam does.

I am sorry I carried her message to you this after

noon ; I afraid she hurt you. She seems

almost to rejoice over the horrid cruelties that

were permitted in the name of the law. I did not

realize how dreadful it was until I heard those

people talk ; if you feel as they do, David , it

must have been terrible . I think you are all in

terrible error, and of course you will find that

out now for yourselves ; but it was a fearfully

cruel way in which to learn it. I cannot under

stand why those in power permitted such doings

as there were . Could nobody have helped it,

David ? "

“ Yes , ” he said ; " a word spoken confidentially

in the Governor's ears by his nephew, Felix Mas

ters, would have done wonders towards staying

some of the cruelty, and we have good reason to

know that he threw his influence all the other

way.”

His words were cruel perhaps, he was not cer

tain ; but surely this was an opportunity to try

to weaken that bad man's influence over his

9
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sister. She was still for some seconds ; then she

broke forth again .

“ David, don't you think Mr. Rothwell prayed,

to- night, for those awful wretches who mocked at,

and spit upon his friend, and even jeered while he

was dying ? ”

“ He had an example set him , ” said David, his

voice husky with feeling. “ In his deepest pain

our leader said : • Father, forgive them .' We

must try to follow .”

And then they were at the gate, and David

bent and kissed his sister's face and found it wet

with tears . Shed as they had been for another's

pain, they comforted his sore heart, and gave him

hope for Margaret. Miriam had had no tears to

shed. Instead, her words had jarred even

Margaret.

He waited late that night for Philip, who did

not come ; then , sick at heart and weary almost

of life, he threw himself ready dressed as he was

upon the bed and fell into heavy sleep.

He was roused by vigorous knocking at his

door ; it could not be Philip for the door had

been left unfastened for his sake. Following the

knock, came an eager voice :

“ Let me in, David, quick !

David sprang from the bed ; it was John

Brownlee's voice ; something new had happened.

But John's eager face had no terror in it. He

was all but breathless with haste ,

on
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“ Have you heard ? " he said . " Did you think

any of the time that the grave could hold him ? I

didn't ; and it hasn't ! It is empty ! He is here !

they saw him ! Man ! Do you hear me ? he is

alive, I say ! Why don't you shout ? scream ! Oh ,

I am crazy with joy ! ”

David stared at his visitor like one in a trance .

“ Do you know what you are saying ? ” he

asked at last.

“ Do you know what you are doing, — standing

there like a statue, when the most wonderful

thing that could happen, has ? David, I tell you

that grave is empty ! the grave clothes are folded

and lying there in order ; the one who wore them

doesn't need them ! I think it is a wonder that

the very stones do not shout !”

Long afterwards David wondered over his stu

pidity that morning. That any of them could

have been so dull of comprehension seemed past

belief ; but at the time he thought it was self

control .

“ You are wild ! ” he said to John Brownlee.

My dear fellow, these awful days have been

too much for you . Don't think for a moment

that I have lost faith in him . I believe that for

some reason which we do not understand, he has

chosen to die ; but he is dead . Don't let us make

ourselves insane over false hopes. Where did you

get this story ? Have you seen Philip , or any of

them ? ”
>
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“ No,” John said, his joy dashed a little by

David's quiet, positive tone . He had seen only some

women, his dear friends, and they had told him.

“ Oh, some women ' ! ” and David turned

wearily toward the couch, and threw himself down

again . “ That is not strange ; those poor women

with their torn hearts, cannot be expected to have

clear brains ; but you and I are men. We must

be brave, and bear up under this blow , and help

the others . We shall see him again, my brother,

but not here ; he has finished his work here, giving

us all the opportunity we needed, and now he has

gone."

“ I don't believe it !” said John Brownlee, and

he dashed away again. Poor David felt that this

was almost too much. Surely he had borne enough

without going through the ordeal of trying to help

calm such an excitement as this wild story would

cause ! He could not help , — not until he was

stronger physically. For the first time since his

recovery he felt really ill.

Looking back over his past, he said afterwards,

that that day stood out as one to be described

in a single word— desolation . He went out very

soon , and wandered about aimlessly, not meeting

any of his friends, and not trying to find them .

Above all he avoided the road that led to the

Rothwells '; he told himself that he had no excuse

for intruding upon their sorrow ; but deep in his

heart he knew that he must not
go

there
any more .
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Loyalty to what Miriam Brownlee believed was the

situation must hold him away . He had believed

himself free, but — And then he shrank from him,

self almost in horror as that “ but ” revealed to

him a glimpse of his heart.

Was he, then, so little to be relied upon even

as a friend ? He declined to think further in that

direction , -- not until he was rested . Before that

weary day was done he thoroughly hated his own

companionship, and bitterly despised himself.. He

left the city far behind him, and tramped all day,

until his body ached with weariness ; but he could

not get away from himself.

Twilight found him walking slowly toward his

rooms ; he dreaded to go back , dreaded the loneli

ness, and dreaded Philip, or indeed, any of his

friends, more even than he did solitude. He had

besought John Brownlee to be brave, but every

vestige of bravery seemed to have gone from him ..

Dissatisfied with every suggestion that presented

itself for getting rid of the evening, feeling sure

that in his present mood he could not go to the

little meeting that had been planned, he moved on

with his eyes on the ground, and presently ran

against a man coming from the opposite direction .

Mutual apologies ensued and a recognition . They

had met several times at Mr. Rothwell's, and had

been drawn toward each other.

They stood talking together for a moment ; then

David turned and walked in the gentleman's di
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rection ; and the talk grew until both were so inter

ested that David was pressed to go home with his

new friend and spend the night ; he lived but a

short distance out of the city. David was easily

urged ; he had never felt more sorely in need of the

right companionship ; besides, this man had heard

the wild rumor of the morning, and he wanted to

find exactly what he thought about it.

“ I confess that it has a strange appearance,

the other said ; " the grave is certainly empty, and

the grave clothes were lying there folded , as though

some person of infinite leisure had looked after

them . Of course our enemies must have had the

body removed, but it has been done in an unusual

manner. I have not met any responsible person

to -day. I saw several women who were insane with

sudden hope ; but of course "

“ Yes , " said David, as though their hope was

too preposterous to talk about ; and that moment

a stranger walking their way bade them a courte

ous good-evening, and, accommodating his pace to

theirs, asked a question or two about the locality ;

then asked if he might inquire what had occurred

in the city lately to cause great excitement and

evident depression on the part of some.

“ You must indeed be a stranger, " said David's

companion, “ if you have not heard of the tragedy

that has taken place in our city !”

Question and answer followed until they found

themselves detailing the story to this stranger.

>

66
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David found it a relief to go over all the particu

lars to one who, though a sympathetic listener,

yet could listen quietly, and seem not utterly

crushed under the climax . As he talked he felt

wonderfully drawn toward the man ; felt as though

he could pour his very heart out to him as he had

been able to do with no other. When he reached

the story of the morning's report he told it as

though his poor heart was broken . Certain women

had brought the strange report ; it had even been

wildly rumored that one of them had seen him !

It had all served to emphasize their loss to them

as nothing else had done .

“ Ah but," said the stranger, “ it seems to me

that you do not understand your Bibles . Isn't

there more than a hint there of many things that

have taken place ? What, for instance, does this

mean ? ”

From that moment he took the lead in the con

versation , quoting verse after verse from the Bible

with which these two had been familiar since child

hood, yet shedding a strange light upon it, inso

much that some mysteries were already made plain .

They exchanged glances of astonished delight ; and

as they neared their stopping -place, David's host

urged earnestly the hospitalities of his home upon

the stranger. “ I beg you will stop with us," he

said ; “ it is growing late , and there is no good

stopping-place near by, in the direction you are

going. We should be very glad, my friend and I,
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to have you tell us more about your study of the

Bible ; we have heard nothing like it ; and this

subject interests us more deeply than any other.

Will you not stop and help us ? ”

Thus urged, the stranger yielded, and they en

tered the house together. The table was spread,

waiting for them ; and, in a very few minutes, they

sat down for their belated supper. The stranger

was invited to ask a blessing . He bowed his head

and with the first word uttered came to David's

heart its revelation . Not a question, not a pos

sibility, a hope ; simply a certainty ! There was no

other voice like that in all the world . They had

been stupid , blind ! It was the Master himself

who had mercifully blinded their eyes to his visi

ble self while he illumined their minds with his

prophetic history.

-
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

“ I WILL WORK, AND WHO SHALL LET IT ? ”

THE days andweeks that immediatelyfollowed
were filled with a series of experiences un

paralleled in human history. The “ Master," as

more and more his followers delighted to call him,

was with them again in the flesh . The almost

delirious joy with which they had at first received

the news, settled, after a few days into joyful as

surance . So did the doubts that some who would

fain have believed but could not, until evidence

past all questioning was given them .

Yet it was a very different association that they

had with him now . He was the same kind, wise

Friend and Guide, and he was something more .

A strange awe grew upon the little company as

they felt, rather than realized, the mysterious

change. They could not make appointment with

their Leader quite as they had heretofore ; they

could not calculate upon the probabilities of meet

ing him at certain places. The bounds of the

flesh which held other men seemed to have lost

their power over this one . He appeared to them

suddenly, unexpectedly, at times when they sup
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posed him far away from them . They grew to

understanding that, no matter where he was known

to be at one moment, the next might bring him

before them . The experience had its bewildering

side. His friends felt unsettled , in doubt, as to

what was expected of them, or how they ought to

plan ; and the strange unrest that every one of

them realized, grew with the days. Why did they

not boldly ask him what they should do ? They

did not like to own to one another that they were

almost afraid of him, but what was the feeling that

sealed their tongues ? They who had been so

ready to talk !

It chanced one evening that a number of them

met on the lake-shore where they had spent so

many pleasant hours with their Teacher. Not

one of them but was recalling with a vague sense

of regret those precious past times, yet not one

liked to refer to them ; the present mystery rested

too deeply on them for speech, even among them

selves.

Suddenly one of them broke the quiet, speak

ing in his old light tone, like a man who had re

solved to throw off solemnity.

" I'm going fishing !

They caught at it eagerly.
“ That's an idea ;

let's all go . A row on the water will rest our

brains perhaps.”

They had been skilful fishermen in their very

recent past, and with no little eagerness they pre
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pared for a night on the water ; perhaps the un

spoken thought of each was a desire to do some

thing that would seem natural.

It was late when they started ; and they rowed,

and talked, and fished unsuccessfully, and were

loath to separate ; so they let the hours wear away

until the dawning of a new day began to tint the

eastern sky, then they turned toward the shore .

“ We have lost our skill," one of them said ,

and added, “ Do you remember that the Master

said, when he called us , he would make us fishers

of men ? Perhaps we have failed in order that

we may be reminded that our work lies else

where."

Dimly outlined on the shore was a man who

seemed to be watching their boat with interest.

“ Caught any fish ? ” The question rang out

from the shore ; and the brief answer was returned ,

“ No. ” Again came the clear voice, “Cast your

net on the right side and you will find some.”

They looked their surprise at one another.

Who should know those waters better than they ?

Yet there was such assurance in the tone that it

was almost a command. They wondered why they

should feel inclined to obey ; each did not like to

own to the other that he meant to ; yet they pre

pared to cast the net. Almost as soon as it

touched the water it was aswarm with fishes !

They gazed at it in awed silence, until one mur

mured low : “ It is the Master !” Then with swift,

>
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silent work they gathered in the fish, and made for

the shore.

The night was gone ; morning was flushing all

the east ; but the early air was chill, and on the

shore a cheerful fire was burning, not only, but a

breakfast was being prepared. Fish were already

cooking on the coals .

No one was near save their Friend and Master.

He had planned, then, for their comfort, - actually

spread the breakfast for them !

“ Come,” he said, in his old, kind, care -taking

voice . « Come and dine." For the first time

since he came back to them their hearts went out

to him as their very own ! and the feeling almost

of terror, with which they had sometimes thought

about him, passed away forever.

“ In some respects it was our most remarkable

experience,” Philip Nelson said to David after

wards. “ Can you imagine what it was to see him

watching us from the shore, and to hear his kind

voice calling us to come to the breakfast that he

had himself prepared ? Those commonplace words

reminding us of his full knowledge of our every

day needs were helpful beyond all telling. Ah,

but, David, I wish you could have been with us,

and heard his talk afterwards ! I cannot even

try to repeat much of it ; it were a breach of con

fidence to do so. It was especially for that one

of our number who needed it most. Yes, I mean

the one who denied that he knew him . David ,
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we must none of us think of that any more ;

the Master has forgiven him and blessed him.

Oh ! he will tell you about it himself, without

doubt ; but it is for him to do, not for us. Indeed,

the more I think about it, the more I realize that

his fall was due to the fact that he dared to follow

at a distance, and so had opportunity to be tempted,

while the rest of us slunk away out of danger.

But the way that the Master has treated it is

another proof of his immeasurable love."

“ Well,” David said, after they had gone over

every detail again and again, and his hungry soul

had taken every crumb that Philip was willing to

give, “ what next ? What are we to do ? What

is it that he wants of us ? ”

“ We do not know , ” said Philip. “ The day has

evidently gone by when we can question him as

we used . There is no mistaking the change,

brother ; he is Friend, Helper, Leader, as be

fore, but he is also King. We must bow before

him and wait . For the first time in my life,

David, I am willing to wait.”

Meantime, those officials who had risen in their

strength to rid the world of this dangerous man ,

professed to have only smiles or sneers for the

ignorant few who were still trying to cling to

their delusions . Without leadership, they said,

these were but harmless lunatics that time would

>

What they actually thought it would be

difficult to tell. The little band of faithful ones

cure .
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knew that they were under surveillance, and

could not even gather for prayer without being

closely watched. In these and other ways the

officials plainly showed bewilderment and con

sternation over the result of their work .

Whoever else had doubted, for a time, the story

of that untenanted grave, the officials had not.

The grave had been guarded by a band of sol

diers, in order that there could be no possibility

of the body being carried away by friends. These

soldiers were brave men, thoroughly armed, and

feared no human foes . And the story that they

told about that grave was simply beyond belief !

yet what was to be believed ? The dead man

- none knew better than they that he had been

dead was said to be abroad again in the flesh !

The lives that these wise men lived during those

days need not be envied. An enemy in the guise

of a poor unarmed man without influence among

the great and powerful, they had shown their

ability to cope with . But an enemy who moved

among them unseen, yet whose power was felt

and realized, who was constantly heard of here

and there, and seen and talked with by those

whom he chose to meet, yet who walked their

streets and spoke in their churches no more ;

who had no more to do with those who had not

enrolled themselves as his followers, who could

never by the most intense vigilance be found,

who disappeared utterly just at the moment
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when they thought they had him again within

their grasp — all this filled them with a strange

terror that it would have been fatal to have

admitted .

The little company of chosen ones kept their

own council . As the days passed, their faces

gave occasion for more perplexity. They seemed

to be anxious no longer. All sense of unrest

had departed ; instead, they appeared to be joy

fully expectant. What would be coming next,

and how would those wise leaders cope with it ?

Six wonderful weeks, the annals of which,

could they be written, would make a book the

like unto which the world has never seen, passed

all too swiftly. During that time the little band

of followers of this new Master had met with

him frequently, and heard from his lips such gra

cious words as nothing on earth, nor yet in

heaven, could ever efface from their memories .

Blessed meetings ! Blessed memories ! His way

had been made plain to them. Their leader was

going away ; not this time through the gateway

of death . God be thanked that that horror was

not to be lived over ! The grave had held him

once, for a few hours, and thereby sweetened the

ground forever for the dust of all his followers,

but never again could earth be so honored : still,

he was going away. There came a morning

when they gathered quietly from hamlet and

hillside to an appointed place for that wonderful
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farewell meeting. What words he spoke to them

that day can be learned only from themselves

when the veil of the flesh shall have been re

moved, and we are privileged to speak with them

face to face . Oh, those last words of blessing !

How they must have graven themselves upon

those loyal hearts !

What we do know, is that suddenly, as they

watched awe-stricken and breathless, he began to

climb the invisible stairs of the celestial city, and

went up and up and up, until a pitying cloud, un

derstanding that human eyes and human brains

could endure no more, received him out of their

sight !

Did they mourn and weep, say you, and beat

the ground in their misery, and rend the earth with

their cries ? I tell you nay ! They went joyfully

home, as those who had bidden a brief farewell to

a Conqueror who had planned the way by which

they were to follow him to triumph and to glory.

Such a meeting as his followers held during the

ten following days has no parallel in history.

They were under orders . They were told to

gather and pray, and “ wait for the promise of

the Father.” He had promised to send to them

a Comforter who would never die, whom the offi

cials could not touch with their venom, who would

stay with them forever, always speaking softly to

them about their Master, always luring them for

ward to the blessed day when he should come
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again. Aye, he was coming again ! 66 In like

manner as they had seen him go ; that was the

promise . Then indeed would that glorious king

dom, for which they had longed, be set up. At

LAST they understood .

Moreover, they understood their part of the

work ; they were by no means to be idle while

they waited. Every one of them had been com

missioned by the Master. They were to be his

witnesses on earth, to tell his story, and try to

lead others to understand and accept adoption

into the family of their King.

It was nearly three weeks after that wonderful

meeting, the story of which one would like to

linger over but must not, that David Holman

went home. It was an entirely unexpected move

ment upon his part, and was the result of a letter

from his father that read :

6. We would like to see you at home at your

earliest convenience.”

This was sufficiently non -committal to allow food

for all sorts of conjecture. He had not heard

from any of the family since Margaret's visit,

which had been only of two or three days' dura

tion. He wrote regularly to his mother and sis

ters, but had hardly expected a response ; he knew

his father too well for that. He had felt almost

as much separated from his home as though the

ocean rolled between them instead of a few easily

travelled miles .
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He tossed down the message, and began rapid

preparations for leaving at once ; his fast-beating

heart telling him that his mother must be very

ill. Nothing less than that, he thought, would

have drawn a letter from his father.

It was evening when he reached the house ; it

was lighted as usual, and there was not about it

that mysterious something which heralds serious

illness. He began to breathe more freely . From

the little parlor there issued the sound of voices

in earnest conversation . He stepped into the hall

very quietly, and had his first view of the family

unobserved. His mother was sitting a little in

the shadow ; but his father was in the full light

of the lamp, and his face was set in its sternest

lines . The girls were also present; none of them.

were ill, then ; but why had he been sent for ?

Then he gave his attention to a guest who seemed

to be entertaining the family group ; his words

flowed on continuously. Undoubtedly that voice

was Felix Masters's . They two could hardly be

welcome in the same house ! The thought crossed

David's mind that possibly he had been sent for

to see if Felix Masters's matchless logic could not

now bring him to his senses . He smiled gravely

at the idea . Felix Masters could not hurt him

save through his mother and sisters . Meantime

Frances turned suddenly in the direction of the

hall and he was discovered.

“ Did you drop from the clouds ? ” asked Mar
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sneer.

garet, when the first excitement was over. But

it was the father who replied .

“ I sent for David, Margaret ; but I did not ex.

pect him before to -morrow . He must have made

good speed. Mr. Masters, we interrupted you ;

my son will be interested to hear what you were

saying."

“ Are you quite sure ? ” asked Mr. Masters ;

and it seemed as though the words covered a

Then he addressed himself to David.

“ We were speaking of the latest developments

connected with the curious fanatical outbreak in

our city. I was explaining what I feared would

be the result ; and Miss Frances was asking ques

tions about those wonderful meetings that it is

supposed have been held . Perhaps you are better

posted than I , and can give us all light.”

David's voice was never quieter. “ I do not

think human speech can do justice to the meet

ings , ” he said, exactly as one would speak who felt

that his audience was in utmost sympathy . “ They

have been simply wonderful. Literally, thousands

have joined us ; so that from being a little band,

as we were when our Leader was here in visible

presence, we already number over five thousand,

and are daily joined by more.”

“ You have adopted the “ Shibboleth ,' I per

ceive," said Mr. Masters ; and this time there was

an unmistakable sneer. It was Frances who inter

rupted his further speech .

>

>
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CHAPTER XXIX.

" THEREFORE WILL NOT WE FEAR ."

“ THE
end seems inadequate to the means,

doesn't it ? A few months spent in the

neighborhood by a poor stranger who gathered a

handful of followers, most of them from the ranks

of what are called the common people, and inof

fensive as he was, doing only kindnesses wherever

he went, he someway secured the hatred of those

in power, and was speedily put out of the way .,

Yet with what result. The fanaticism has sud

denly spread until the entire city is roused, and

the followers of this man are counted by thousands

instead of by dozens ! And many of them are

substantial people, I am told, — by no means to be

counted among the rabble,' which has been such

a favorite word to apply to them heretofore . I

wonder how it is all to be accounted for ? And

I wonder what you officials are going to do about

it ? You fancied that you had disposed of the

leader, and here are his followers increasing in a

single day a hundred -fold .”

David was almost as much astonished as was

their guest. He had never before heard Frances

>
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- If they
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speak in that calm, cold tone . He hesitated just

what to say ; but, as Mr. Masters did not gather his

wits for speech, he turned to Frances with a grave

smile .

· People do not understand,” he said .

could all be made to realize that even such a

formidable enemy as the grave had no power over

our Leader, save for the brief length of time that

he chose to have it so, and that he lives to-day,

and shall live forever, and lead his followers to

final victory, the knowledge would take hold of

them with such power that it would revolutionize

their lives." He could not tell how his father

would listen to such words; but he had been sum

moned here, and he was a witness.

Mr. Masters found his voice .

“ I beg your pardon , ” he said hurriedly ; “ but

can it indeed be possible that you are in collusion

with this unparalleled piece of knavery ? Of

course you do not actually believe that the man

whom the authorities caused to be executed in

accordance with the law , and who was laid in the

grave by some of his own followers, really came

to life, and appeared again on earth ! ”

David looked at his questioner with steady,

quiet eyes. - What do you believe ? ” he asked.

“ Did you visit that empty grave, Mr. Masters,

and note the useless grave-clothes folded there,

and consult that panic-stricken guard of soldiers ?

What do you believe about it ? ”
>
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“ Believe !” repeated Felix Masters, with his

most hateful sneer. Why, my dear sir, the veriest

child on the streets knows what to believe . It is

simple enough . An almost ludicrous combination

of knavery and folly. The body was stolen, of

course, by some of his sharp friends who have

concocted this precious story. The grave-clothes,

of which you make so much, were left with a

purpose evidently, since those in collusion with

this remarkable deception are always pushing

them to the front."

“ And the guard of soldiers,” said David, still

very quietly ; “ have they been punished in accord

ance with law , for their unparalleled unfaithful

ness to their trust ? And that large company of

people who saw and heard the dead after he had

returned to life ; who walked with him , talked

with him, dined with him, and received the orders

which will henceforth control their lives, from his

lips, — men like Mr. Rothwell and Mr. Markam ,

and others of like character, that you know I could

name, - have they all suddenly become utterly

untrustworthy ? ”

Mr. Masters lost every vestige of self -control.

“ Confound them all !” he said, his voice rising ;

“ masses of them are dupes led on by a few con

summate liars . Why did we never see this mys

terious person who walked and talked and dined '

with you ? Why was it that though we set guards

on every side, and watched day and night, we never

-
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caught so much as a glimpse of him ? The story

is not worthy of your usual sharpness, Holman ; it

would not be believed by a ten -year-old boy, unless

he wished to make capital out of it. ”

May not the officers, who were set to guard

every point, have been like those soldiers who

guarded the grave ? They, you say, permitted a

few desolate, unarmed men to rob the grave, and

carry away the body !the body ! May not the other watch

men have permitted our friend to pass ? You

evidently do not trust your watchmen, Mr.

Masters .”

David could not resist this bit of sarcasm ; but

what reply would have been made, will not be

known, for it was Margaret Holman who suddenly

came to the front, her face pale with indignation.

“ Father,” she said, “ must we all sit and hear

our brother insulted ? Mr. Masters has, at least

twice, much more than hinted that David was in

collusion with people whose deliberate intention

was to plan an awful lie for the purpose of deceiv

ing. Now, whatever may be said of others, we

certainly know our own. Must we patiently en

dure such language as this ? ”

Had she been looking at David, she would have

seen his eyes flash with joy ; but Mr. Masters made

haste to speak .

“ I beg your pardon, Miss Margaret, you mis

understood me. I have always taken the ground

that your brother was among the deceived. I

>
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have marvelled at it, but I did not mean to con

vey the impression that he was himself an impos

tor. My language may have been too strong.”.

“ I think it was,” said Margaret coldly.

“ And I do not think you have improved it. I

want to make an explanation just here, or a con

fession . I myself am one of those dupes. I be

lieve in the man whom you call an impostor,

believe in him with all my soul ; and if you would

like to know what first opened my eyes to the sin

of the course you pursued with regard to him, it

was the unparalleled cruelty that you officers of

the law not only permitted toward the prisoner,

but helped on . Also, it was the farce that you

called a trial . Why, Mr. Masters, a boy of ten

could laugh at the folly of calling it justice,'

when you broke almost every law in your code to

hurry it through . As I watched these things, and

studied and weighed them , I said to myself,

They are not punishing a traitor ; they are try

ing to get rid of a man whom they fear and hate .'

And my eyes were very widely opened. I am

one of the traitors.' ”

6. Thank God !” exclaimed David Holman ,

springing to his feet . “ The joy of this out,

weighs all the suffering I have had . ” As he

spoke he went over to Margaret, and, bending

down, kissed her earnestly.

Then, while their dumfounded guest seemed

trying to decide what could be said next, the elder

6

6

>
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Mr. Holman cleared his voice, and spoke with the

slowness that characterized his deliberate acts .

“ Mr. Masters, we should perhaps apologize for

anything that may seem discourteous to you. My

daughter Margaret is very much excited. I did

not know her position ; I have heard it for the

first time from her lips to -night. I think she had

some provocation for the words she used about

you ; but I have more toleration for them than can

be expected of her, for I know to what length a

blind prejudice will lead one, and I know you

expected to find an ally in me. I should, perhaps,

have told you at the beginning of this interview ,

what I want to say now , that a great and , I be

lieve, lasting change has come to me . I do not

pretend to be very wise, but there are some things

that I know. And one is, I know that my
son's

words about that empty grave are true . I have

seen that man , Mr. Masters, and felt his power.

I have the light that comes only from him burn

ing in my soul at this moment. So, not only my

son and daughters, but their father and mother,

cast in their lots with him, and are to be numbered

henceforth among those who follow where he

leads. I sent for my son in order to tell him

this, but I had planned to do it in a different way. ”

David made the only response that would have

been possible for him at that moment : “ O

father ! cannot we all kneel down and speak to

Him ? ” And while David Holman was praying
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as he had never prayed before, the guest slipped

away. In the intense joy of the moment he had

been forgotten ; when they arose from their knees

they were alone, and the street-door was closed .

The evening following David spent in his

room writing to Miriam. The letter was long,

and took much thought and prayer. At first he

had meant to call upon her, and say what he

feared he could not make plain enough in writ

ing ; and then, remembering how impossible it

had been to talk plainly to her, he had resolved

upon the written attempt. During all those won

derful weeks that he had been living his new life,

anchored and centred in his risen Saviour, Miriam

had been out of town. A tenderly written note

that he had received from her, signed “ As ever,

your Miriam ,” had informed him that she was

going to spend a few weeks with an invalid

friend who needed her. In the solitude of his

own room David's face had flushed over the

instant sense of relief that came to him at the

thought that they were not in the same city .

But this, he assured himself afterwards, was be

cause he did not yet know what course to pursue.

Now his way was clear. Miriam had chosen to

hold him, or rather to recall him, to a pledge that

she had herself broken, and he was therefore

bound ; but he must be true. She must under

stand precisely what she was doing, and what life

he must henceforth lead.
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“ It is as though I had lived years since I last

saw you,” the letter ran . 6. Then I was under the

power of a greatsorrow and disappointment ; I felt

bewildered at times . Now life spreads before me

as clear as sunlight . Miriam , in that last talk we

had, you remember you told me that you would

make no more effort to turn my thoughts from the

Master I had chosen. But I did not then know

what a blessed, glorious Master he is . I know now

that I give joyfully all my powers to his service ;

that I am henceforth to live for the purpose of
pro

claiming his name to others. It is due to you that

I tell you at once that I have given up all idea of

the law as a profession . I am to become a preacher

of the truth , the truth as it is embodied in our

risen Saviour. It is to be my daily joy to help

others to know him. I need scarcely tell you how

earnestly I long for the time when I may claim

you among those who are constantly coming into

a knowledge of the truth . I hope andI hope and pray that

I may be the one to show you the beauty of his

life and the power of his resurrection . I ask you,

Miriam, to join with me in my life -work as I have

described it. Remember that you would not feel

conspicuous or lonely any more ; hundreds, nay,

thousands, many of them your neighbors and ac

quaintances, have accepted the risen Master as

their King."

There was very much more of it. He spent more

than half the night with her, in imagination, going
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over the story, making it as sweet as an earnest

heart given over to the love of it could make it

sound to another . As he wrote, the conviction

grew upon him that she must not resist his appeal.

Aside from her own personal safety and happiness,

she must not for his sake ; for he was bound to her

by cords of honor than which none were stronger ;

and how could he do his work well with a divided

life ? And then he groaned in spirit, and told his

awakened conscience for the hundredth time that

if he had been truly alive, he would not have

sought to join to his a life that was out of accord.

What need, however, to go over that ground ? He

had asked Miriam to be his wife ; she had been his

deliberate choice, and she held him to the pledge.

She had a right to do it. The Master would not

let him spoil his life nor hers. He was doing

right ; the Master would guide.

The morning of a new day was upon him before

he sealed his letter; then he arose from his knees

to do it. Upon its reply, depended, humanly

speaking, very much of his future usefulness ; so

he believed. He must wait.

Through the long days he waited, eager to be

at work, burning to join his friends in town and

mature plans for the immediate future, he yet

waited . His father's work pressed , as usual, and

he found plenty to occupy him. He found also

great joy in the long conversations which he held

with father and mother, wherein he began his life
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work , and taught to eager ears the beautiful new

truths that had been revealed to him . In truth ,

the little family had reason to look back after

wards upon these weeks of waiting as a time when

they had daily foretastes of what the coming heaven

would be.

Philip Nelson, meantime, came and went quite

as he used to do in the olden time. No, not quite,

either. There was a quiet sense of satisfaction in

the greeting that the father gave him, such as

there had never been before . Mr. Holman was

not a man who did anything half -heartedly. It

gave him a peculiar sense of joy that he was to

have not only a son, but a son-in-law, whose life

work was to be to direct others to the Master whom

he had himself chosen .

Only Frances knew for what the son waited.

The father and mother were curious, perhaps, but

not questioning. They had learned to trust this

son of theirs, not only his heart, but his judgment.

“ He would make a splendid business-man , "

would the father say when having a bit of talk

with his wife ; and then she felt her heart glow

with joy over the satisfaction in his tone as he

added : “ but he is going to be something better

than that."

Perhaps it was Frances who waited most breath

lessly for the reply to that letter. Her brother

had learned a lesson of trust.

It is true that, as the days went by and no
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answer came, he began to ask himself what the

next step should be if he received no word ; but

immediately he told himself that of course Miriam

would write, or would send for him. Had she not

recalled him when there was no occasion for her

to do so ? Had she not written to him even after

that last interview , and signed herself, “ As ever,

yours.” Of course she would make some

sponse. It was like Miriam, perhaps, to wait,

and weary his soul with conjectures . He chided

himself sternly for admitting so much, and then

set about apologizing for her. She had been dis

appointed, doubtless, in his change of life-work ;

she had always wanted him to be a lawyer. He

must give her time to get used to the thought of

that and other changes.

At last the response came . They were at the

breakfast-table when the letters were brought in .

Margaret was curious over David's, but he left

the table with it still unopened. An hour after

wards he brought its contents to show to Frances .

It was the formal announcement of the marriage of

Felix Masters and Miriam Brainard Brownlee.

“ Thank God ! ” exclaimed Frances. “Margaret

is saved. And you— O David, when I think of0

you I cannot help saying it again, thank God !”

Months afterwards they were standing together

in the vine -wreathed porch of the Rothwell home,

David and Mary Holman . They had come back
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there for a few days of rest after a season of eager

work. Their minds that evening were busy with

memories.

Do you remember,” said Mary, as her eyes

rested on the thrifty vines, “ that night when he

said, “ I am the vine, you are the branches ? ' It is

good to belong to such a Vine, David."

• Aye,” said David ; " and I remember when he

said , • Let not your heart be troubled . I am try

ing to keep that word with me during these threat

ening days. Danger is before us, Mary ; I feel it

in the air, and I own I tremble sometimes for you.

That man Masters and his wife are very busy, and

shrink at nothing ; and the young man, their friend,

whom we saw last week, is ready for persecution

even to the death of all who bear the name of

Christian . I saw Stephen this afternoon , and tried

to warn him . I am sure he is in special danger. ”

“ But Stephen is not afraid, is he ? "

“ Oh ! Stephen lives on the mountain top ; his

face made me think of the Master's. But that is

a reason why they will hate him the more.”

There was silence for a moment ; then Mary

said, as she tightened her hold upon his arm , “ O

David ! cannot we rejoice if we shall be counted

worthy to suffer for his name's sake ? ”

“ Yes, ” said David, solemnly, “ we will be

ready ; and in order that we may be, we must

keep ever before us that last word of his, • Lo

I am with you alway, even unto the end .'

>
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